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For each departure-arrival date pair, all  trajectories are  listed which connect the 
given planets on those dates. This tabulation accounts for all possible multiple-circuit 
arcs  but does not include retrograde heliocentric flights. 
The machine program used to generate the tables contains an internal ephemeris 
routine which treats all planetary orbits as eccentric, mutually inclined ellipses 
which a re  fixed in space. The planetary orbital parameters adopted for the program 
have been extracted chiefly from the Explanatory Supplement to the British Ephemeris 
and are  presented in Tables 2 and 3, Part 1 of this handbook; they are  not purported 
to be the most accurate ar up-to-date values obtainable for these constants; however, 
they are  entirely in keeping with the fixed-ellipse model adopted for the calculations, 
and also with the limited-accuracy requirements for preliminary design data. 
Theiinfprmation is arranged in convenient columnar groupings. As mentioned above, 
dates a re  presented at either the extreme left or the extreme right of each page. The 
remaining data a re  divided roughly into three sections, comprising ( reading from 
left to right) six columns of parameters pertinent to the departure operation, six 
columns pertinent to the heliocentric phase, and six columns pertinent to the arrival 
operation. The departure and arrival groupings are  each further subdivided into 
listings of heliocentric and planet-centered data. ' Hyperbolic excess speeds, which 
a re  generally of foremost preliminary concern, a re  placed as  f a r  toward the side 
margins a s  is possible, to facilitate rapid scanning. 
The use of these data for trips to Mars during 1980-2000, and for trips to Venus 
during 1964-1970, 1986-2000, is discussed in Part  I. 
The data were calculated on the IBM 7094 computer, and listed on the IBM 1401 
printer. Master sheets were photographically reduced by 50 percent for the 
present printing. 
Conventions and Syrnbols for Single-Plane Transfers 
Column Symbol Explanation 
SPEED 









Magnitude (speed) of hyperbolic excess departure velocity vector, 
normalized to Earth's mean orbital speed. 
Right ascension of hyperbolic excess departure velocity vector 
(hyperbola asymptote); measured in degrees along the local planetary 
equator eastward from the ''vernal eq~inox, '~  i. e. , where the Sun's 
path rises above the departure planet's equator. For Venus, since 
the orientation of the planetary North Pole is unknown, the equator 
has been assumed coplanar with the orbit, and the I1vernal equinox" 
of Venus is taken in the direction of its orbital perihelion. 
Declination of hyperbolic excess departure velocity vector, meas- 
ured in degrees positively northward and negatively southward 
from the planet's equator. 
Inclination of transfer orbit to departure planet's orbit, in degrees; 
zero is forward, -90" is perpendicular southward, +90° is perpen- 
dicular northward, and ~ 1 8 0 "  is backward. 
Heliocentric speed of departure, normalized to Earth's mean 
orbital speed. 
Heliocentric angle of departure, in degrees; measured counter- 
cloc'hise from the outward heliocentric radius vector to the departure 
velocity vector in the transfer plane. (See Fig. A. ) 
Eccentricity of heliocentric transfer orbit. 
Semimajor axis of the transfer conic, in AU . 
. --- 
True anomaly of departure point, measured in the transfer orbit 
in degrees, reduced to 0 --( 61 5 360". (See Fig. A . )  
True anomaly of arrival point measured in the transfer orbit, in 
degrees; THET 2 minus THET i equals the heliocentric transfer 
angle L. ( See Fig. A. ) 
Perihelion distance of the transfer conic, in AU . This value is 
listed only if the vehicle traverses the perihelion during the transfer. 
12 APHEL Aphelion distance of the transfer conic, in AU . This value is 
listed only if the vehicle traverses the aphelion during the transfer. 
13 1 2  Inclination of transfer orbit to arrival planet's orbit, in degrees; 
if approach is directly from the rear  (i. e. , the arrival vector points 
in the same direction a s  the planet's motion), then I 2 = 0" , etc. 
14 V 2 Heliocentric arrival speed, normalized to Earthf s mean orbital 
speed. 
15 PSI 2 Heliocentric angle of arrival, in degrees, measured clockwise from 
the inward heliocentric radius vector to the arrival velocity vector 
in the transfer plane. (See Fig. A. ) Note that this angle is meas- 
ured opposite in sense to PSI I . 
16 R A Analogous to departure velocity case; note, however, that this is 
the right ascension of the position a t  which the arrival velocity 
vector would emerge again from the planet's celestial sphere. 
This convention for reckoning asymptote directions is useful when 
calculating flyby round trips. When the trajectory is unperturbed 
by the target planet, the approach and departure asymptotes have 
exactly the same right ascensions and declinations. By noting the 
discrepancies between the two asymptotes in other cases, the 
analyst may obtain a rough but rapid estimate of the bend angle 
without performing trigonometric calculations. 
17 DECLIN Declination of the position a t  which the arrival velocity vector would 
emerge again from the planet's celestial sphere. 
18 SPEED Mangitude (speed) of hyperbolic excess arrival velocity vector, 
normalized to Earth1 s mean orbital speed. 
The following two listings appear on the right-hand side of the page for transfers from 
Earth to the target planet, and on the left-hand side, in this same order, for transfers 
from the target planet to Earth. 
19 DEPART Julian date of departure, reckoned from JD 240-0000. 
2 0 ARRIVE Julian date of arrival, reckoned from JD 240-0000. 
The following conventions,and symbols apply to the listings of broken-plane transfers 
(using midcourse plane'changes) : 
4 I i  Inclination of the first transfer plane to the departure planet's plane 
of motion. Conventions a r e  analogous to the single-plane transfers. 
6 PSI i Heliocentric departure angle, measured in the first  transfer plane. 
Conventions analogous to the single-plane transfers. 
7 MID-V Heliocentric speed (in EMOS) immediately before application of the 
plane change. 
8 KICK-V Incremental velocity required for the plane-change maneuver, in 
EMOS. Positive quantity signifies an impulse applied northward; 
a negative quantity signifies a southward-directed impulse appli- 
cation. 
9 DATE Date of application of the plane-change maneuver, reckoned from 
J D  240-0000 
12 I 2  Inclination of the second transfer plane to the arrival planet's plane 
of motion. Conventions analogous to the single-plane transfers. 
14 PSI 2 Heliocentric arrival angle, measured in the second transfer plane. 
Conventions analogous to the single-plane transfers. 
All other quantities a r e  exactly equivalent in sense to the single-plane transfer cases. 
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SINGLE - PLANE TRANSFERS 
VENUS TO EARTH 
1970 = 1986 
DEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
ARRl VAL PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTU 
ARRIVAL 
RE PLANET= VENUS 
PLANET= EARTH 












































































































P S I  2 PERIH APHEL OECL SPEED DEPART ARRIVE SPEED R A ECCEN SMA 

DEPARTURE P L A N E T I  VENUS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTL 
A R R I V A L  
IRE PLANET= VENUS 
PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL ECCEN SMA P E R I H  APHEL R A OECL SPEEO 
I 1 V I P S I  1 ECCEN SMA T H E T I  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  APHEL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO K A OECL 
OEPARTURE PLAN 
A R R I V A L  PLAN 
IET=  VENVS 
IET=  EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= E A R T H  
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T I  T H E T 2  P E R I H  APHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEC@ 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL 1 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SMA T H E T I  T H E T Z  P E R I H  APHEL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEED 
OEPARTURE PLANE 
ARRIVAL PLANE 
i T =  VENbS 
i T =  EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= E 4 R T H  








































































































































































I 2 V 2 PSI  2 R A DECL SPEED 
-0.63 1.287 104.3 0.318 0.917 294.6 593.6 0 - 6 2 5  1.209 -3.66 0.937 7 2 - 5  103.6 12.1 0.307 
-1.41 1.290 107.7 0.365 0.922 285.7 594.2 0.586 1.259 -4.09 0.940 69.4 113.0 11.5 0.355 




iT=  EARTH 
OEPARI 
ARRIVP 
'URE PLANET= VENUS 
iL PLANET= EARTH 


















































































ECCEN SMA THETl THET2 PERIH APHEL R A OECL SPEEO 
SPEEO R A ECCEN SMA THETl THET2 PERIH APHEL R A OECL SPEEO OEPART ARRIVE 

DEPARTURE PLANET= VENLS 
ARRlV4L PLANET= EARTH 
DEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
















ECCEN SMA THETl  THE12 OECL SPEEO PERIH APHEL 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A OECL ECCEN SMA T H E T l  THET2 PERIH APHEL R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPARTURE PLANET-  VENUS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= E A R T H  
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SMA T H E T I  T H E T Z  P E R I H  APHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEED R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SMA T H E T I  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  b P H E L  1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 



























OEPART ARRIVE SPEED R A OECL I 1 V 1 PSI 1 ECCEN SMA THETl THETZ PERIH APHEL I 2 V 2 PSI 2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET-  EARTH 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SMA T H E T I  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  APHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SHA T H E T I  T H E T Z  P E R I H  APHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  EARTH 
JRE P L h N E T -  VENUS 
. P L A N E T =  EARTH 
1 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SMA T H E T I  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  APHEL R A D E L L  SPEEO 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SMA T H E T I  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  b P H E L  R A OECL SPEED 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL ECCEN SMA T H E T I  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  APHEL 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SMA T H E T l  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  APHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 


























ECCEN SMA THETl THET2 PERIH APHEL OECL SPEEO 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A OECL I 1 V 1 PSI  1 ECCEN SMA THETI THET2 PERIH APHEL R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SMA T H E T I  THETZ P E R I H  APHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A DECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SMA T H E T l  THETZ P E R I H  APHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A DECL SPEEO 
O E P A R T U R E  P L A N E T =  V E N U S  
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  E A R T H  
O E P A R T U R E  P L A N E T =  V E N U S  
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  E A R T H  
O E P A R T  A R R I V E  S P E E O  R A O E C L  E C C E N  SMA P E R I H  A P H E L  1 2 v 2 P S I  2 R A D E C L  S P E E O  
O E P A R T  A R R I V E  S P E E O  R A D E C L  E C C E N  SMA P E R I H  A P H E L  R A O E C L  S P E E O  
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
1 2 V 2 PSI  2 R A DECL SPEED OEPART ARRIVE SPEED R A DECL I 1 V 1 PSI 1 ECCEN SMA PERIH APHEL 
4- 990 4-1470 0.314 92.6 -1.5 -0.36 1.373 78.5 0.404 1.124 41.0 460.3 0.670 1.579 -3.56 1.041 113.2 243.2 -29.7 0.407 
4- 990 4-1470 0.763 36.9 -0.4 -0.36 1.120 51.0 0.633 0.658 135.7 915.0 0.241 1.074 -3.56 0.672 67.1 126.0 14.4 0.458 
4- 990 4-1470 0.589 42.1 -0.6 -0.36 1.141 60.3 0.498 0.680 125.8 905.1 0.341 1.018 -3.56 0.707 85.0 146.4 4.4 0.294 
4- 990 4-1480 0,257 105.9 1.5 0.28 1.375 82.1 0.385 1.132 28.7 457.6 0.696 1.567 -3.28 1.042 111.9 255-9  -31.1 0.387 
4- 990 4-1490 0.220 122.1 5.2 0.83 1.377 85.3 0.375 1.139 17.2 455.6 0.712 1.566 -3.13 1.044 111.2 268.2 -31.5 0.377 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEED R A DECL I 1 V 1 PSI 1 ECCEN SMA THETI THET2 PERIH APHEL 1 2 V 2 PSI  2 R A OECL SPEED 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
























PERIH APHEL DEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A OECL ECCEN SMA THETl THET2 R A OECL SPEED 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET- VENUS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SMA T H E T I  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  APHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A .  OECL SPEEO 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEED R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SMA T H E T I  T H E T 2  P E R I H  APHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SHA T H E T I  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  APHEL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEED R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  I ECCEN SMA T H E T I  THETZ P E R I H  APHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEED 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO P E R I H  APHEL OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A 
0 .809  208 .1  
OECL ECCEN SMA T H E T l  THETZ 
I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SHA T H E T l  T H E T 2  P E R I H  APHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A DECL SPEEO OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL 
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DECL DEPART ARRIVE SPEED R A ECCEN SMA PERIH APHEL R A DECL SPEED 
OEPARTURE PLANE 
ARRIVAL PLANE 
i T =  VENUS 
iT=  EARTH 
DEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A DECL I 1 V 1 PS I  I ECCEN SMA THETI THE12 PEKIH APHEL I 2 V 2 PSI  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
3.91 1.142 123.4 0.552 0.689 232.0 918.3 0.309 1.069 0.64 0.732 70.0 85.2 24.5 0.405 
4.18 1.144 131.1 0.658 0.691 225.6 921.6 0.236 1.146 0.88 0.731 58.0 89.0 24.4 0.546 
I 1 V 1 PSI  I ECCEN SMA THETI THET2 PERIH APHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO OEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A OECL 
DEPARTURE PLAN 
A R R I V A L  PLAN 
E l =  VENUS 
E T =  EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL ECCEN SMA T H E T l  THETZ P E R I H  APHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
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OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL P S I  1 ECCEN SHA T H E T l  THETZ P E R I H  APHEL P S l  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEED OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL P S I  1 ECCEN SHA T H E T l  T H E T 2  P E R I H  APHEL 
DEPARTURE P L A  
A R R I V A L  PLA 
N E T =  VENLS 
N E T =  EARTH 
OEPARl  
A R R I V I  
lURE PLANET= VENUS 
\ L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL ECCEN SMA T H E T I  T H E T Z  P E R I H  APHEL R A OECL SPEEO 







IRE PLANET- VENUS 
. PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A OECL I 1 V 1 PSI 1 ECCEN SMA THETI THETZ PERIH APHEL R A OECL SPEEO 
4.07 1.286 106.3 0.340 0.904 287.8 594.5 0.597 1.211 
4.45 1.289 110.8 0.403 0.910 277.4 593.9 0.543 1.277 





DEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
I 2 V 2 PSI 2 R A OECL SPEEO 
1.77 0.594 103.9 121.1 22.7 0.442 
2.20 0.950 60.9 37.4 18.5 0.509 
2.20 0.569 86.6 106.7 25.5 0.433 
3.01 0.558 68.7 97.6 26.2 0.524 
-2.18 0.947 120.1 247.7 -25.5 0.500 
-1.77 0.950 114.7 260.9 -26.9 0.414 
-1.52 0.954 111.1 273.5 -27.2 0.358 
-1.37 0.958 108.6 285.7 -26.6 0.320 
-1.28 0.963 106.9 297.6 -25.1 0.295 
-1.23 0.968 105.9 309.1 -22.8 0.281 
-1.22 0.844 54.7 178.3 -0.9 0.562 
-1.22 0.975 105.4 32V.2 -19.9 0.275 
-1.24 0.861 58.5 185.4 -4.3 0.506 
-1.24 0.981 105.3 330.8 -16.5 0.277 
-1.30 0.877 61.9 192.8 -7.9 0.454 
-1.30 0.989 105.6 341.1 -12.7 0.285 
-1.41 0.892 65.0 200.3 -11.6 0.407 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A DECL ECCEN SMA PERIH APHEL 
2.80 1.301 56.6 0.583 0.941 104.3 491.9 0.392 1.490 -0.65 0.951 125.4 256.9 -23.8 0.588 
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oZE-o 1-1- ~TLZ t-ll szo-L LL'E SZf'0 I'E Q'SOZ O'lL 810'1 OE'h 
033dS 1330 V I 2 ISd 2 A 2 I 13HdV HIY3d Z13Hl 113Hl VWS N3333 I ISd L A 1 I 1330 V Y 033dS 3AIIIV 1YVd3a 
DEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART1 
ARRIVAI 
JRE PLANET= VENUS 
L PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A O E C ~  I 1 V 1 PSI 1 ECCEN SMA THETI THE12 PERlH APHEL 
4-2770 4-3250 0.575 16.6 -6.8 -3.80 1.170 61.8 0.473 0.708 120.0 883.1 0.373 1.043 
4-2770 4-3260 0,367 58.4 -10.1 -2.75 1.383 76.3 0.434 1.150 46.9 459.7 0.650 1-650 
4-2770 4-3260 0.526 17.7 -5.5 -2.75 d.169 64.1 0.437 0.707 117.9 890.7 0.398 1.017 
4-2770 4-3270 0.295 70.8 -9.0 -1.94 1.384 80.4 0.409 1.157 33.8 456.4 0.684 1.629 
4-2770 4-3270 0.802 8.5 -2.1 -1.94 1.133 49.4 0.654 0.668 135.7 918.2 0.231 1.105 





















OECL SPEEO R A I 1 V 1 PSI 1 ECCEN SMA THETI THE12 PERIH APHEL R A OECL SPEED 
DEPARTURE PLANET- VENUS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
DEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
















ECCEN SHA THETI THE12 PERIH APHEL 
86.1 236.1 --- 1 -400 
79.9 239.6 --- 1.406 
73.7 243.0 --- 1.41 1 
60.0 249.9 --- 1.416 
53.4 253.1 --- 1.421 
46.5 256.1 --- 1.426 
39.2 258.9 --- 1.431 
31.7 261.4 --- 1.437 
23.8 263.7 --- 1.443 
15.5 265.5 --- 1.452 
6.7 266.9 --- 1.463 
357.3 627.6 0.721 1.477 
249.5 879.8 0.447 1.022 
347.1 667.6 0.716 1.496 
249.8 890.3 0.462 0.992 
R A OECL SPEED 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A DECL I 1 V 1 PSI 1 ECCEN SMA THETI THET2 PERIH APHEL I 2 V 2 PSI 2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPARTURE PLANl 
A R R I V A L  PLANl 
t T =  VENUS 
ET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
A R R I V A L .  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A OECL ECCEN SHA T H E T I  THE72 P E R I H  APHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A OECL ECCEN SMA T H E T I  THE12 P E R I H  APHEL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEED 
OEPARTURE PLANET- VENUS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VEn*US 
ARRlVAL PLANET= EARTH 
























































































PSI  2 THETl THET2 PERIH APHEL OEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R t ECCEN SMA R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 














































SPEEO OEPART ARRIVE R A OECL ECCEN SMA PERIH APHEL R A OECL SPEEO 
ZISd ZA ZI 13HdV HII3d Z13Hl L13H1 VWS N3333 
BLL'O E'S- B'L6l 
LSL'O 9.2- E'Z61 
6EL-0 2'0- 9'L81 
OOfE-h OLIE-f 
OLE£-f OLIE-f 
OBEE-f OLL E-f 
OLE£-4 OLIE-f 
09EE-f OLIE-f 
fh0.L SOL'O 1'69s 8'OEE fL8'0 £61'0 






E'E6 SLZ'L L8.E- 
6-26 fLZ'I 80'f- 
9-26 fLZ.1 8f'f- 
f'Z6 fLZ'I SS'S- 
f'Z6 9LZ'I PO'SZ- 
2-56 OL6'0 fL'Z- 
S'L6 OZ6'0 LE'L- 
I'OOL CE6'0 L8'0- 
O'EOI 556'0 L9'0- 










LEE'O 8'6- 5.661 
8Lf'O L'L- E'561 
EES'O 9's- 6'061 
L89'O 5'E- 5'981 
ZfZ'O E'fZ- 8'982 
L-601 6ZO'I 6f.O- 
S'ELL £60'1 hf.0- 
f'L11 981.1 Zf'O- 
f"1Zl 9ZE'L Lf'O- 














8'81- 8'08 LZZ'O 
0'91- f'18 EBZ'O 
£'El- L'08 E9E.0 
6'01- S"8L OBh'O 
0'8- 6'921 OLf'O 
8-e6 1~f-L ~2.i- 
E'OOL 68S.1 fE'E- 
O'ELL 881'1 Ef'F- 
I'SL 6S6-0 55'0- 
0'59 EfL'L SS'O- 
9.02- 8'ZB OZZ'O 
1'81- O'EZ 6LZ'O 
L'f- I'lEI EOL'O 
E'9- E'BZI £95'0 
S'EZ- L'EL 681'0 
LOS'O f'OZ- L'fOE 
L5E-0 1'21- f'L6Z 
EZZ'O 0'1 6'LLl 
9'611 OZB'O SS'O- 
8'801 108'0 55.0- 
Z'9L 556'0 55'0- 
861'1 LEE'O 0'6ZZLh'OfZ S9L'O L9S.0 
£60'1 OOf'O B'fEZIZ'9fZ LBL.0 f9f-0 
691'1 IOL'O 2'856 5'6ZE 556'0 052'0 
f'fZ1 ILZ'L hE'E- 
9'LIl L61'1 +I£'£- 
0'96 SOE'I CE'E- 
8'$9 6EL'L 55'0- 
L'LL IS6-0 95.0- 
f'f9 PEL-I 95.0- 
112'2 --- E'8LZ 9'6 592.1 OLS'O 
fSL'I LLL'O 9'956 9'LEE ZE6'0 BEZ'O 
fOZ'Z --- 8'9LZ 8'LI LSh'L £15'0 
6'91- Z"L 682'0 
E'9Z- 6-29 991'0 
Z'SI- Z'fSE LLE'O 
Lfl'l LLL'O 6'256 S'SfE 626'0 8ZZ'O 
861'2 --- 6'fLZ S'SZ 8fh.L 81S'O 
5.82- Z'OS OSL'O 
E'EL- 9'EfE LfE'O 
Z6L'O 2.01 9'9-1 
6OS'O 6'LL L'9Z1 
88L'O 9-21 0'8EL 
LZS'O 9-61 Z'BLL 





2-16 LOE'I EO'E- 
8'8L Zff'l EO'F- 
8'68 OOE'L 06'2- 
E'9L Off'l 06.2- 
5.62- L'SE OhL'0 
f'LL- I'SEE LLE'O 
6'81- Z'OZ 9EL.0 






8'EL 8Ef'I ZL'Z- 
6'98 962'1 5f'Z- 
f'LL 9Ef'L Sf'Z- 
£'€ILL OLE'L 86'1- 
5'58 £62'1 86.1- 
Z'8- Z'ZZE 65f'O 
O'ZZ- I'ZSE LfI'O 
9'9- L'LLE £05'0 
L'E- 9'FLL 939.0 




2-28 LBZ'L EL'8 




I'D8 f8Z-1 SL'L- 
E'fOl SfE'l LL'S- 
. L'8L 6LZ'L LL'S- 
8'SE- E'fLE 261.0 
8'81- 6.56 S9E'O 
O'ZZ- O"O1E LOE'O 
LFE'O 6'8- 8'OLZ 
ILZ'O O'SZ L'19 









Z'LOI 6EE-I Sf'f- 
L'SL fLZ'L Sf'f- 
E'86 EEE'I OL'f- 
8'61- L'88 ZOE'O 
E'9L- I'SOE OfE'O 
E'ZZ- f"6L BfZ'O 
8'ZL- 5'00~ L6E.0 









8'69 191'1 BE'S- 
IsE6 fZEaL ZL-£- 
E'99 ESZ'I ZL'E- 
E'OL- Z'96Z OSf'0 
1.62- 9'0s 9LL'O 
E'8- 1'7.62 L15'0 
9EZ"O E'OL S'191 
EOS'O 8'8 L'8L 
LEZ'O Z'fl O'LSL 
99S'OS'S L'LL 











L"6Z- 8'8 Z9L'O 
5'5- 9'h8Z IL9'0 
0'92- E'OSE LLL'O 
f'f- L'LBZ 9SL'O 
9.12- O'9EE 10Z'O 
6'1Lf S'L 
S'IB 80E'L OZ'E- 
9'8L SOE'L 60's- 
I'SL EOE'L 56'2- 
5'OL OOE'L 8L'Z- 
O'f9 L6Z-I ES'Z- 
f'L1- O'SZF ZfZ'O 
L'EL- £'PIE Z6Z'O 
h.01- 8"80E 8SE'O 
9'L- B'LOE 8ff-0 
1's- 9'$6Z 8LS'O 
555'0 f'f Z'L 
8Lf'O h'ZZ- 8'LbZ 
f95'0 E'ZZ- L'OfZ 
Off-0 9.61- 9'OLE 
SEf'O L'bl- 6'LZZ 
8'86 ZLh'O LE'L 
Z'9L 195'0 OZ'L- 
6-55 956'0 OZ'I- 
S"f6 1LS'O 06'0- 
9'FP 6fb.O 06'0- 
O'f- f"LfL OE8'0 
6'9- L"EZ1 OOL"0 
1'4- Z'9tL 68L'O 





E'SEL 690.1 98's- 
h'6OL LBZ'L 98"s- 
E'E- L'SfL L98'0 
O'LL- L'LIL OtC'O 
Z'ZL LE6'0 59'0- 
6'hL 0E6'0 65.0- 
I'LL 516.0 95'0- 
O'El- 6'901 5SE'O 
O'SI- s-201 LOE'O 
O'LL- f'86 092'0 
ZISd ZA 21 VWS N3333 LISd LA 11 
ZISd ZA 21 LISd LA I1 
9'fL ES6"O Zh'i 
f'9L Lf6-0 SE'L 
f'ZL- E'6ZL LLZ'O 
0'91- 6'EZL ZEZ'O 
0'02- E'8LL EOZ'O 
f'fZ- E'ZIL L8L'O 
1.62- 0'901 S9Le0 
L6L'O O'L- O'f lZ 
9LL'O 8'E- 9'LOZ 
8SL'O f.0- ,6'LOZ 
O"8L Lf6'O EE'L 
f'6L SE6.O SE'L 
9'08 616'0 Of'L 
ZfL'O E'E Z'L6L 
8ZL'O E'L L'E61 






O'ft- f"66 fSL'O 
1'6s- 9-26 8fl.O 
f'ff- L'S8 9hL-0 
L "OS- I'LL LSL'O 
O'LS- F'EL 991'0 
601'0 9'LL S'Z6L 
LOL'O L'SZ L'L6L 
921-0 0'8E E'80Z 
91t'O Z'ES 8.822 






8'06 LLZ'L 99'8- 
9'06 9LZ'I LLeLZ- 
E'06 LLZ'L 6l'OL 
E'06 6LZ'L BL'L 
5-06 282'1 EZ'O- 
921'0 O'Pf- E'SBL 
SZL'O Z'fE- L'OOZ 
LfL'O 8.92- b'9OZ 
LBL'O L"ZZ- Z'8OZ 
LZZ'O 9'81- E'LOZ 
L8Z-0 L'SL- O'SOZ 
f9E-0 Z'EL- L'LOZ 
L'O6 68Z'L LL'L- 
2-16 00E'L fL'L- 
8-16 91E'L fL'Z- 
L'Z6 ZfE'L Sf'Z- 
L'E6 L8E'I ZL'Z- 
L'E6 18f.1 ZL'Z- 
6'f6 Zfh'L 96'2- 
1-96 8ES'L 61'5- 
O'L6 S69'L Zf'E- 
£'ELL S6L'L 9E'E- 
2-96 OLE'L 9'2's- 
9'L8 6ff'L 9E'E- 
h'f6 60E'L Ef'E- 
L'h8 8ff.l Ef'E- 
8'26 LOE'L OS'E- 
0'28 Lhf'l OS'E- 
2-16 9OE'L 8S'E- 
S'6L Sbf'L 8S'E- 
8'68 fOE'L L9'E- 
6'9L ffh'L L9'E- 
E'88 ZOE'L O8'F- 
S'hL Zff'L 08"i- 
6'98 00E'I L6'E- 
6'EL- 6'hP OLL'O 
'5.81- E'69 SZL'O 
L'6t- E'hL 9fl'O 
0'61- 6'8L LLL'O 




f9E'O Z.EL- L'LOZ I'LL- 2.28 ZZZ'O 
O'SLL 6EL.L hE'L- 
0'611 LPZ'L EE'L- 
O'EZL OSh'L 9E'L- 
6'001 LOB'O Lf'O 
9'SL f96'0 Lf'O 
E'LL- 8'LZ 98Z'O 
6.92- 1-08 ZLl'O 
41.91- 8'EL 9OE.O 
9'OE- Z'L9 LSL'O 
L'SL- 5-2 SEE'O 
6'h9 9fL'L Lf'O 
S'9L 656'0 Lf'O 




Z'LL SS6'0 Ef'O 
8'f9 8EL'L Ef'O 
OOZ'O S'8 S'S9L 
hOS'O 9'fl Z'9fL 
S6L'O L'ZL Z'LSL 
LZS'O I'LL 6'LEL 
E6L-0 L'S1 8'8fl 
L'LL 156.0 99.0 
O'F9 SEL'L 9f'O 
L'8L Lf6'O LS'O 
0'29 LEL'L LS'O 









6'cl- f'E5E OLE'O 
L'fE- 8'9'2 LfL-0 
L'ZL- 6'5fE 60f'O 
6'09 LZL'L 6S'O 
S'8L 6E6-0 ZL'O 
L'6S fZL'L ZL'O 
S'8L SE6'0 86'0 











L"L1- 8'6EE ZSf'0 
Z'EE- 2'8 f9L'O 
O'LL- S'fEE 96f-0 
L'LE- 8'9SE £81'0 






SL9'0 2.51 L'fOL 
SLS'O L'SL- 6'LSZ 
SZZ'O 6'8E E'SLL 
O'L9 SEC'L 88.3- 
9'ZLL S9E'L SS'L- 
L'Z8 E6Z'l SS'L- 
L9f-0 L'EE- 9'SfZ 
LhZ'O E'L O'LOL 
60f'O Z'fZ- 6'LEZ 
L-911 610'1 18.5- 
L'LL fZ6'O 18.5- 
O'fLL ZLO'L EL'L- 
I'6OL 6SE'I Ef'Z 
Z'O8 682.1 Ef'Z 
8'SOL ESE'L 89'1- 
6'9 L'bll ESt'0 
9-21 9"EEE LfZ'O 
L'S- 8'ELl EBE'O 
Z'9L 016'0 EL'L- 
L'lIL 900'L EO'L- 
8&-o ~LZ-o BEO'L OLE'O 
ZLZ'O 6'61 £'I8 
LZE'O S'LL- 0'6LZ 
EOE'O E'OZ L'ZL 
8'fL SL6'O EO'L- 
L'60L LOO'L SL'O- 
L'EL 606'0 SL'O- 
0'801 L66'O 09'0- 









2'6- 9'ZZE 6ZE'O 
L'EL- 9-66 L9Z.0 
8'8- 6"LLE O8E'O 
6'96 LEE'I £6'2- 
E'OL 89Z'L £6":- 
8'LL- 1-60 ZZZ'O 
0'8- P'ELE 6Ef-0 
L"90L £66'0 LS'O- 
2-89 568'0 LS'O- 
L'SOL 166.0 9h'O- 
1-59 988'0 9f'O- 






E'f6 ZEF'I SO'S-' 
6.99 OPZ'L SO'S- 
6-16 8ZE-1 SL'E- 
E'E9 ZSZ'L SL'E- 
9'68 fZE'L fZ'E- 
Z'ZZ- L'SL L8L.O 
O'L- S'6OE fOS'O 
1.92- O'LS 991'0 
1'9- L'SOE SLS'O 




Z6f-0 O'fl Z'LE 5.19 9L8-0 Eh'O- 
0'501 L86-0 Lf'O- 
9'LS we-0 lf-0- 
Z'SOL 986'0 Lf'O- 
6'SOL 586'0 Zf"0- 
E'S- O'ZOE £59'0 
9.92- 0'91 OLL'O 
9'f- 5'862 SEL'O 
L'EZ- S'65E £61'0 










O'LL- 6'9EE ZLZ'O 
L'fl- 9'8ZE ZEE'O 
f'LL- E'LZE LLf"0 
0'6- I'fLE 215'0 
L'E- E'LLZ 206.0 
81E'O f'LI E'BZL 
69E'O 8-61 L'9LL 
Lff'O 5-17. E'fOL 




OLS'O 2-27. 5'06 
tZS-0 8'LL- L"LOE 
OEf'O 5.51- 8'9LE 
S8f-0 L'OZ- 6'8fZ 
Zff'O f'LL- O'OEE 
Z'OEL 8f0'1 SL'Z- 
6'911 86Z'I SL'Z- 
I'OEL 6S0'1 $6'2- 
98E'O L'81- 9'LEZ 
BLE'O £-91- 8'LZZ 
692'0 L'EI- L'6lZ 
ZEZ'O 6.01- Z'LLZ 
ZOZ'O 1'8- Z'fOZ 
L'99 LS6.0 65'0 
L'OL 156'0 LS'O 
S'EL Sf6'0 9f'O 
8'L- 9'811 8Sf.0 
E'OL- E'EZL ZLE'O 
6.21- +1'8Ll OLE'O 
L'SL- 9'Ell 592'0 
9'81- 8'801 0EZ"O 
8-51 6~6.0 EQ-o 
9'LL EE6-0 Lf'O 
LISd LA 11 ZISd ZA 21 VWS N3333 
DEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS DEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SMA T H E T I  T H E T 2  P E R I H  APHEL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SMA T H E T I  T H E T 2  P E R I H  APHEL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLPNI  
A R R I V A L  PLAN1 
I T =  VENLS 
i T =  EARTH 
DEPART( 
ARRIVAL 
I R E  PLANET= VENUS 
. PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL ECCEN SMA T H E T l  T H E T 2  P E R I H  APHEL R A OECL SPEEO 
SPEEO R A OECL ECCEN SMA P E R I H  PPHEL R A OECL SPEEO 
13HdV HIY3d Z13Hl L13Hl VWS N3333 
ZLE'I ZIL'O Z'fZ8 9'EfE ZfO'L LLE'O LZE'O f'fE- E'L9Z 
L9f-0 O'SI 9'fII 
SOE'O L'EE- L'6fZ 
OLS'O f'LL S'90L 
562.0 L'LE- L'8EZ 
f'80L fOO'L SL'E- 6'E6 OSE'I 58'0 
6'19 69Z.I S8'0 
f'lb LfE'l BI'O 
E'8S l9Z'L 81'0 
0'68 EfE'L Of'O- 
0'9 Z'LEL 061'0 
9'1 6'01 66S'O 
5'1 9'611 L91'0 
E'O S'L OL9'0 
f'E- 9'66 191'0 
9-29 268'0 SL'E- 
L'LOI 000'L 9f'E- 
5-65 288'0 9f'E- 
E'LOL L66'0 6Z'E- 
0'95 LLB'O 6Z'E- 
E'LOI 566'0 EZ'E- 
9'LOI £66'0 SZ'E- 
C'8OI 266'0 8E'E- 
8'601 166'0 Z9'E- 
OIE'L LEE'O L'LLS S'SLI £28-0 165.0 
hlE'I FLL'O O'L9h O'SL fLO'l LbZ'O 
OLE'I ZOL'O E'89f 0'92 900'1 ZOE'O 
SLE'I f89'0 6'69f Z'LE 666'0 9LE'O 
6ZE.1 LS9'O 8'lLf 8'8f Ebb-0 6EE.0 
f'fS 251-1 Of'O- 
E'L- F'08 fLL'O 
6'6- 1.99 EOZ'O 
I'll- $'IS 9-2'0 
8.11- O'Lf LOE'O 
962'0 Z'SZ- S'SIZ 
80E'O h'LZ- L'fOZ 
LEE'O I'LL- L'fbl 
89E'O 9'21- 9'EQL 
9Zf.0 L'L- 6'ZLI 
O'ZI- F'ZE ELE'O 
0-21- h'fZ OLf'O 
0'26 095'0 fie's- 
f'OZl 066'0 48's- 
L'ZII LLS'O 90'8- 
L'S- h'91E E18'0 
L'II- 5'91 509'0 
O'L- L'5fE 288'0 
EBf-0 0'6 S'8SE S'69 Ef9'0 LO'L 
68E'O 8.11 1'5 f'E8' Lh9'0 ZE'S 
6Lh-0 8'8- f'LOE I'E9 E66'0 ZE.5 
EZO'I ZLZ'O L'l16 6'812 819'0 LS9'0 
886'0 LSZ'O S'f06 8'IZZ 619'0 565.0 
88E-I 225.0 L'66S O'LLZ 556'0 fSf'O 
S'S S'fZZ O6L'O 
O'f b'ZZZ ZOL'O 
SLE'O S'SL O'LI 1-96 859'0 8E'f 
































2-88 06Z'I 91'9- 
f'L8 L8Z'L 18.8- 
9'98 f8Z.L LO'SL- 
L'f8 LLZ'L 60'52 
Z'h8 fLZ'I 416.6 
L'ZS- 0'98 fLI'0 
1.19- 9'EL EZZ'O 
5'fL- O'ES SfE'O 
9'LL L'I 25s-0 





tlZO'l --- 6'f61 8'0f LS8'0 561.0 
610'1 --- 6'881 E'ff 7.58'0 961'0 
LIO'L --- E'Z81 L'Lf 698.0 861.0 
--- --- 
--- --- 
8'fLI 2-69 Lf8'O LOZ'O 
f'99L E'OS 6f8.O SOZ'O 
E'8E E'Sf 661'0 
8'fZ S'Eh E8L'O 
h'SL 9'Lf 181'0 
9'8 L'Of £81'0 
S'E h'6F L8L.O' 
L-ze L~Z-I 81-t 
2.28 991'1 SZ'L 
0'28 L9Z.1 25'0 
6EL'O 9'OF- f'56L 0'96 968'0 9E'E- 
891'0 L'8Z- 5'101 0'66 606'0 SZ'E- 
L'O- L'6F EbL'O 
Z'f- F'lf 661'0 
ZLZ'O C'SZ- 6'fOZ S'Z01 ZE6'0 EZ'E- 
hLZ-0 6.22- 1'901 5'901 OL6'0 OE'E- 
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DEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS DEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN St4A T H E T I  T H E T 2  P E R I H  APHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SHA T H E T I  T H E T Z  P E R I H  APHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
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ECCEN SKA THETl THE12 PERIH APHEL 
4-3850 4-4330 0.194 53.5 -22.5 -3.12 1.563 90.4 0.337 1.085 358.2 816.4 0.719 1.451 -0.97 1.039 109.2 185.7 -5.7 0.326 
4-3850 4-4340 0.204 71.6 -20.1 -2.94 1.366 93.0 0.346 1.094 348.5 816.4 0.716 1.472 -1.01 1.040 109.7 195.0 -9.6 0.335 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A OECL I 1 V 1 PSI  1 ECCEN SMA THETI THE12 PERIH APHEL I 2 V 2 PSI  2 R A OECL SPEED 
DEPARTURE PLANE 
ARRIVAL PLANE 
iT=  VENUS 
iT= EARTH 
JRE PLANET= VENUS 
. PLANET= EARTH 












































































ECCEN SMA THETI THETZ PERIH APHEL R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A OECL I 1 V 1 PSI  1 ECCEN SHA THETI THETZ PERIH APHEL I 2 V 2 PSI  2 R A OECL SPEED 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 























1.075 -3.77 0.658 62.4 
1.093 -3.41 0.707 63.3 
1.110 -3.20 0.748 64.4 
1.126 -3.10 0.782 65-4 
1*140 -3.08 0.810 66.3 
1.153 -3.16 0.835 67.2 
1.164 -3.34 0.855 68.1 
1.175 -3.64 0.874 68.9 
1.185 -4.13 0.890 69.6 
1-195 -4.93 0.904 70.2 
APHEL 1 2 V 2 PSI 2 
67.4 17.6 0.529 
72.6 18.1 0.496 
78.4 18.4 0.468 
84.7 18.4 0.443 
91.3 18.0 0.421 
98.2 17.1 0.400 
105.2 15.7 0.383 
112.3 13.7 0.367 
119.3 10.7 0.353 
126.1 6.6 0.342 
R A OECL SPEEO DEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A ECCEN SMA THETl THET2 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL ECCEN SMA T H E T l  T H E T 2  P E R I H  APHEL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SMA T H E T I  T H E T 2  P E R I H  APHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A OECL 
4-3890 4-4250 0.556 224.0 4.7 
4-3890 4-4260 0.525 198.7 9.4 
4-3890 4-4260 0.622 225.4 6.2 
4-3890 4-4270 0.749 228.0 7.4 
4-3890 4-4320 0.837 2.0 -8.4 
4-3890 4-4330 0.608 30.1 -11.4 
4-3890 4-4330 0.691 5.3 -7.6 
4-3890 4-4340 0.467 39.7 -11.4 
4-3890 4-4340 0.617 6.8 -6.5 
4-3890 4-4350 0.367 49.6 -11.1 
4-3890 4-4350 0.855 359.3 -2.8 
4-3890 4-4350 0.602 6.7 -5.0 
4-3890 4-4360 0.295 61.0 -10.4 
4-3890 4-4370 0.242 74.8 -8.9 
4-3890 4-4380 0.209 91.4 -6.5 
DEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
ECCEN SMA THETl THE12 PERIH APHEL I 2 V 2 PSI  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A DECL I 1 V 1 PSI 1 ECCEN SMA THETl THE12 PERIH APHEL I 2 V 2 PSI 2 R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLAN 
ARRIVAL PLAN 




IRE PLANET= VENUS 





































































































































































ECCEN SMA THETl THET2 PERIH APHEL 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A ECCEN SMA 
121 
THETI THETZ PERIH APHEL R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 































ECCEN SHA THETl THET2 PERIH APHEL PSI  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A OECL I 1 V 1 PSI  1 ECCEN SHA THETI THETZ PERIH APHEL I 2 V 2 PSI  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
JRE PLANET= VENUS 
PLANET= EARTH 


















































































ECCEN SMA PERIH APHEL 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEED R A ECCEN SMA PERIH APHEL R A DELL SPEED 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE 
A R R I V A L  
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A OECL ECCEN SMA T H E T l  T H E 1 2  
42.0 258.3 
P E R I H  APHEL R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A DECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SMA T H E T I  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  APHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
ARRlVAL PLANET= EARTH 
















4-4250 4-4740 0.115 355.2 21.8 1.92 1.272 92.2 0.178 0.878 345.4 926.6 0.722 1.034 -4.60 0.916 84.6 93.0 -6.6 0.146 
4-4250 4-4750 0.120 5.2 9.9 0.93 1.273 93.2 0.185 0.881 339.2 929.9 0.718 1.044 -3.91 0.916 83.7 98.7 -1.5 0.149 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A OECL I d V 1 PSI  1 ECCEN SMA THET1 THE12 PERIH APHEL I 2 V 2 PSI  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
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IRE PLANET= VENUS 
. PLANET= EARTH 
P E R I H  APHEL R A OECL SPEEO OEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A OECL P S I  1 ECCEN SMA THETl  THET2 






DEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
-3.10 0.837 56.5 85.9 19.5 0.559 
-3.10 0.964 104.8 214.0 -26.2 0.246 
-3.17 0.851 60.5 94.3 18.7 0.497 
-3.17 0.966 104.6 225.2 -29.8 0.245 
-3.33 0.863 64.1 102.9 17.0 0.440 
-3.33 0.970 104.8 237.0 -32.8 0.251 
-3.61 0.875 67.3 111.3 14.4 0.390 
-3.61 0.974 105.4 249.2 -35.1 0.265 
-4.07 0.886 70.1 119.6 10.6 0.346 
-4.07 0.979 106.5 261.7 -36.7 0.287 
-4.81 0.895 72.3 127.5 5.3 0.311 
-4.81 0.986 107.9 274.0 -37.8 0.317 
-6.09 0.904 74.2 134.6 -2.4 0.287 
-6.09 0.994 109.7 285.9 -38.9 0.357 
-8.61 0.912 75.6 140.5 -14.2 0.281 
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35.0 8.0 0.292 
44.3 11.2 0.315 
54.1 14.0 0.346 
166.7 2.2 0.396 
64.6 16.2 0.390 
155.3 5.5 0.329 
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144.2 9.0 0.337 
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137.1 11.3 0.403 
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4-4700 4-5170 0.308 58.4 -8.7 -2.23 1.239 104.5 0.273 0.818 279.1 921.0 0.594 1.042 -3.06 0.863 82.5 161.5 -8 -6  0.175 
4-4700 4-5180 0.273 5.7 -14.4 -2.78 1.405 96.1 0.443 1.279 340.1 631.6 0.712 1.845 -3.22 1.090 66.4 124.9 12.0 0.434 
4-4700 4-5180 0.341 60.3 -9.8 -2.78 1.239 106.0 0.297 0.819 275.7 927.2 0.576 1.063 -3.22 0.866 79.5 163.6 -7.5 0.208 
4-4700 4-5190 0.386 62.6 -10.5 -3.40 1.240 108.1 0.330 0.821 271.4 932.4 0.550 1.092 -3.50 0.868 76.2 167.6 -7.6 0.250 
4-4750 4-4880 0.504 155.5 -6.7 -3.14 1.189 114.6 0.416 0.731 247.5 521.9 0.427 --- 1.07 0.795 102.1 320.1, -12.5 0.288 
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SPEED R A 
99.8 2.8 1.1 0.191 
79.4 251.0 -22.4 0.193 
101.4 15.2 6.3 0.216 
80.9 262.8 -23.5 0.170 
103.7 27.3 11.1 0.253 
81.8 274.1 -23.7 0.154 
106.5 38.9 15.1 0.300 
82.4 284.5 -23.3 0.146 
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4 - 4 8 6 0  4 - 5 3 8 0  
4 - 4 8 6 0  4 - 5 3 9 0  
4 - 4 8 6 0  4 - 5 3 9 0  
4 - 4 8 6 0  4 - 5 4 0 0  
4 - 4 8 6 0  4 - 5 4 0 0  
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OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEED 
-3.29 1.119 59.2 79.3 17 -6  0.582 
-5.29 0.931 80.0 99.3 7 - 0 0 - 1 9 0  
-2.54 1.121 60.5 87.7 19.0 0.558 
-2.54 0.933 79.9 108.1 9.6 0.185 
-2.11 1.123 61.7 96.2 19.4 0.536 
-2.11 0.935 79.6 116.9 10.4 0.185 
-1.85 1.125 62.7 105.0 19.1 0.516 
-1.85 0.938 79.2 125.8 10.0 0.188 
-1.69 1.127 63.6 113.7 18.2 0.500 
-1.69 0.940 78.6 134.5 8.8 0.194 
-1.60 1.130 04 -3  122.5 1 6 - 7  0.486 
-1.60 C.943 77.9 143.1 6.9 0.203 
-1.55 1.133 64.8 131.4 14.6 0.477 
-1.55 0.946 77.0 151.6 4.5 0.215 
-1.55 1.136 65.0 140.4 11.9 0.471 
































DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CECL I 1 V 1 PS I  1 ECCEN SPA THETI ThET2 PERlH APbEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEED 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENLS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A OECL P E R I H  APHEL R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A DECL 1 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T I  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  APPEL I 2 V 2 P 5 1  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENLS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
DEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 































ECCEN SPA THETl THET2 PERIH APHEL 1 2 V 2 PSI  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A OECL I 1 V 1 PSI  1 ECCEN SPA THETl TNET2 PERIH bPbEL R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE P L A N E T =  VENLS OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  E b R T H  A R R I V A L  PLANET-  EARTH 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SFA T H E T I  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  PPWEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R P CECL SPEEO 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T I  TWETZ P E R I H  PPI-EL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R 4 OECL SPEED 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VEhLS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
DEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
A R R I V A L  PLANE;= EARTH 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T l  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  DPhEL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A CECL SPEED 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VEhLS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
h R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL ECCEN SMA P E R I H  PPPEL R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SFA T H E T I  T H E T 2  P E R I H  PPHEL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENLS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
































































































































P S I  2 SPEEC R A CECL ECCEN SPA THETl THETZ PERIH PPCEL R A OECL SPEED OEPART ARRIVE 
DEPARTURE PLANET= VENLS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
CEPARTLRE 
A R R I V A L  
VENUS 
EARTH 
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ECCEN SNA PERSH PPHEL I 2 V 2 PSI 2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A OECL I 1 V 1 PSI 1 ECCEN SPA THE11 THE12 PERIH PPHEL I 2 V 2 PSI 2 R A OECL SPEED 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENLS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
ARRIVAL PLANET- EARTH 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEED R A OECL I 1 V 1 PSI  1 ECCEN SMA THETI THE12 PERIH PPHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEGO 
C.25 1.076 114.5 36.4 15.0 0,462 
C.34 0.972 65.3 249.3 -21.3 0 -414  
0.34 1.083 116.4 45.3 17.8 0.496 
0.54 0.980 67.2 2 5 8 - 5  -21.8 0.386 
C.54 1.090 118.6 54.2 20.4 0.535 
1.45 0.987 68.8 268.1 -19 -7  0.361 
1.45 1.097 121.0 63.1 23.5 b.578 
-2.05 0.992 70.3 278.1 -28.9 0.321 
-C.60 0.997 71.5 287.6 -24.2 0.322 
-C+36 1.171 57.4 287.7 -23-C 0 -632  
-C.36 1.001 72.5 297.3 -22.2 0.308 
1.85 C.510 64.0 196.9 -5.6 0.570 
1.52 0.589 63.2 199.6 -6.7 0.527 
1.32 0.653 63.3 203.2 -8.0 0.494 
1.19 0.706 63.7 207.6 -9.6 0.467 
1.12 0.750 64.3 212.6 -11.3 0.443 
1.08 0.789 65.1 218.1 -13.1 0.423 
1.07 0.821 65.0 224.3 -14.8 0.404 
1 -10  0.850 66.8 230.9 -16.3 0.388 
1.17 0.875 67.7 238.0 -17.6 0.372 
1.28 0.896 68.5 245.6 -18.5 0.359 
1.47 0.915 69.4 253.5 -18.9 0.346 
1.75 0.931 70.2 261.7 -18.5 0.335 
2 - 3 5  0.946 70.9 270.1 -16.9 0.325 
5.78 0.958 71.6 278.5 -12.4 0.320 
9.69 0.968 72.3 286.7 4.2 0.347 
-15.36 0.977 72.9 317.3 -57.2 0.396 
-4.35 C.985 73.4 309.9 -32.7 0.302 
-2.60 0.991 73.8 317.2 -25.3 0.291 
-1.89 0.996 74.2 325.4 -20.5 0.287 
-1.53 1.000 74.4 333.7 -16.4 0.285 
-1.31 1.002 74.5 342.0 -12.4 0.285 
-1.18 1.005 74.5 350.4 -8.5 0.287 
-1.11 1.CO6 74.2 358.8 -4.5 0.292 
-1.Oe 1.007 73.8 7.4 -0.6 0.300 
I 2 V 2 PSI  2 R A OECL SPEED OEPART ARRIVE I 1 V 1 PSI  1 ECCEN S P A  THETI TkET2 PERIH bPkEL SPEEC R A CECL 
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9'8EE 1"ZZ Sfb'0 ROSE- 169.1 E9O"O E'blb I'CLL LLB'O 8Zb"O 6'aE ZSE*O O1.P- 8'61 
9'9E 1'651 bbae0 88's 58S.l ZSO.0 S'EhZLZ'bLl 818'0 LEb"0 0'8L hOZ-0 6E.E 1.52 
9-51 BLh'O 0608-E 06ZL-E 
f'Lh1 EBS'O 0608-E ObZL-E 
I-LL ashso o808-~ OLZL-E 
Z'bl hIS'0 OLO8-E ObZL-E 
h'Z9 bbE'O 0908-5 ObZL-E 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MbRS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET*  MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OECL 1 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SMA T H E T l  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  APHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO OEPART A R R l V E  SPEEC R A 





DEPARTURE PLANET= CARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A ECCEN SWA THETI THE12 PERIH APHEL 
0.$01 1.532 240.3 676.4 0.918 2.146 
1.295-3.296 287.2 378.8 0.972 --- 
1.124-7.684 283.3 384.7 0.956 --- 
0.98772.320 279.1 390.3 0.939 --- 
0.874 7.328 274.7 395.5 0.922 --- 
0.781 4.137 270.0 400.4 0.906 --- 
0.704 3.007 265.1 405.2 0.890 --- 
0.640 2.431 260.1 409.7 0.875 --- 
0.587 2.084 254.9 414.0 0.861 --- 
0.542 1.852 249.5 418.2 0.848 --- 
I 2 V 2 PSI 2 d A OECL SPEED 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A OECL ECCEN SPA THETl TWET2 PERIH DPI-EL 1 2 V 2 PSI 2 R D OECL SPEED 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET- EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= CARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL ECCEN SY l l  P E R I H  APHEL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SYA T H E T I  T H E T 2  P E R I H  APREL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R 4 OECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTLRE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T I  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  PPHEL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A DECL SPEEO 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL ECCEN SPA T H E T l  T H E 7 2  P E R I H  APHEL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A DECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SMA T H E 1 1  THETZ P E R I H  PPHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T I  T H E T 2  P E R I H  APHEL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLbNET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
DEPARTURE PLANET- MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET- EARTH 
DEPART b R R I V E  SPEEC R A DECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T I  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  PPHEL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEED R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SCA T H E T I  THET2 P E R I H  APHEL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPARTURE PLANET= M I R S  
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EPRTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V 4 L  PLANET= EARTH 
I 2 v 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL ECCEN SPA P E R I H  APHEL 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T I  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  APHEL R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPdRTURE PLANET= HARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
DEPARTURE PLANETS HARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANETS EARTH 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL 1 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SMA T H E T I  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  APHEL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T l  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  PPHEL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R P DECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANl 
ARRIVAL PLANl 
i T =  MARS 
i T =  EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET* MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANETI EARTH 
I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEED OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A OECL ECCEN SMA T H E T l  THE12 P E R I H  APHEL 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A OECL ECCEN SPA T H E T I  THE12 P E R I H  API-EL DECL SPEED 
O'LOI 18L.O hL'I 
L'OLL ZBL'O SL'Z 
Z'ZL 908'0 10'0 
6'EL LO8'0 EF'O 






9FE-0 8'fl 8'191 
IS2'0 9.62- S'ShZ 
901'0 S'OE- E'ER?, 
ZLL'O O'ZE- L'ZfZ 
ZOL'L 68L'O O'lf9 L'6ZZ ShZ.1 L9E.O 
LLL'L S68'0 E'8Lf I'ZZL 9OE'l SIE'O 
£89'1 ZE6'O Z'8Of L'IZI 80E'L L8Z.O 
SfL'O E'fE- 9'CfZ 
LZL'O h'LE- 6'6hZ 
811'0 h'Of- L'BSZ 
811'0 E'Zf- Z'69Z 
621'0 Z'Ef- 0'8LZ 
O'9L 808'0 16'0 
S'9L 808'0 OZ'L 
8'9L LOB'O ZS'L 
8'9L LO8'O 68'1 




001 8-E DOLL-E 
0608-E DOLL-F 
i'9 9'2 252'0 
E'L 6'1 LSZ'O 
5'8 2'1 hSZ-0 
h'9L 508'0 OO'E 
6'SL £08.0 SO'? 
Z'SL 008'0 22'9 
B'f8 LZL'O 88.1 
f'h9 906'0 88'1 
0'01 2'0 09Z'O 






fLZ'O S'ES- L"S8Z 
$81'0 6's- 6'ZLl 




991'0 8.2- 6'991 
S92'0 9'82- L'BLZ 
ISI'O 5'1- 1'191 
66Z'O 9.82- L'LLZ 
8EL-0 E'E- E'SSL 
1'98 6ZL'O 01'7. 
L'E9 SOb'O 01-Z 
S'L8 OEL'O LE'Z 
8-29 f06'0 LE'Z 
8.a~ ZEL-o EL-z 
0.0 h'OSE 88h.0 
L'S- 8'EOE Zf1'0 
6ZL'O 2.9- Z'6fl 
LZL'O £.EL- L'Zfl 
IhE'O 0.f L'fOI 






0'06 CEL'O 82-E 
1'16 9EL'O OE'f 
L'LIL 18L'O OZ'L 
E'Z6 8EL'O OZ'L 
6'66 SSL'O LE'f- 
0'91 S'EBZ 9fL-0 
a-ss- o-zzz PZL.~ 
S'ES- f'SSZ E1I.O 
5'06 8hL.D SL'L 
6'66 OSL'O hE'L 
5-101 ZSL'O 1s-1 
f'EO1 fSL.0 OL'I 
S'SOL 9SL'O 68'1 
S'EL- h'E4Z 901.0 
I'LL- L'hSZ 911'0 
LOE'O f'0Z 6'LEl 
69E'O h'LZ O'EEl 
f'EL 680'1 61'1 
8'69 680'1 EE'L 
1'801 LSL'O OL'Z 




O'OL 98L'O 7.0'1 
6'lL LBL'O ZZ'L 
£'EL L8L.O Lf'l 
h'9- 6'6EE SSE'D 
L'S- O'Ohi 6ZE'O 
0's- 6'6EE OIE'O 
191'0 Z'OZ- L'OLZ 
8EL'O O'EZ- Z'fLZ 
SZL'O 9.92- L'OZZ 
EZI'O Z'OE- Z'6ZZ 
LEL'O 6'ZE- I'LEZ 
S'96 LZI'L -0-I- 
2-96 OEL'L LO'I- 




E'fL 88L'O 6S'L 
6'hL 88L'O 8L'I 
Z'SL BBL'O 86'1 
f'f- L'6EE L6Z'O 
a'£- S'6EE 682'0 
Z'E- Z'6'X 581.0 
E'SL 88~.0 ZZ.Z 
E'SL L8L'O 25'2 
8fl'O 8'fE- E'ZfZ 
ELI'O Z'LE- B'EfZ 
LOZ'O S'Zf- L'LZZ 
OOE'O L'f9- L'EEZ 
691'0 2'51 6'EEl 
8-50 hEL'1 LL'L- 
L'EB hEl'L 8E'Z- 









O'EL 8LL'O fl'ZL 






9'01- O'9ZE S6C'O 
8'11- L'LLZ 8Zl'O 
L'b- O'LLZ SII'O 
2'6 I'LL1 152'0 
6'5- 1'192 SOl"0 LEl'O L'fl 6'SIL 










6'LOL 9fL'O 08'E 
6'hb 9LL'O O8"E 
Z'16 EOL'O 99'1 
8'68 OOL'O 99'1 
1'96 fLL'O LL'L 
9OE'O 1'5 Z'OLL S'ZL OLO'L 92'0 
9LI'O 1'81 8'9EI Z'LB £60'1 5Z'O 
SLS'L b8L-0 0'8E9 8'091 ZBI'I ZEE'O 
LBS'I 9f6'O Z'hL9 L'9OZ L9Z.L ESZ'O 
LZ9-I 6L9-0 L'EZ9 L'SSL ESI'I IIf'O 
SLP'I ZEb'O h'699 9'11Z fLZ'L 89Z'O 
8h9-L ZL6'0 8'E99 9'SLZ 081'1 88Z.0 
I'LL- O'E6Z 912'0 0628-E OO9L-E 
Z'E- 0.111 660'0 0828-E 009L-E 
EOf'O L'S E'89L 8'99 LSO'L SZ'O 
861'0 41-61 I'LEL 0-08 £60'1 hZ'0 
SZZ-0 S'OZ L'SZL h'8L £60'1 hZ'0 
O9Z'O S'LZ E'OZI f'9L E60'1 CZ"0. 
EOE'O f'ZZ O'SLL O'hL £60'1 SZ'O 
LSE'O O'EZ 9'601 6'0L f6O"l LZ'D 
L'E 8'E6L 8fI'O OSZ8-E OO9L-E 
L'h f-881 9L1'0 OfZ8-E OO9L-E 
ZL8-I LZL'O O'fE9 I'fZZ 6bZ.L Off'O 
EL@-I 106'0 5'60% 0.911 LEE-I ISE'O 
BbLL S9L'D 28'1 
8'ZL 99L'O 98.1 
S'EL 99L'O 16'1 
802'0 9'2- 6'281 E'b6 Zfl'l f2'0- 
ZLL'O EeE- L'EBI L'96 hfl*l hZ.0- 
6fl'O 1.S- L'LBL E"f6 Shl.1 52.0- 
hEL'0 1'8- l'E61 6'16 921'1 92.0- 
OSL'O S'LL- 8'002 9'68 LhL'L DE'D- 
EEL-o S-QI- 8.~0~ n-~a ~~IL-I SE-0- 
SSI'O S.91- E'ZLZ 2'58 Sfl'L ff'0- 
081'0 L'LL- 8"ELZ 6'ZB EhL-L 29.0- 
OLZ'O 5'61- f'ZLZ 9'08 Oft-I ZI'I- 
LLZ'O 8'6s- LelOZ Z'8L 9EL'L £9'9- 
L6L.L --- 9'8fE 6'521 88E'L S6Z.O 
008'1 -- 8'8EE h'9ZI f8E'l OOE'O 
SO8"L --- E'bZE O'LZL bLE'1 60%-0 
218'1 --- L'OZE 6'LZI ILE-I ZZE'O 
IZB'I --- O-LIE O'6ZI ZPE-I LEE-o 
6'EL S9L'O 60'2 
9'EL E9L.O OZ'Z 
L'EL Z9L"O Lh'Z 
f"ZL 6SL'O £6'2 
9'LL 9SL"O 9h.8 
8'11- 0'9LE 96Z'O 0E08-E OO9L-E 
L'll- 9'SlE OOE'O OZ08-E 009L-E 
5.11- I'SIE LOE'O 0108-E OO9L-E 
L'OI- Z'fiE 91E-0 0008-E OO9L-E 
5'0- E'60E hfE-0 066L-E OO9L-E 
033dS 1330 V I Z ISd Z A 2 I 13Hd~ H183d Z13HI L13Hl VWS N3333 
H~YV~ =~3~vid ivnlnnv 
SIVW =13NVld 3klnlYVd30 
H1W3 =13NVld 1VAIMIV 
SIVW -13NVld 38nlMVd30 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS OEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SWA T H E T I  THE12 P E R I H  APHEL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO, 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SVA T H E T I  TCET2 P E R I H  PPCEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R P OECL SPEEO 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CECL I 1 U 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SVA T H E T I  THETZ P E R I H  P P h E L  1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R b DECL SPEED 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SWA T H E T I  T h E T 2  P E R l H  APHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A DECL SPEED 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET* EARTH 














































ECCEN SCA PERIH PPkEL I 2 V 2 PSI  2 R P OECL SPEED 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A DECL I 1 V 1 PSI  1 ECCEN SPA THETI THET2 PERIH PPHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A DECL SPEED 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A 
3-7950 3-8620 0.269 165.6 
3-7950 3-8630 0.265 166.2 
3-7950 3-8640 0.264 166.5 
3-7950 3-8640 0.253 31.0 
3-7950 3-8650 0.268 166.6 
3-7950 3-8650 0.207 42.2 
3-7950 3-8660 0.277 166.5 
3-7950 3-8660 0.182 56.5 
3-7950 3-8670 0.293 165.6 
3-7950 3-8670 0.174 73.9 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
THETI THE12 PERIH APHEL I 2 V 2 PSI  2 R A OECL SPEEO OECL I 1 V 1 PSI  1 
-0.4 -2.17 0.838 66.1 
-0.1 -1.96 0.839 66.4 
0.3 -1.78 0.839 66.4 
8.1 -1.78 0.647 101.0 
0.9 -1.61 0.839 66.2 
11.5 -1.61 0.637 95.3 
1.7 -1.45 0.839 65.5 
15.2 -1.45 0.629 90.4 
2.8 -1.27 0.839 64.4 
18.6 -1.27 0.623 85.5 
ECCEN SPA 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A DECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SMA THETI THET2 PERIH bPWEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A DECL SPEED 
DEPARTURE PLANET= HlRS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EPRTH 
CEPARTURE PLANET= PARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 































PSI 1 ECCEN SPA PERIH PPHEL 1 2 V 2 PSI  2 R A CECL SPEEC 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CECL I 1 V 1 PSI  1 ECCEN SPA THETI THE12 PERIH APHEL I 2 V 2 PSI  2 R d DECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SMA T H E T I  T H E T 2  P E R I H  PPHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL ECCEN SPA T H E T l  T h E T 2  P E R I H  b P P E L  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
















ECCEN SPA THETl  THET2 PERIH PPHEL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SVA T H E T I  THET2 PERIH PPHEL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
















































































































ECCEN SPA THETl THET2 PERIH PPHEL I 2 V 2 PSI  2 R.A OECL SPEEO 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A OECL I 1 V 1 PSI  1 ECCEN SPA THETI TPET2 PERIH PPPEL I 2 V 2 PSI  2 R A OECL SPEED 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRlVAL PLANET= EARTH 
DEPARTURE PLANET= PARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET. EARTH 




































ECCEN SWA PERIH PPHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEED 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A OECL I 1 V 1 PSI 1 ECCEN SMA THETI THE12 PERIH APHEL 1 2 V 2 PSI  2 R A DECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= M A R S  
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A OECL ECCEN SPA P E R I H  APHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL ECCEN SVA T H E T I  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  l P H E L  1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R b OECL SPEEO 
OEPARTURE PLANET= HPRS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= E A R T H  
OEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL ECCEN SPA T H E T l  T e E T 2  P E R I H  PPCiEL 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A DECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E 1 1  T H E T 2  P E R I H  PPHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A DECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS OEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A OECL I 1 V 1 PSI 1 ECCEN SPA THETI THET2 PERIH PPPEL 1 2 V 2 PSI  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
3-8040 3-8440 0.519 124.7 17.7 -5.14 0.233 85.9 0.912 0.859 179.6 560.6 0.076 1.641 -4.96 0.928 24.5 1.7 -1.2 1.062 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA THETI THE12 PERlH APHEL I 2 V 2 PSI  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTCRE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL ECCEN SPA T H E T l  TWET2 P E R I H  APWEL 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T l  T H E T 2  P E R I H  API'EL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
r .  
OEPARTURE PLANET= M l R S  
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLAMET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEED R A DECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T I  T H E T 2  P E R I H  APHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T I  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  DPHEL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET- EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 











ECCEN SPA THE11 THET2 P E R l H  APHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A DECL SPEEO 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A DECL 1 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA THETI  Tl'ET2 PERIH BPHEL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEED 
DEPARTURE P L A N E T =  MARS 
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  EARTH 
DEPARTURE P L A N E T =  MARS 
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  E A R T H  
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SWA T H E T I  T H E T 2  P E R I H  ~ P H E L  1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A O E C L  SPEEO 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL  I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T l  T H E T 2  P E R I H  APHEL  P S I  2 C E C L  SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET- naRs 
ARRIVAL PLANET- EARTH 
DEPARTURE PLANET= PARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 

















OECL OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A ECCEN SPA THETl THET2 PERIH APPEL OECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTLRE PLANET= PARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A  CECL I 1 V  1  P S I  1  ECCEh SVA T H E T I  T k E T 2  P E R I H  PPPEL I 2 V  2 P S I  2 R  A OECL SPEEO 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A  OECL ECCEN SPA P E R I H  PPPEL R  A  DECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
CEPARTI 
A R R I V A I  
;RE PLANET= PARS 
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E'L9 QSL'O 09'1 
S'LZ 8'6Zl 092.0 
S'f- h'OOZ ELZ'O 
9'h Z'8LL -82-0 
S'OZ- E'9LZ 99E'O 








$'a9 8SL'O lf'l 
1'69 8SL-O 22'1 
h'69 8SL'O 00'1 
5-69 LSL'O QL'O 






SLO'Z --- . O'SEE S'IZL 
2'80'2 --- 6'SZE h'ZZ1 
IbO'Z --- I'LIE 9'EZI 
bZ9'L f9E.O L'88h 9'8Ll 








h'8L 091'1 ZS'h 
h'bZl 110'1 8E'l 
8'9Zl SZO'L ZZ'L 
9-19 LSL'O 88'2- 
S'L8 CLh.0 Ih'Z 
0'96 005'0 EL'Z 
I'SZI OhO'I ZL'L 
Z'hZL LSO'I LO'L 
L'EZL 910.1 SO'L 
5-68 921.1 E9-L- 
E'ZL 260'1 E9'1- 
I'EOI RZS'O Ob'l 
1'601 6SS.O OL'L 
S'hll f6S"O LS'L 
L'E ' E"L8l 252'0 
0'6 6.191 h9Z'O 






6'EOL LLL'O fZ'Z 
E'SL fS9-0 hZ'Z 
h"fIO1 811'0 86'1 
9-59 8LO"L 62.1- 
E'EB EZL'L ZZ'L- 
9'81- 2.152 0bZ"O 
E'LZ O'BZI 6SL'O 
6-51 9ZL"l OZ'L- 9Zh'L OLE'O 
8'Sh 1so-I OZ'L- 
L'ZL LZL'l LZ'L- 
S'Oh SfO'l 12.1- 
DL6-L $fE-0 6.265 0'9SL 
LLO'Z 6f8.0 9.559 E'8ZZ 
aooez 69~-o 8.sas h-~SI 




OEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V P L  PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A OECL ECCEN SPA T H E T l  T H E T 2  P E R I H  PPHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A DECL ECCEN SEA T H E T l  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  dPHEL R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET* MPRS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
CEPART 
ARRIVP 
























































URE PLANET= MARS 
iL PLANET= EARTH 
























































ECCEN SPA THETl THET2 PERIH PPPEL 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SMA THETI THE12 PERIH APHEL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPARTURE PLANET= HPRS 
ARRIVAL PLANET- EPRTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET- MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 




















































CECL DEPART ARRIVE THETl THE12 PERIH APHEL R A DECL SPEED 
DEPARTURE PLANt 
A R R I V A L  PLANt 
i T =  MPRS 
i T =  EARTH 
OEPARTU 
ARRIVAL 
R E  PLANET= MARS 
PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL P S I  1 ECCEN SHA T H E T I  T H E 7 2  P E R I H  PPHEL R A OECL SPEEO 
T H E T l  T H E T Z  R A OECL SPEED DEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A OECL P S I  1 ECCEN SPA P E R I N  bPHEL 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET* EARTH 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A DECL I 1 V 1 PSI 1 ECCEN SMA THETI THE12 PERIH APHEL I 2 V 2 PSI  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPART ARRIVE 
0.435 19C.9 -2.C 
0.412 193.3 -0.7 
0.394 196.4 3.0 
0.419 201.9 19.8 
0.459 169.5 -37.2 
0.346 189.6 -21.7 
0.324 193.8 -17.4 
0.310 196.1 -15.6 
0.299 197.6 -14.5 
0.292 198.8 -13.7 






















PERIH APHEL I 2 V 2 PSI 2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL ECCEN SMA T H E T l  T H E T 2  P E R I H  PPHEL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T I  T H E T 2  P E R I H  b P H E L  1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A DECL SPEEO 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A OECL ECCEN SMA PERIH APHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
3-8730 3-9420 0.269 75.3 21.8 -0.69 0.601 106.4 0.481 1.168 199.4 821.8 0.606 1.730 1.81 1.074 117.6 18.6 11.5 0.517 
3-8730 3-9420 0.476 62.9 20.8 -0.69 0.649 126.0 0.639 1.256 211.0 833.4 0.453 2.058 1.81 1.101 128.2 1 4 1  8.4 0.711 
3-8730 3-9430 0.307 20e.5 -12.9 -0.38 0.795 64.4 0.434 1.711 110.9 383.2 0.968 2.453 1.8C 1.196 97.0 84.9 32.2 0.243 
3-8730 3-9430 0.205 93.0 22.9 -0.38 0.583 97.5 0.457 1.140 189.2 821.5 0.620 1.661 1.80 1.067 116.2 28.1 15.3 0.490 
3-8730 3-9430 0.587 63.0 21.3 -0.38 0.672 135.5 0.736 1.306 210.3 842.6 0.345 2.267 1.80 1.118 135.8 19.6 10.0 0.848 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CECL I 1 V 1 PSI 1 ECCEN SVA THETI THE12 PERIH APPEL I 2 V 2 PSI  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTI: 
ARRIVAL 
RE PLANET= MARS 
PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A OECL P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T l  THETZ P E R I H  PPHEL 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T I  T b E T 2  P E R I H  PPHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEED 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS OEPARTLRE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EPRTH ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A OECL I 1 V 1  P S I  1  ECCEN SMA THETI  THET2 PERIH PPCEL 1 2 V 2  P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
6 .9  









OECL DEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A I 1 Q 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SMA THE71 THE72 PERIH APHEL R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= PARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A  OECL I 1 V 1  P S I  1 ECCEN SNA T H E T I  THETZ P E R I H  1 I 2  V 2  P S I 2  R A  O E C L S P E E O  
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A  OECL I 1 V 1  P S I  1  ECCEN SPA T H E T I  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  APHEL I 2 V 2  P S I  2  R  A OECL SPEEO 
OEPARTURE PLANET-  MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL 1 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T I  T b E T 2  P E R I H  APHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R b OECL SPEEO 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A CECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E 1 1  T h E T 2  P E R I H  DPHEL R A OECL SPEED 
DEPARTURE PLANET% MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
CEPARTURE PLANET= CARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL ECCEN SCA T H E T l  THET2 P E R I H  PPHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R P OECL SPEEO 





OEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARR [VAL PLANET= EARTH 
I 1 V 1 PSI  1 ECCEN SPA THETI THET2 PERlH APWEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 K A OECL SPEEO 
0.76 0.589 84.8 0.431 1.170 173.0 454.4 0.666 1.675 1.84 1.084 114.0 67.5 25.9 0.450 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEED R A OECL 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CECL PSI 1 ECCEh SPA THETI THE12 PERIH APWEL I 2 V 2 PSI  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EPRTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
ECCEN SWA T H E T l  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  APHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL OECL SPEED 
DEPARTURE PLAN 
A R R I V A L  PLAN 
CEPARTl  
A R R I V A l  
IRE PLANETS MARS 
. PLANET* EARTH 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A OECL ECCEN SMA T H E 1 1  T H E T Z  P E R I H  APHEL R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPART ARRlVE SPEEO R A OECL ECCEN SVA T H E T I  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  DPHEL R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET* EARTH 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
dRRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 





























































OECL DEPART ARRIVE SPEED R A ECCEN SPA THETl THE12 PERIH APPEL R 4 DECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
CEPARTbRE PLANET. MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 



















































PSI  1 OEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A DECL ECCEN SPA OECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
CEPARTURE PLANET= WARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
I 2 V 2 PSI 2 R A OECL SPEED OEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A OECL I 1 V 1 PSI 1 ECCEN SWA THE11 THE12 PERIH 4PHEL 
3-8860 3-8980 0.619 91.3 27.1 2.49 1.015 129.9 0.835 5.429 269.8 402.1 0.895 --- -1.83 1.337 109.0 349.3 -9.4 0.526 
3-8860 3-8990 0.568 94.0 27.9 2.98 0.962 128.7 C.747 3.474 264.7 4 0 6 - 5  0.877 --- -2.19 1.299 109.7 354.6 -8.1 0.509 
3-8860 3-9000 0.521 97.0 29.1 3.75 0.915 127.2 0.676 2.653 259.3 410.8 0.860 --- -2.8Z 1.266 110.2 0.5 -7.2 0.492 
3-8860 3-9010 0.479 10C.3 31.4 5.22 0.872 125.6 0.617 2.204 253.9 415.0 0.844 --- -4.18 1.237 110.5 7.4 -7.e 0.484 
3-8860 3-9020 0.449 105.4 38.3 9.64 0.833 123.8 0.569 1.921 248.2 419.0 0.828 --- -8.48 1.212 110.7 16.5 -14.6 0.491 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A OECL I 1 V 1 PSI  1 ECCEN SPA THET1 THET2 PERIH bPHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
DEPARTURE PLANET= PARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET-  EARTH 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL ECCEN SPA T H E T l  T H E T 2  P E R I H  API-EL OECL SPEEO 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEG R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T I  T H E T 2  P E R I H  APHEL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
CEPARTURE PLANET- MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET. EARTH 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL ECCEN SPA T H E T l  TPETZ P E R I H  P P k E L  1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEED R A DECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T I  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  APPEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPARTURE PLANE 
ARRIVAL PLANE 
iT=  MPRS 
iT=  EPRTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
dRRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A OECL ECCEN SMA THETl THETZ 
189.6 836.8 




































DELL SPEED THETl TkET2 OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CECL PERIH PPCEL I 2 v 2 PS I  2 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET* EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL ECCEN SMA P E R I H  APIJEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E 1 1  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  DPI-EL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPARTURE PLANET- MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CECL I 1 V 1 PSI 1 ECCEN SMA THETl THETZ PERIH APHEL I 2 V 2 PSI  2 R A DELL SPEEO 
0.468 287.3 -19.2 
0.447 288.7 -18.0 
0.429 289.5 -15.5 
0.456 285.2 1.5 
0.394 294-1  -27.3 
SPEEC R A CECL 
-2.87 0.772 65.1 C.423 1.525 120.7 3C8.3 --- 2.169 
I 1 V 1 PSI 1 ECCEN SPA THETI THE12 PERIH PPPEL DEPART ARRIVE I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= CARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL ECCEN SPA T H E T l  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  PPHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R b OECL SPEEO 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 . ECCEk SCA T H E T l  T b E T 2  P E R I H  P P b E L  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE P L A N E T =  M b R S  
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  EARTH 
DEPARTURE P L A N E T =  MARS 
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T -  E A R T H  
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T I  T H E T Z  P E R I H  P P H E L  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R P D E C L  SPEEC 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T l  T H E T Z  P E R I H  P P M E L  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A D E C L  SPEED 
OEPARTURE P L A N E T =  MPRS 
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  E A R T H  
OEPARTURE P L A N E T =  P A R S  
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  E A R T H  
D E P A R T  A R R I V E  S P E E C  R A C E C L  ECCEN SMA T H E T l  T H E T 2  P E R I H  A P h E L  P S I  2 R 4 O E C L  SPEEO 
D E P A R T  A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL  I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T l  T F E T 2  P E R I H  P P H E L  1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R d OECL  SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EPRTH 
CEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL P E R I H  PPbEL P S I  2 CECL SPEED 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T I  T C E T Z  P E R I H  PPI-EL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A DECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= PARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R I OECL I I V I P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T I  T P E T 2  P E R I H  DPPEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R 4 CECL SPEEC 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T I  T H E 1 2  P E R l H  PPHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R 4 OECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS 
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T *  EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL ECCEN SPA P E R I H  P P H E L  
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T I  T H E T 2  P E R I H  PPHEL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET- EARTH 
I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R 4 OECL SPEED DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CECL ECCEN SMA T H E T l  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  APHEL 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL ECCEN SPA T H E T l  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  DPhEL OECL SPEED 
DEPARTURE PLANET= n p u s  
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SMA T H E T I  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  PPHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R P OECL SPEED 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T I  THET2 P E R I H  b P b E L  1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEED 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A OECL 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 



















I 1 V 1 PSI  1 ECCEN SWA THETl THET2 PERIH PPHEL OECL SPEEO OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CECL 
DEPARTURE PLANET= HbRS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
O E P l R T U R E  PLANET= WARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A  OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEh SPA T H E T I  T h E T 2  P E R I H  APMEL I 2 V 2  P S I  2  R  A OECL SPEED 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL I 1 V 1  P S I  1  ECCEN SCA T H E T I  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  P P h E L  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPARTURE PLANET= PARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET- MDRS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART ARRlVE SPEEC R A CECL PERIH I)PHEL 1 2 V 2 PSI  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
0.475 256.0 -18.6 
0.455 257.7 -16.6 
0.443 259.0 -11.5 
0.413 259.2 -38.5 
0.386 262.3 -29.6 
SPEEO R A OECL DECL SPEEO DEPART ARRIVE ECCEN SMA PERIH APHEL 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEh SPA T H E T I  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  4PHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R b OECL SPEEO 





DEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CECL T H E T l  TPETZ P E R I H  APHEL OECL SPEEO 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A OECL i 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN S#A T H E T I  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  APWEL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANETS EARTH 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A OECL ECCEN SMA T H E T l  T H E 7 2  P E R I H  APHEL OECL SPEEO 
3 - 9 5 7 0  4- 2 9 0  
3 - 9 5 7 0  4- 3 0 0  
3 - 9 5 7 0  4- 3 3 0  
3 - 9 5 7 0  4- 3 4 0  
3 - 9 5 7 0  4- 3 4 0  
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SMA T H E T I  TPETZ P E R I H  DPHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET- npus 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
CEPARTURE PLANET= PARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET-  EARTH 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T l  TIJET2 P E R I H  PPPEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 







'URE PLANET= MARS 
IL PLANET= EARTH 

















































































P S I  1 
PERIH APWEL v 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEED 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CECL THETl TkET2 PERIH Apt-EL v 2 PSI  2 R A OECL SPEEC 
DEPARTURE PLAN1  
A R R I V A L  PLAN1  
:T= MPRS 
I T =  E A R T H  
CEPARTURE P L A N E T =  VARS 
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  E A R T H  
1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A O E C L  SPEED OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL  ECCEN SPA 
0 .376  1 .293  
T H E T l  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  bPI-EL 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL  I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEh  SPA T H E T I  T I -ET2  P E R I H  API-EL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R P C E C L  SPEEO 
OEPARTURE PLANET= HPRS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CECL T H E T l  TPET2 P E R I H  APhEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A GECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SMA T H E T l  THET2 P E R I H  PPCEL OECL SPEED 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL ECCEN SPA T H E T l  T H E T 2  P E R I H  APhEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T I  T H E T 2  P E R I H  APHEL R A OECL SPEEO DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A EECL 

DEPARTURE P L b N  
A R R I V A L  PLAN 
E T =  MPRS 
IET=  E P R T H  
C E P A R T L R E  P L A N E T -  MbRS 
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  E A R T H  
I 2 v 2  P S I  2  R A CECL  SPEEC D E P A R T  A R R I V E  SPEEC R  A  C E C L  I 1 v  1  P S I  1  
1.72 0 .413  7 4 . 1  
ECCEN SPA T H E T l  T k E T 2  
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R  A C E C L  P E R I H  I P h E L  D E C L  SPEED 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET*  EARTH 
DEPARTURE PLANET- MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART A R R l V E  SPEEC R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SMA T H E T I  l H E T 2  P E R I H  PPHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A DECL SPEED 
DEPART A R R I V E  I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SCA T H E T I  T H E T 2  P E R I H  PPHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEED SPEEC R A OECL 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANETI EARTH 










































OECL ECCEN SPA THETl THET2 PERIH APkEL R A OECL SPEEO DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET* EARTH 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEED R A OECL ECCEN SHA PERlH APHEL R q OECL SPEED 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A OECL 
OEPARTURE PLANl  
A R R I V A L  PLANl  
iT= I k R S  
i T =  EARTH 
DEPARTURE PLANET= WARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET- EARTU 
P E R I H  4PHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R 4 OECL S P E E ~  DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A OECL ECCEN S I A  
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SVA T H E T I  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  DPWEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEED 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MbRS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E 1 1  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  b P h E L  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL ECCEN SPA P E R I H  APHEL R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 












ECCEN SPA PERIH PPHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A OECL 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A OECL I 1 V 1 PSI  1 ECCEN SMA THETI THE72 PERIH APHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPARTURE PLANET- MbRS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTl 
ARRIVAL 
IRE PLANET= MARS 
. PLANET= EARTH 




































ECCEN SVA PERIH PPHEL R A OECL SPEEO 
51.8 28.7 0.233 
57.1 28.1 0.264 
63.0 27.9 0.300 
69.3 27.9 0.342 
7569  28.0 0.393 
R A DECL SPEED DEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SVA THETI THE12 PERIH APHEL 
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OEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 




































































































































































1 2 Y 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CECL I 1 V 1 PSI  1 ECCEN SPA OECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANt  
A R R I V A L  P L A N t  
OEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T l  T H E T 2  P E R I H  APHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R 4 OECL SPEED 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL ECCEN SPA T H E T l  Tt 'ET2 P E R I H  D P k E L  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 OECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET* MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET* EARTH 
DEPARTURE PLANET- WARS 
ARRIVdL PLANETI EARTH 







































































ECCEN SHA THETl TIiET2 PERIH APIiEL 





i T =  EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= PARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET- EARTH 

















































































CECL DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A ECCEN SPA THETl THE12 PERIH APPEL DECL SPEED 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET- EdRTH 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CECL ECCEN SPA P E R I H  PPHEL R d OECL SPEEO 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A DECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E 1 1  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  APHEL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
DEPARTURE PLANET= PARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 















































.LRE PLANET= PARS 
IL PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CECL ECCEN SPA THETI  ThET2 PERlU PPbEI R P CECL SPEEO 
0.581 315.3 -15.6 
0.555 516.8 -15.2 
0.530 31e.3 -14.9 
0.507 319.9 -15.3 
0.510 525.6 -31.7 
SPEEC R A CECL OEPART ARRIVE ECCEN SPA THETI  TbET2 PERIU PPbEL R b DECL SPEEO 
D E P A R T U R E  P L A N E T -  C P R S  
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  E A R T H  
O E P A R T L R E  P L A N E T =  P A R S  
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  E A R T H  
D E P A R T  A R R I V E  S P E E C  R  A  C E C L  E C C E N  SNA T H E T l  T P E T Z  P E R I H  P P b E L  I 2 V  2  P S I  2  R  A C E C L  S P E E O  
T H E T l  T P E T 2  D E C L  S P E E O  O E P A R T  A R R I V E  S P E E C  R  A  C E C L  P E R I H  P P k E L  

CEPARTCRE PLANET= PARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
DEPARTURE PLANET= VARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EPRTH 































































P S I  2 OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CECL ECCEk SPA R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE P L A N E T =  MPRS 
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  E b P T H  
C E P A R T L R E  P L A N E T =  P A R S  
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  EARTH 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R  A  CECL I 1 V 1  P S I  I ECCEN SPA T H E T I  T H E T 2  P E R I H  PP I -EL  I 2 V 2 P S I  2  R P CECL  SPEEC 
O E P A R T  A R R I V E  SPEEC R  A  CECL  I 1 V 1  P S I  1  ECCEN SPA T H E T I  T H E T 2  P E R I H  P P P E L  I 2 V  2 P S I  2 R  A  O E C L  SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLAkET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
CEPARTURE PLANET= WARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T I  TCETZ P E R l H  bpi-EL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEED 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTb 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CECL / 
4- 400 4-1150 0.477 197.4 -2.4 
4- 400 4-1150 0.372 236.9 -15.6 
4- 400  4-1160 0.384 194.5 -0.5 
4- 400 4-1160 0.301 253.1 -17.9 
4- 400 4-1170 0.324 192.6 0.7 
4- 400 4-1170 0.507 306.2 -17.6 
4- 400 4-1170 0.294 277.3 -19.2 
4- 400 4-1180 0.285 191.3 1.5 
4- 400 4-1190 0.259 19C.4 1.9 
4- 400 4-1200 0.242 189.7 1.9 
4- 410 4- 470 0.757 167.7 8.1 
4- 410 4- 480 0.676 17C.5 6.7 
4- 410 4- 490 0.610 173.4 5.3 
4- 410 4- 500 0.554 176.3 3.7 
4- 410 4- 510 0.505 179.1 2.1 
4- 410 4- 520 0.461 181.9 0.5 
4- 410 4- 530 0.421 184.8 -1.4 
4- 410 4- 540 0.384 187.6 -3.7 
4- 410 4- 550 0.351 19C.3 -6.6 
4- 410 4- 560 0.321 192.6 -11.4 
4- 410 4- 570 0.306 192.3 -24.4 
4- 410 4- 580  0.528 23e. l  31.9 
4- 410 4- 590 0.259 216.1 6.8 
4- 410 4- 600 0.227 218.8 -0.e 
4- 410 4- 610 0.205 224.3 -5.2 
CEPARTURE PLANET= PARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
ECCEN SPA PERIH APkEL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A CECL SPEEC 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CECL I 1 V 1 PS I  1 ECCEN SPA THETI TkET2 PERIH bPkEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R P OECL SPEED 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MbRS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
CEPARTLRE PLANET= WARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTM 
1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R P DECL SPEFC 
1.54 c.949 5t .c  166.0 8.4 c.550 
1.38 1.154 7e.l 124.2 25.8 0.266 
1.28 1.156 e1.6 121.3 27.2 0.218 
1.23 1.158 84.6 115.6 29.1 0.186 
1.35 1.496 1CI.C 56.2 23.5 0.560 
1.36 1.429 1Ci.8 58.6 24.1 0.516 
I.4C 1.374 1C4.2 62.0 24.9 0,483 
1.5C 1.327 1C5.1 66.5 25.9 C.456 
1.66 1.2E8 1C5.8 71.9 27.2 C.433 
1.93 1.254 1C6.3 78.1 28.6 0.414 
2.35 1.225 1C6.6 85.1 30.5 0.398 
3.29 1.199 1C6.8 92.7 33.3 0.385 
5.56 1.177 1C6.9 101.1 59.8 0.580 
19.35 1.157 107.0 103.9 70.1 0.502 
-12.C3 1.140 1C7.2 1C7-4 -11.5 C-409 
-4.73 1.124 107.3 120.7 5.3 0.346 
-E.CC 1.109 107.4 129.9 8.5 0.333 
-2.25 1.096 107.6 138.4 8.5 0.326 
-1.85 1.C83 lC7.8 146.6 7.1 0.322 
-1.61 1.C71 ICf.0 154.6 5.C 0.32C 
-1.47 1.060 1C8.e 162.5 2.5 C.321 
-1.35 1 . ~ 5 0  lce.9 170.2 -0.4 0.325 
-1.35 1.040 1C9.5 177.8 -3.4 C.332 
-1.36 1.031 l lC .3  185.4 -6.5 0.344 
-1.41 1.C22 111.5 192.9 -9.6 0.362 
-1.51 1.C14 113.1 200.4 -12.5 0.387 
-1.6f 1.CO7 115.3 207.9 -15.3 0.424 
-1.94 1.C00 l lC.5 215.1 -17.8 0.479 
-2.35 C.995 123.4 221.8 -19.8 0.561 
-3.21 C.991 131.2 227.3 -21.3 0.689 
3.47 C.931 44.2 149.3 15.7 0.744 
2.51 C.E62 37.C 165.0 8.1 0.825 
2.51 0.922 5C.3 157.0 12.6 0.645 
2.12 1.156 5e.4 237.8 -16.6 0.595 
2.74 1.161 61.5 245.1 -16.3 0.547 
4.07 1.166 64.4 252.6 -13.9 0.504 
8.34 1.17C 67.2 261.1 -3.9 0.478 
-6.93 1.175 72.6 272.6 -43.8 0.389 
-3.7C 1.176 75.2 277.5 -35.9 0.335 
-2.5e 1.177 77.7 282.0 -33.1 0.295 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CECL ECCEN SPA PERIH PPPEL 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CECL ECCEN SPA THETI TCET2 PERIH APCEL R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET. EARTH 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CECL 
4- 430 4- 540 0.509 193.1 -5.9 
4- 430 4- 550 0.462 195.9 -8.2 
4- 430 4- 560 0.420 i9e.6 -11.0 
4- 430 4- 570 0.383 20C.9 -15.5 
4- 450 4- 580 0.362 201.5 -26.5 
4- 430 4- 600 0.311 223.9 5.5 
4- 430 4- 610 0,268 225.3 -3.3 
4- 430 4- 620  0.241 529.9 -7.7 
4- 430 4- 630 0.219 236.1 -1o.e 
4- 430 4- 640  0.201 243.6 -13.5 
4- 430 4- 650 0.188 252.6 -15.8 
4- 430 4- 660  0.179 263.1 -17.t 
4- 430 4- 670  0.177 274.7 -18.7 
4- 430  4- 680 0.182 286.7 -19.0 
4- 430 4- 690  0.194 29e.s -18.4 
CEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET- EARTH 
ECCEN SPA PERIH APHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CECL I 1 V 1 PSI  1 ECCEN SPA THETI THETZ PERIH PPkEL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MbRS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
CEPARI  
ARRIVP 
URE PLANET= YARS 
iL PLANET= EARTH 
T H E T l  T H E T 2  R A OECL SPEEO OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL ECCEN SPA 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T l  T i -€12  P E R l H  b P k E L  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEED 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CECL I 1 V 1 PS I  1 ECCEN SMA THETI THETZ PERIH PPVEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R 4 OECL SPEEO 
4- 460  4-1000 0.41C 16.2 15.4 3.92 0.876 66.0 0.412 1.519 104.2 312.1 --- 2 1 4 4  -3.74 1.169 76.5 310.8 -32.2 0.318 
4- 460 4-1010 0.392 17.8 14.1 2.85 0.878 67.2 C.395 1.527 101.9 319.8 --- 2-13C -2.85 1.168 78.9 314.3 -29.5 0.280 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SVA THETI THET2 PERIH bPPEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= HPRS CEPARTERE PLANET= CARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T I  T P E T 2  P E R I H  PPPEL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEED, 
T H E T l  T h E T 2  P E R I H  PPI-EL R A OECL SPEED DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL ECCEN SWA 
DEPARTURE P L A N  
A R R I V A L  P L A N  
E T =  MPRS 
E T =  EARTH 
CEPARTURE P L A N E T =  MARS 
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  E A R T H  
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL  ECCEN S P A  T H E T l  T P E T 2  P E R I H  P P H E L  1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A O E C L  SPEEC 
OEPART A R R I V E  S P E E C  R A C E C L  ECCEN S P A  P E R I H  P P k E L  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A O E C L  SPEED 
DEPARTURE PLANET= HPRS OEPARTLRE PLANET= FAUS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH A R R l V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A C E L L  I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SVA T H E T I  TPETZ P E R I H  P P b E L  1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL 1 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEk SPA T H E T I  TPETZ P E R I H  APhEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL ECCEN SPA T H E 1 1  T F E T 2  P E R I H  b P b E L  1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R P OECL SPEEO 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T I  T H E 1 2  P E R l H  A P h E L  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPdRTURE PLANET= MPRS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTLRE PLANET= CARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
ECCEh SMA T H E T l  T t E T 2  P E R I H  APkEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEED DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CECL 
ECCEN SPA T H E T I  T h E T 2  P E R I H  PPbEL R f i  CECL SPEED DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CECL 
D E P A R T U R E  P L A N E T -  M b R S  
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  E A R T H  
C E P A R T L R E  P L A N E T -  P A R S  
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  E A R T H  
I 2 V  2 P S I  2 R P O E C L  S P E E C  O E P A R T  A R R I V E  S P E E C  R A  C E C L  T H E T l  T I - E T 2  P E R I H  A P k E L  





DEPARTURE PLAhET= CARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET' EARTH 
















0.130 247.8 -19.6 
0.145 249.9 -18.7 
SPEEC R A CECL ECCEN SPA THETI  TbETZ DECL SPEED OEPART ARRIVE 1 1  V 1  P S I  1 
DEPARTURE PLAN 
A R R I V A L  PLAN 
E T =  MPRS 
E l =  EARTH 
CEPARTLRE PLANET= PARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEC 
1.1: 1.119 1CO.4 105 .7  28 .2  0 .225  
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CECL ECCEN SPA P E R I P  API'EL 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T I  T F E T 2  P E R I H  &PI-EL OECL SPEED 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
CEPPRTLRE PLbNET= PAHS 
b R R l V A L  P L b N E T =  EARTH 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CECL 
-11.5 


















-17 .5  
1 2 V 2 P S I  2 Q b CECL SPEEC 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T I  T k E T 2  P E R I P  PPi-EL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A CECL SPE'zC 
D E P A R T U R E  P L A N E T =  V P R S  C E P A R T L R E  P L A N E T =  P A R S  
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  E A R T h  A R K I V A L  P L A N E T ;  E A R T H  
D E P A R T  A R R I V E  S P E E C  R A  C E C L  I 1  V  1  P S I  1 E C C E h  SPA T H E T I  T I - E T 2  P E R I I -  L P I - E L  I 2 V  2  P S I  2 R  A  C E C L  S P E E C  
D E P A R T  A R R I V E  S P E E C  R  A  C E C L  P E R I h  PPI-EL R  A D E C L  S P E E O  
DEPARTURE P L A N E T =  P P R S  
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  E A R T H  
CEPARTURE P L A N E T =  P A R S  
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  E A K T H  
I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A CECL SPEEO OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC K A C E C L  I 1  V 1  P S I  1 E C C E h  SPA 
OEPART A R R I V E  S P E E C  R A CECL  I 1 V 1 P S I  I ECCEN SPA T H E T I  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  A P b E L  1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A D E C L  SPEED 
DEPARTURE PLPNET= PPRS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
CEPARTURE PLANET= VARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A  CECL P E R I H  API-EL R  A  D E L L  SPEEC 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A  GECL I 1 V 1 P S I  I ECCEN SPA T H E T I  TMET2  P E R I H  PP+EL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 t? A  CECL SPEED 
D E P A R T U R E  P L A N E  
A R R I V A L  P L A N E  
T =  M b R S  
T=  E A R T H  
C E P P R T L R E  P L A N E T =  F P R S  
A R H I V P L  P L P N E T =  E 9 R T H  
D E P A R T  A R R I V E  S P E E C  R A C E C L  ECCEFi SPA P E R I I -  PPI-EL P S I  2 R 8 C E C L  SPEEC 
D E P A R T  A R R I V E  S P E E C  R A C E C L  I 1 V 1 P S I  1  ECCEN SPA  T H E T I  T P E T 2  P E R I h  PPI-EL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R P C E C L  SPEEC 
OEPARTURE P L A N E T =  MPRS 
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  EARTH 
DEPARTURE P L A N E T =  P A R S  
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  E A R T H  




OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL  I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T I  T P E T 2  P E R I H  P P F E L  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL  SPEEO 
OEPARTURE PLAN 
A R R I V A L  PLAN 
IET= MPRS 
E l =  EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
SPEEC R A CECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T I  T H E T 2  P E R I H  APkEL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A DECL SPEED OEPART A R R I V E  
SPEEC R A CECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T I  T k E T 2  P E R l H  P P b E L  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A DECL SPEED OEPART A R R I V E  
DEPARTURE PLANE 
A R R I V A L  P L A N f  
i T =  MPRS 
i T =  EARTH 
OEPdRTURE PLANET= PARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= E A R I H  
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL ECCEN SPA T H E T I  Tt 'ET2 P E R I H  P V t E L  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R 4 OECL SPEED 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL ECCEN SPA T H E T I  T P E T Z  P E R I H  4 P P E L  1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R 1 OECL SPEEC 
DEPARTURE P L A N E T =  MPRS 
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  E A R T H  
CEPARTURE P L A N E T =  P A R S  
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  EARTH 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A C E C L  ECCEN SPA T H E T l  T H E T Z  P E R I H  PPI-EL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A C E C L  SPEED 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A C E C L  I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEh  SPA T H E T I  T k E T 2  P E R I H  b P k E L  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R b CECL  SPEEC 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EPRTH 
CEPARTLRE PLANET= PARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEED DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CECL ECCEN SCA P E R I H  PPHEL 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC K A CECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T I  T F E T 2  P E R I H  PPHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A DECL SPEED 
L9Z'O 1-82 9'OEL E'98 291.1 10'2 --- --- 0'0SE Z'E8Z hlh'Z 685'0 8'911 ELO'I 56'0 h'hl- L'IZZ IEh.0 0-21-f OLLL-h 
ZLE'O 9-92 9'bEI 8-18 FBZ'L OZ'Z --- --- 9'lhE L'htlZ 618'2 ZS9'0 h.311 Zh0.l 95.1 hsE1- L'OZZ OLh.0 OEZl-t OLII-h 
EBE'O 0'51 0'8EL Z'BL OLE'L 25'1 --- --- Z'ZEC 1.582 86S'E SEL'O 8'3ZL BLO'L L8'1 9'21- Z"0ZZ LZS'O 0221-h OLLL-f 
Lbh'O L'EZ 5.031 Z'ZL ZSE'I hO'i --- --- E'LZE O'f8Z 861'9 fS8'3 S'hZl LEI'L LS'Z 0.11- 5'322 919'0 OIZI-h OLIL-9 
95s-0 I'L- C'LOZ 5-29 LL6'0 fO'Z 66s-I ELS'O h'LS6 8'fLL 956.0 h9C.O 5-58 EZP'O bZ'l 8'6- 6.8ZE fLZ.0 0961-0 0911-C 
$29-0 9'01- 8'112 
LEZ-o a-oz 8-SSI 




1-99 165'0 62'1 L'E- O'bhE LEh'O 0961-h 0911-41 
s-ZII 568-0 62-I 8-hl- h-azz EIE-o 0961-11 0911-* 
h'S6 SE9'O EL'L h'S1- S'SOE 252'0 0561-h 0911-h 
O'ES L9S.0 EL'L E'Z- E'LSE LLS'O 0561-h 0911-9 
E'hll 568'0 EL'I h'hl- L'bZZ LhE'O 0561-f 0911-f 
OLf'O 9'1 L'881 
hLE-0 E'LI I'bSI 
IfS'O 6'h h'18I 
Obf'O E'91 E-651 
899'0 h"L L'SLL 
Z'EOI lh9'0 OE'Z 6'Ll- h'LB? 282.0 0h61-h 0911-f 
Z'LLL 568'0 OE'Z E'hl- 9'LEZ 98E'O 0161-41 0911-h 
L'IIL Sh9'O II'E 9'81- h'hLS OSE.0 0E61-h 0911-f 
b'lZL 568'0 II'E J'hl- h'fEZ LSh'0 OEbl-h 0911-h 







8.521 568.0 bh'f h'S1- 8'8EZ 9LS'O 0261-h 0911-h 
h'aL 61f'O 89'5- L'91- 9'LZi L8h.0 OLBI-h 0911-h 
E'LS SL9'0 89-E- 3'E- Z'E 60S'O OL81-f 0911-h 
0'101 Ohh'0 9E.2- 0.22- L'90E ESh'O 0981-h 0911-h 
h'L9 LL9'0 9E'Z- 6's- h'O IbE'O 0981-h 0911-f 
h8f-0 6.62- L'S8Z E'hII 091'1 LZ'E- Z9h.2 SSL'O O'SEC 8'801 609'1 1ES.3 8-35 106'0 9E-1- S"L L'9Z SIS'O 09814 0911-h 
bEh'O 8.LZ- h'LSZ 3'511 866'0 59'2- SLh'l 185'0 h'hEB L'LSL 8ZO.I SEh'3 9'hL bL9'0 LS'L- L'S- E'SSE EIE'O 0581-h 0911-h 
LLE'O 9'05- E'98Z L'LOL 191'1 59'2- hSE'Z 298'0 S'81f 8'101 809'1 h9h-0 h'i9 106'0 LS'I- 1'6 6-32 9hh-0 OSBL-h 0911-f 
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S'f8 589'0 6S'O- 
b'L9 106'0 65'0- 
5-28 689'0 EZ'O- 
3'11- 1'6EE EZZ'O OF8i-C 0911-h 
S'LL O'IE LLE'O OEBL-h 0911-t 
Z'hl- 6'LZE 002'0 0281-h 0911-4 
8'39 106.0 EZ'O- 
E'26 h69.0 60'0 
h'Z1 E'IE Z9E'O OZ81-h 0911-f 
Z'LI- 9.h~~ aa~-o 0181-s 0911-c 
E'59 106.0 60'0 
2-96 OOL'O Of'O 
h'59 006'0 Of'O 
E'3EL IBL'O IL'O 
1.001 80L'O IL'O 
Z'EL Z'LE SSE'O 0191-h 0911-h 
L"b1- 5.662 061'0 0081-h 0911-91 
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6'LZ- L'bhZ 155'0 06LL-h 0911-h 









2'69 006'0 IL'O S'hl S'3E LSE'O 06Ll-h 0911-h 
L'IZL 8SL.O 50'1 
9'LOL hZL'0 SO'L 
~'a9 668.0 so-I 
1-39 868'0 hf'l 
2-91 b'LZ LBE'O 09LL-f 0911-h 
6-91 9'92 EOh'O OSLL-h 0911-h 
3-81 O'SZ EZh'O OfLl-h 0911-k 
h'OZ 5-22 Lhh'O OFLL-h 0911-h 
h'LZ 2-91 Ibh'O OZLL-h 0911-h 
S8h.O 2'2- 0'961 9'09 r9b.0 hh'2 
169'0 S'L- L'hOZ b'9h 116'0 hh'Z 
115'0 E'Z L-981 1-65 696'0 26.2 
IEB'O E'9- L'bbl O'LE ZBB'O 26'2 




851'0 L'L 9'hLI I'hh ZLb'O i5'5 
6LS'O 8.82- L'E9Z L'EZL S00'1 LL'E- 
999'1 ELZ'O 
519.1 h9h-0 
OLS'O ~'82- E'LSZ E'LLI LOO'I i6'Z- 
bbE-0 b'LZ- 6'6hZ Z'ikl 110'1 Sh'Z- 
OS('0 6'92- 6'LfZ 5.311 SIO'L 91'2- 
SLE'O S'SZ- L'EEZ 5'831 020'1 Lb'l- 
682'0 8'EZ- S'SZZ O'LDk 9ZO'l L8-I- 
1'3L f69-0 S6'1- 
6.5). 869'0 62.1- 
2-30 ZOL'O 18'0- 
L'F8 LOL'O 2h.0- 
9-98 ZIL'O 80'0- 
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5'LOL OLL'O LS'E 
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1.91- 1'8EZ 182'0 
9'EZ- L'SEZ LbZ'O 
SLZ'O O'LF Z'9ZL 2-96 E8L.L LO"Z 
912'0 B'OE L'EZl 6"hb L61'L i6'1 
6lZ'O 9'0s O'EZL E'E6 ZLZ'I 98.1 
9ZZ'O L'OE O'hZL h'16 LZZ'L 58'1 
a.61- L.bZ? EEE-0 
E'BL- F'LZZ ESE'O 
6'91- 1.511 SLE'O 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
CEPARTLRE PLANET= VARS 
ARRIVPL PLPNET= EARTH 





































OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CECL I 1 V 1 PSI  1 ECCEk SPA THETl TkET2 PERIH PPI-EL P S I  2 R P OECL SPEED 
DEPARTURE P L A N E T =  MPRS 
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  EARTH 
DEPARTURE P L A N E T =  P A R S  
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  E A R T H  
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL ECCEN SPA P E R I H  PPWEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL  SPEEC 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 E C C E b  SVA T H E T I  T t - E l 2  P E R l H  PP t -EL  1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R P C E C L  SPEEC 
DEPARTURE PLAN 
A R R I V A L  PLAN 
IET=  MARS 
IET= EARTH 
OEPARTLRE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL P E R I H  PPPEL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R 4 OECL SPEEO 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL ECCEK SPA T H E T l  T P E T Z  P E R I H  APkEL R A DECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
;RE PLANET= MARS 
- PLANET= EARTH 


















































CECL OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A ECCEN SVA THETI T IE12  PERIH PPI'EL R A DELL SPEED 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
CEPARTLRE PLANET= PbRS 
ARRIVAL PLANET. E A ~ T H  



















OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CECL ECCEk SPA THETl TCET2 PERIH BPI-EL R P OECL SPEED 
DEPARTURE P L A N E T =  CARS 
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  E A R T F  
C E P A R T L R E  P L A N E T =  MARS 
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T -  E A R T H  
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R  A  CECL  I 1 V  1  P S I  1  ECCEN SPA T H E 1 1  T b E T 2  P E R I H  b P F E L  1  2  V  2  P S I  2  R  A  OECL  SPEEO 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL  I 1 V  1  P S I  1  E C C E k  SPA T H E T I  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  APHEL  I 2 V 2  P S I  2 R  A  O E C L  SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
CEPARTCRE PLANET= PARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
1 2 V 2 PSI 2 R A CECL SPEEO OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL P E R I H  DPPEL 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL ECCEN SPA T H E T l  T P E T 2  P E R I H  P P k E I  R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE P L A N E T =  CARS 
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  E A R T P  
CEPARTURE P L A N E T =  PARS 
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  E A R T H  
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL  I 1 V 1 P S I  1 E C C E h  SPA T H E T I  T b E T 2  P E R I H  P P P E L  1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A C E C L  SPEEC 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL  I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E 1 1  T H E T 2  P E R I H  APHEL  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A D E C L  SPEED 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
CEPARTCRE PLANET= YARS 
PRRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 


























THETl TI'ET2 PERIH rlPkEL I 2 V 2 PSI 2 R P CECL SPEEC 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA THETl THETZ PERIH OPPEL I 2 V 2 PSI  2 R A DECL SPEED 
OEPARTURE P L A N E T =  MbRS 
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  EARTH 
OEPARTURE P L A N E T =  PARS 
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  E A R T H  
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL  I 1 V 1 P S I  1 E C C E h  SPA T H E T I  T V E T 2  P E R I H  P P V E L  1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A C E C L  SPEEO 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL  I 1 V 1 P S I  I E C C E k  SVA T H E T I  T k E T 2  P E R I b  P P b E L  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A O E C L  SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EbRTH 
CEPARTGRE PLANET= PARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EbRTH 



































































OEPARTLRE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 


















































































ECCEN SMA THETl TkET2 PERIH PPHEL I 2 V 2 PSI  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CECL ECCEN SPA THETl TWETZ PERlW PPWEL I 2 V 2 PSI  2 R A OECL SPEED 
DEPARTURE PLANET= HPRS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
CEPARTORE PLANET-  WARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANETI EARTH 
P E R I H  APHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R P CECL SPEEC OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL ECCEN SNA 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T I  T t E T 2  P E R I H  P P t E L  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MbRS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
CEPARTLRE PLANET- PARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T I  T I -ET2  P E R I H  APPEL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CECL ECCEN SPA P E R I H  PPFEL OECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE P L A N E T *  V b R S  
A R R I V A L  PLANET. E A R T H  
CEPARTURE P L A N E T =  VARS 
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  ECRTH 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A C E C L  I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T I  T b E T 2  P E R I H  P P P E L  1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R P OECL  SPEEO 
D E P A R T  A R R I V E  SPEEC R A D E C L  I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T I  T H E T 2  P E R I H  A P P E L  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL  SPEEO 
DEPARTURE P L A N E T =  MARS 
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  EARTH 
CEPAHTURE P L A N E T =  L A R S  
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  EARTH 
D E P A R T  A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL  T H E T l  T t E T 2  P E R I H  b P P E L  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL  SPEEO 
D E P A R T  A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL  I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T I  T H E T 2  P E R I H  APHEL  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A O E C L  SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANf 
A R R I V A L  PLAN1 
i T -  MbRS 
i T =  EPRTH 
JRE PLANET= MARS 
- PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CECL ECCEk SPA T H E T l  TCETZ P E R I H  API'EL R A OECL SPEED 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A DECL ECCEk SPA P E R I H  PPHEL R 1 CECL SPEEC 
DEPARTURE P L A N E T =  MPRS 
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  EbRTH 
CEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL T H E T l  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  PPIJEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEED 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T I  TI'ETZ P E R I H  P P k E L  1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R P CECL SPEEC 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
CEPARTURE PLANET= CARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
nEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL 1 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E 1 1  r P E T 2  P E R I H  PPt-EL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A GECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEh SPA T H E T I  T k E T 2  P E R I H  PPPEL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPARTURE PLANl 
ARRIVAL PLANl 
I T =  HbRS 
i T =  EARTH 
CEPARTLRE PLANET= CARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
ECCEN SVA T H E T I  T H E T 2  P E R I H  h P b E L  OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A OECL 1 2 V 2 P S 1  2 R A OECL SPEED 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CECL ECCEN SPA T H E T I  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  bPPEL R A OECL SPEED 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
CEPARTLRE PLANET= PARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET- EIRTH 


















































































THETl TbET2 I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R d CECL SPEEO 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A ECCEN SPA THETl TVET2 PERIH PPVEL R P DECL SPEED 
D E P A R T U R E  P L A N E T =  M b R S  
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  E P R T H  
C E P A R T L R E  P L A N E T =  P A R S  
d R K I V A L  P L A N E T =  E A R T H  
D E P A R T  A R R I V E  S P E E C  R  A  C E C L  E C C E h  S C A  T H E T l  T b E T 2  R  P  C E C L  S P E E C  
D E P A R T  A R R I V E  S P E E C  R  A  C E C L  I 1  V 1  P S I  1  E C C E N  S P A  T H E T I  T t J E T 2  P E R I H  A P P E L  1 2 V  2 P S I  2  R  A C E C L  S P E E D  
DEPARTURE PLANE 
A R R I V A L  PLANE 
i T =  MbRS 
I T =  EARTH 
JRE PLANET= MARS 
L PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A  CECL R  A  OECL SPEEO 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL ECCEN SPA T H E T l  T k E T 2  P E R l H  APHEL R A CECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE P L A h  
A R R I V A L  P L A h  
IET= M b R S  
IET= EARTH 
CEPARTLRE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A DECL SPEED OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A OECL ECCEN SPA P E R I H  APHEL 




E T =  EPRTH 
CEPART 
ARHIVP 
LRE PLPNET= rnRs 
L PLANET= EARTH 
ECCEN SVA THETl TI-ETZ 1 2  v 2  P S I  2 R 4 CECL SPEEO OfPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CECL PSI  1 
0.464 31.9 12.9 
0.295 342.7 -8.2 
0.567 74.5 20.4 
0.532 76.4 19.7 
0.500 78.2 18.5 
SPEEC R d CECL ECCEN SPA THETl TbET2 PERIH APbEL R P CECL SPEEC DEPART ARRIVE PSI  1 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MbRS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
CEPARTLRE PLANET= PARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET' EARTH 
I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
3 . 6 8  1.165 6 2 . 6  3 4 3 . 0  0 . 2  0 .556  
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CECL ECCEN SPA P E R I H  DPWEL 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CECL P E R I H  APFEL R A OECL SPEEO 
D E P A R T U R E  P L A N E T =  M P R S  
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  E P R T H  
C E P A R T  
A R R I V A  
L R E  P L A N E T =  P A R S  
tL P L A N E T =  E A R T H  
























































E C C E N  S P A  P E R I H  P P W E L  R A O E C L  S P E E D  
O E P A R T  A R R I V E  S P E E C  R A C E C L  I 1 V 1 P S I  1 E C C E K  S P A  P E R I H  P P C E L  R A O E C L  S P E E C  
DEPARTURE P L A N E T =  MARS 
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  EARTH 
CEPARTURE P L A N E T =  MARS 
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  E A R T H  
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN S P A  T H E T l  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  APWEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R d OECL SPEEO 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A C E C L  I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN S P A  T H E T I  T b E T 2  P E R I H  d P k E L  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANl  
A R R I V A L  PLANl  
:T= MARS 
i T =  EARTH 
OEPART 
ARRIVP 
L R E  PLANET= PARS 
iL PLANET= EARTH 
I 
R A OECL SPEED OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL ECCEN SPA P E R I H  PPCEL 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL T H E T l  T k E T Z  R A OECL SPEEC 
D E P A R T U R E  P L A N E T =  P A R S  
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  E P R T H  
C E P A R T L R E  P L A N E T =  P A R S  
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  E A R T H  































E C C E N  S C A  P E R I H  b P C E L  I 2 v 2 P S I  2  R A D E C L  S P E E D  
O E P A R T  A R R I V E  S P E E C  R A C E C L  I I V 1 P S I  1 E C C E h  S P A  T H E T I  T P E T 2  P E R I H  B P I - E L  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A C E C L  S P E E D  
DEPARTURE PLANE 
A P R I V A L  PLANE 
' T =  . M P R S  
i T =  EARTH 
.RE PLANET= PARS 
- PLANET= EARTH 
SPEEC R A  CECL ECCEN SVA T H E T l  T b E T 2  P E R I H  bPHEL R  A  OECL SPEED OEPART A R R I V E  
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A  CECL ECCEN SVA T H E T l  T I - E l 2  R A  OECL SPEEC 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
CEPARTURE PLANET= PARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T I  TPETZ P E R I H  APbEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEED 
77.8 
ec.  i 
82.4 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL ECCEN SPA T H E T I  TWET2 P E R I H  APWEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS 
ARRIVAL PLANET- EPRTH 
;RE PLANET= PARS 
. PLANET= EARTH 
O t P A R T  ARRIVE SPEEC R A OECL ECCEN SPA T H E T l  T H E 1 2  
1 3 7 . 5  2 4 6 . 3  
P E R I H  PPHEL R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC QECL ECCEN SYA T H E T I  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  PPHEL R A OECL SPEEO 
OLS'O 5'01 O'OE 
095'0 8'8 8'EZ 
219'0 L'9 9'LL 
£92-Z --- 8'8LZ L'LZL b8h'L 025'3 L'35 918'0 90'1- 6-51 Z'EEl ILE'O OF5Z-h OEOZ-h 
L8Z.Z --- Z'ZLZ b'hZ1 LLh'L 155'3 9-95 Ll8'O ZE'L- 1-91 5'LEL BbE'O OZSZ-h'OEOZ-h 
LbZ'Z --- 9'591 L'BZL 152'1 has-3 ~'h5 508'0 LQ'I- 9'91 a-621 a~h.0 0151-h OEOZ-f 
ElE'Z --- 2'657, S'LEL bZh'1 619'0 6'15 86L'O L5-I- I'LL 6'LZI 19h'O OOSZ-h OEOZ-h 
aZE'Z --- 8'ZSZ O'SEL 9Oh'L SS9"O Z'bh 16L'O 59'1- L'LL L'9ZL Sbh'0 ObfZ-h OEOZ-h 
18L'O 0'1- L'8SE 
Zh8-0 L'E- Z'ZSE 
LIB-0 9.12- S'LbZ 
fEb'O 1.02- Z'hOE 
LhC'Z --- h'9hZ 9'BEL ZBE'L $69'0 E'7h EBL'O ZL'L- i'81 L'hZI ZES'O OBhZ-h OEOZ-f 
ZSE'Z --- L'OhZ E'Zhl LSE'I EEL'3 L'Eh SLL'O 8L'L- 3'61 0'211 ILS'O OLfZ-h OEOZ-h 
ohs-I LOZ-o h-h~s 8.~81 5La-o €9~-o 6-z~~  BE^-o 9h'Z- 3-01 0-62 9ef-o OO~Z-h OEOZ-h 
505'1 $11'3 L'f95 h'LL1 018'0 658'3 9'hL blE'O 9h-Z- 9'61 1'09 hLS'0 00CZ-h OEOZ-h 
599'0 8'E L'L 
L'LZI 910'1 9h.3 
8'LLI 8lO'L 347'3 
z-511 IZO'L JE'3 
ZLS'L b8f'O 6"Ql.h 9'7.91 OE3'L 9ZS'O 5'ZL 509'0 68.1- L'OZ Z'h8 L9Z'O OFFZ-h OEOZ-h 
325.1 h5S.0 L'ELh E'L91 LhO'L 89f-0 E'5L hl9'O 65'1- E'81 6'69 EZZ'O OZEZ-h OEOZ-h 
hOS'L £09'0 9'69h 6'ZLL £53-L 8Zf-3 8'hQ £29'0 99'1- L'hl h'hS £02'0 OIEZ-h OEOZ-f 
96h'L Oh9'O 6'59h 0'6Ll 893'1 102'3 h'68 EEP'O ZL'L- i'01 Z'3h 202'0 OOEZ-h OEOZ-h SZh'O S'L- E'OhE 
, hOh'O h'O1- 6'ZEE 
68E'O O'EL- E'SZE 
--- 699'0 9.z9f $-SBL wo-I £8~-o E-E~ hh9'0 8~'l- 1'9 s-az z1z.o obzz-s OEOZ-b 
--- ~69'0 h'65h 8'161 ~OI'L ZLE'O 8-76 ~59'3 h8.1- a'~ h'61 3'i2'0 0822-h OEOZ-f 
--- ZLL'O Z'9Sf 2.861 921'1 L9C'O 0'301 OL9'J 68'1- 3'0- Z'Zl 252'0 OLZZ-b OEOZ-h 
--- ~ZL-o O-ES~ 9-fioz ISL-I L~E-o b-zol 589.0 5.5-I- 2-1- 5.9 LLZ'O OPZZ-h OEOZ-h 
--- ZhL'O L'bhh 6.012 Z8L.I ZLE'O L'SOL IOL'O 20.2- t'h- 6'1 hOE'0 0522-h OEOZ-h 
08E'O 5'51- S'LIE 
SLE'O 9'LL- S'60E 
ELE'O E'bl- h'LOE 
SLE'O 9-02- Z'EbZ 
6~5.0 h'LZ- 6'$8Z 
S8E-0 9.12- L'9LZ 
h'bll Lh8'O fb'El- 
E'LZL hLB.0 Zh'0 
L'iZl ZLb'O 28'0- 
E'hZ- E'ESE OES'O 0612-h OEOZ-h 
a*~- +I-3~ SES-o OBIZ-f OSOZ-c 
E'Ol- 6'aEF LL5'0 OLIZ-h OEOZ-h 
S'LL- O'LEE ZZP'O 0912-f OEOZ-h 
5.21- 6'hEE LL9'0 OSLC-h OEOZ-ti 
ISE'Z hh9'3 
9ZO'E OZL'3 
8'hZL 556'0 12.1- 
h'9Zl EOO'I Oh'l- 
91S'O 2'91- f'81Z 
9CS-0 h'fl- E'ELZ 
085'0 L'ZI- 0'601 
161'0 E'hZ- S'L9Z 






h'El- L'ZEE SZL'O OhLZ-h OEOZ-ti 
E'fl- h'3EF h8L'O OELZ-h OSOZ-h 
2.51- 6'LZE L58'O OZIZ-h OEOZ-t 
3'hI- 8'9EE 28s-0 0182-h OZOZ-f 
a-oz 6.601 hls-o ozez-s ozoz-t 
L'EL- Z'LEE 96E'O 0182-h OZOZ-f 
8L8-0 0'11- P'EEE 
OBZ'O L'hZ- O'ELZ 
8hE'O O'hZ- S'ZLZ 
Q'ZC EOL'O 88'1- 
b'ill SEB'O 06'1- 
Z'91L SEB'O hb'l- 
L'Eb LZS'O 86'1- 
E'SL- b'LEi alh'0 008Z-h OZOZ-h 
7.21- b'aEi 1Sb.0 ObLZ-h OZOZ-h 
L'OL h'hE EZE.0 O8LZ-h 0102-t 
hO8-0 Z'81- S'LLE 0'22 556'0 02'3- 
8Eh'O b'EZ- 8'OLZ S.87 9LI'L 02'3- 
959'0 6.12- Z'hbZ 9'15 886'0 hZ'3- 
556'0 f.61- C'9OE 9'IE Oh6'0 hZ'3- 












































L'EL OEh'O 08LZ-h OZOZ-h 




E9L'O 6'12- E'98Z 0'5h 166.3 ZE'3- 
EE~-o 1-1- 9-t15~ E-ah1 o~a-o 7~~3 






~'LZI LfS'O EI'Z- 
L'E6 LOE'O LS'L- 
5-15 009'3 15'1- 
5-91 hlS'0 09LZ-h OZOZ-h 
6-22 LES'O OILZ-h OZOZ-h 
L'Sb L9h'O OILZ-h OZOZ-h 
s'azl 9sh-o OOLZ-f OZOZ-h 
L'9L 691'0 0692-f OZOZ-h 
S'LE1' ELE'O 0692-h OZOZ-11 
L'39 622.0 0892-h OZOZ-h 
~-EEI ~IE-o 0892-s OZOZ-* 
h'i5 8hB-0 19'1- 
Z'EL 909'0 69'1- 
E'bS 8h8'0 69'1- 
9'38 119'0 fL-1- 
l'i9 8h8'0 hL'1- 
10s-o E-f- I-~$E 0-811 600-I a1-3 
hLE-0 1'8 L'LL 8'931 891'1 81'3 
99h-0 S'L- S'lhE 0'911 OtO'l 71'3 
LOE'O E'8 6'LL E'Z31 991'1 91'3 
bhh'O L'OL- f'EEE 1'511 210'1 SL'O 
9tZ'O 1'6 9'61 5-96 h91-L 51.3 






6'78 L19'3 LL'I- 
9'59 8f8'3 LL'I- 
9-26 hZ9'0 08'1- 
E'L9 828'0 08'1- 
0'66 fE9'0 28.1- 
9-EV a~z-o OLPZ-h OZOZ-it 
O'SEL 281'0 OL9Z-h OZOZ-h 
1'32 ZEZ'O 0992-h OZOZ-h 
0.9~1 asz-o 0992-v OZOZ-h 
E-st asz-o os9z-s ozoz-s 





S'9EI Eh2'0 0592-h 0202-ti 
l'S5E fes.6 O~PZ-h OZOZ-h 
9's LEE'O 0h9Z-h 0202-f 
a-?EL SEZ-o OWZ-h OZOZ-* 
a-?st ZEZ-o OEPZ-h OZOZ-f 
OZL'O E'81- L'60E E'OEL 090'1 51'3 
98h-0 L'9I- O'SLE E'LLI hZO'l 51'3 
181'0 Z'EI 6-62 5'26 091'1 51'3 
ELL'O 6'51 8'LE 8-63 8Sl'L SL'3 
L'9EI ZEZ'O 0292-+I OZOZ-f 




L'SEI hhZ'O 0092-h 0202-h 
6'hEL hSZ'O 0652-h OZOZ-h 
3'hEI 191.0 0852-h 0201-$ 
61E'O Z'bl 9'Lh 8-51 ZSL'L Lh'3 
8SE'Ob'BI L'Ef h'EL ZSI'L EL'3 
80h.0 9-92 E'SE O'LL LSL'L Lh'h 
sf@-o 3-11 V~E *-a9 OSI-L ao-I- 






O'EEI £82'0 OLSZ-h 0202-4 
9'lEL IOE'O 0951-h 0202-h 






869'0 E'L L'E i'E5 EhL'I 11.3- 
9SL'O h'L- E'LSE 2-05 Ohl'l 71.3- 
033dS 1330 V U 2 ISd Z A Z I 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS 
ARRIVAL PLANET- EARTH 
OEPARTLRE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET- EARTH 


































































ECCEN SPA OEPART ARRIVE OECL SPEEO 
ZISd ZA 21 1333 










50s-0 E'E- Z'bhE 
981'0 S.hl 1.82 
ZLS'O 6'9- 8'OhE 





f'Z21 EEO'I 59.3 
L'hb 191.1 59'3 
O'Zb 6Si'l 99-3 





O-~a SSI-L 0~~3 
9-ha ~SI-I 28-3 
E'Z8 ZSl'L jb'3 
D.33 151'1 81'1 













612-0 E'9Z O'h9 
OSZ'O L'9Z L'E9 




SZE'O L'bZ E'LS 
L8E'O L'Oh 0-0s 








5-91 a'i4 LSL'O S9'I- 
*'Oh LhL'O 9L'I- 
B'IS 995'0 OE'O- 
E'h9 LLS'O EL-0- 




265.0 E'S 6'8 
bZS'0 h'Z 2.2 
LBh'O 9'0- Z'SSE 
BSf'0 L'E- b'LfE 
b£h'O L'9- 9'OhE 








5'601 Lb9'0 hL'Z- 
E'ZIL OZL'O LE'Z- 
O'SLL ShL'D SS'Z- 
9hf'O 9'61- Z'SBZ 
29h.0 6.81- L'LLZ 
Z8h'O Z'SL- 0'692 
BZS'O 2-1s- L'ZSZ 
ISS'O 8'51- h'ShZ 
1'9Zh E'SSZ 
6'LZh L'09Z 
E8S.0 Z'EZ- 9'8EZ 
SLL'O h'9Z- 8'08Z 
9LL'O 9'2- S'SSE 
fOZ'O h'SZ- E'98Z 
EbL'O 1's- f'bfE 
L'OEL OEO'L ES'O- 
h'O11 SL8.0 ZL'L- 
9-25 LOL'O ZL'L- 
Z'LIL 518'0 18.1- 











S'lh 180.1 05.3- 
b'9L OLL'L £5'3- 
S'ZL ZLL'I 65'3- 
ShL'O E'9I- L'bLE 
99h'O E'hZ- 8'hBZ 
OOL'O L'OZ- 8'90E 
Ehb'O L'LL- h'9LE 
E~S-o h-w- s-zaz 
S'?L E9h.O SZ'Z- 
5'321 LLB'O SZ'Z- 
5.901 £05'0 Sh'Z- 
2-2s LLh'O Sf'Z- 
2.921 LLB'O Sh'Z- 
5-10 586'0 11'1- 
L'LSL 998'0 Lb'l 
6'9EL IIO'L 31-1 
8'lEl 9LL'L 81'1 
z-azl 0~o.1 ~a-3 
I'ZZL 215.0 8L'Z- 








LIB'O L'L 9-51 
018'0 6-21 2-82 




I'ZS 9LS'O LL'O- 
8'Ef ZE8'0 LL'O- 
L'h9 6LS'O LO'L- 
OZ9'0 6'11 9'LZ 
h85'O 6'2 Z'h 
S8h-0 5.21 E'9Z 
825'0 2'0- O'LSE 









96f-0 S'E- E'bhE 
LIE'O h'Z1 L'hZ 
S8h.0 6'9- Z'LhE 
hSZ'O L'EL L'SZ 
9'LlL ZLO'L hS'3 
6.131 991'1 hS'3 
O'LLL SLO'L 15-0 
L'bb $91'1 LS'3 





ZlZ'O L'hl 8'81 
581'0 L'LL S'CE 
ZLI'O 8'bl E'Zh 





ZISd ZA ZI 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
CEPARTI 
ARRIVPI 
LRE PLANET= PARS 
L PLANET= EARTH 



















































ECCEN SPA PERIH PPI-EL I 2 v 2 PSI  2 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CECL I 1 V 1 PSI 1 ECCEN SPA THETI THE12 PERIH bPPEL 1 2 V 2 PSI  2 R A DECL SPEED 
DEPARTURE PLANET= PPRS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EbRTF 
CEPARTURE PLANET= PARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 














































ECCEN SWA PERIH PPt-EL R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA THETI  THET2 PERIH APhEL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A DECL SPEED 
DEPARTURE PLANET- CARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
CEPAHTLRE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 










































CECL PERIH dPHEL R A OECL SPEEO DEPART ARRIVE SPEED R A 
DEPARTURE P L A N E T -  MARS 
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  EARTH 
DEPARTCRE P L A N E T =  MARS 
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  EARTH 
D E P A R T  A R R I V E  SPEEC R A DECL  I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E 1 1  T h E T 2  P E R I H  A P F E L  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL  SPEEO 
D E P A R T  A R R I V E  SPEEO R A CECL  I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SVA T H E T I  T h E T 2  P E R I H  P P H E L  1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL  SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
DEPARTURE PLANET= PARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A OECL PSI 1 ECCEN SPA PERIH bPHEL P S I  2 R A CECL SPEED 
4-2250 4-2940 0.116 140.6 21.2 0.94 0.640 95.7 0.332 1.262 191.7 648.5 0.843 1.682 -1.71 1.085 74.1 67.8 16.1 0.311 
4-2300 4-2650 0.288 255.3 -15.8 3.30 0.688 7C.5 0.395 1.345 141.6 288.3 --- l.e76 -2.37 1.112 71.6 140.7 7.8 0.328 
4-2300 4-2660 0.274 256.8 -13.C 4.29 0.694 71.8 0.369 1.362 140.4 296.8 --- l.e66 -2.24 1.118 74.2 143.7 2.3 0.307 
4-2300 4-2670 0.268 257.9 -6.9 6.56 0.700 72.9 0.348 1.376 139.4 305.5 --- 1.856 -5.4C 1.123 76.7 144.1 -8.6 0.280 
4-2300 4-2690 0.275 251.2 -52.6 -11.47 0.707 74.5 0.317 1.397 138.0 323.9 --- 1.840 12-85 1.133 81.5 193.7 56.4 0.305 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CECL I 1 V 1 PSI 1 ECCEN SPA THETI THETZ PERIH API-EL I 2 V 2 PSI  2 R b OECL SPEED 
OEPARTURE PLANET- MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLLYET= EARTH 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A OECL I 1 V 1 PSI 1 ECCEN SPA THETI THE12 PERIH APWEL I 2 V 2 PSI  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
4-2400 4-3200 0.465 322.0 -12.1 1.82 0.863 63.2 0.471 1.816 100.3 384.7 0.961 2.671 -C.09 1.212 97.9 205.7 -11.2 0.244 
4-2400.4-3200 0.239 287.7 -17.9 1.82 0.664 79.9 0.360 1.170 161.0 805.4 0.749 1.591 -C.09 1.080 109.2 159.6 8.3 0.342 





OEPARTURE PLANET= HARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 







































































OECL I 1 V 1 PSI 1 ECCEN SPA THETI THE12 PERIH APHEL 1 2 V 2 PSI 2 R A OECL SPEEO DEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A 
DEPARTURE PLANET-  MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
CEPARTURE PLANET= CARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET- EARTH 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEED R A CECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SMA T H E T I  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  aPHEL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEED 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T I  THETZ P E R I H  APWEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEED 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET* MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET- EARTH 










5 . 8  
P S I  1 ECCEN SPA THETI  7HET2 P E R I H  APHEL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA THETI  THET2 PERIH APPEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEED 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS CEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EPRTH ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEED R A OECL I 1 V 1 PSI  1 ECCEN SPA THETI THET2 PERIH PPbEL I 2 V 2 PSI  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
4-2610 4-3360 0.273 3 9 - 9  9 - 0  -2.61 C.716 72.9 C.402 1.079 150.1 825.6 0.646 1-51? -2.11 1.022 113.4 308.6 -23.6 0.419 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A DECL ECCEN SRA PERIH 4PHEL R 4 DECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS CEPARTURE PLANET= CARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A DECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T l  T H E T 2  P E R I H  OPHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A DECL SPEEO 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T I  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  APCEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET-  MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
CEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SMA T H E T 1  THETZ P E R I H  PPHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SHA T H E T I  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  APHEL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
CEPARTl  
ARRIVAL 
.RE PLANET= CARS 
. PLANET= EARTH 
DEPARTURE PLANET- MARS 
ARRISAL PLANET- EARTH 
I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA THETI T t E T 2  P E R I H  APPEL R P OECL SPEEO OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL 
1 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SMA T H E T I  T H E T 2  P E R I H  PPHEL R A OECL SPEEO OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL 
D E P A R T U R E  P L A N E T =  M P R S  
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T .  E A R T H  
C E P A R T U R E  P L A N E T =  M A R S  
P R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  E A R T H  
O E P A R T  A R R I V E  S P E E C  R A O E C L  P S I  1  E C C E N  S P A  P E R I H  P S I  2 R A O E C L  S P E E D  
O E P A R T  A R R I V E  S P E E C  R A O E C L  I 1 V 1  P S I  1  E C C E h  S P A  T H E T I  T b E T 2  P E R I H  b P P E L  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R P C E C L  S P E E D  
DEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
CEPARTURE PLANET= PARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 










































OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A OECL 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS 
ARRIVAL PLANETS EARTH 
CEPARTURE PLANET= PARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 




































ECCEN SYA PERIH APHEL R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A OECL I 1 V 1 PS I  1 ECCEN SPA THETI THET2 PERIH PPHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R P CECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANE 
A R R I V A L  PLANE 
:T= UPRS 
iT=  EARTH 
CEPARTI 
A R R I V A l  
.RE PLANET- PARS 
. PLANET= EARTe 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A OECL ECCEN SPA P E R I H  APHEL R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A DECL P E R I H  PPHEL R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EPRTH 
CEPARTLRE PLANET= CARS 
ARRlVbL PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A OECL PSI  1 
120.9 
114.3 
















































THETl TFETZ V 2 PSI  2 R b CECL SPEEO 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A OECL I 1 V 1 PSI  1 ECCEN SPA THETI TkET2 PERIH PPHEL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
CEPARTGRE PLANET-  PARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EPRTH 
ECCEN SPA T H E T l  TPETZ P E R I H  PPVEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A DECL SPEEO DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A DECL 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEED R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SCA T H E T l  THETZ P E R I H  P P h E L  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R b OECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS 
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  EbRTH 
CEPARTURE PLANET= PARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A DECL ECCEN SCA P E R I H  APPEL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SHA T H E T I  T P E T 2  P E R I H  b P H E L  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A DECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS 
A R R I V A L  PLANETS EARTH 
CEPARTI  
A R R I V P I  
:RE PLANET= CARS 
. PLANET= EARTH 
OFPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL ECCEN SPA T H E T l  T F E T 2  R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL ECCEN SPA T H E T l  T C E T 2  P E R I H  APCEL R A OECL SPEED 
DEPARTURE PLANET= CbRS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
CEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 














3 5 . 6  











ECCEN SPA THETl  THE12 PERIH APIJEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SVA THETI  THETZ PERIH bPHEL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R 4 OECL SPEEO 
PARTURE PLANET= MARS 
.RIVAL PLANET- EARTH 
CEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 






























































OECL DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A ECCEN SPA PERIH PPI-EL R A OECL SPEED 
LISd LA 11 
9-52! EZZ'L 16.1- 
L'hDL bhZ'L LS'L- 
6'3 SES'O 
h'6SE 315'0 
8'9Zl Z6O'L LE'L- 






S'LE h80-1 90.1- 
L'ZL 911'1 SL'L- 
h'L9 BLL'L LE'L- 
ZZL-z LEZ-o  as 1-551 OBL-L 66~~0 
E9Z'Z Ef8'0 E'Z99 6.222 ESS'L LSh-3 




6-8s Lb6-0 LS'I- 
9'hE 956'0 LS'L- 
h'09 6LL'I LS'L- 
E'Eh L66'0 SO'Z- 
O'SZ Sh6'3 SO'Z- 
885'0 8'22- 8'ZOE 
008-0 0.81- ZVLE 






SLO'L 6'6 8-02 
868'0 O'SL Z'ZE 
9EL'O 5'EL L'LZ 
869'0 Z'6l 6'Zh 
8Z9'0 2.11 9-12 
LIS'O 0'61 S'Lf 
855.0 h'8 L'CL 
9-55 695'0 ZO'O 
6-ah oza-o zo-o 
8'59 ELS'O 99.0- 
9'5s OZ8'0 9h.0- 





1-09 OZB'O bL-O- 
L'S8 h85.0 EO'L- 
L'E9 028.0 EO'L- 
L'L6 265.3 hZ'L- 
Z-59 ~za-o ~z.1- 
fLS'0 E'S E'L 
OSE'O 1-61 6'8E 
L6h-0 6'1 h'6SE 
SBZ'O 1-61 I'6E 
a5E.t i0a.o 6-6oh 6.~1~ 219'~ ESh.3 
25s-L 6LS.O Z'OEB O'Z8L 593'1 LSh'3 
LOE'Z 6E6'0 h'L6E E'6Ol EZP'L LZh'O 
S'a6 EO9'O Zh'L- 
9-99 128'3 Zf'L- 
6'LZL EL9'3 6S'L- 
S'LOL LZ9'0 6S'L- 
f'L9 118'0 65.1- 
Z'EL 






























6-19 028'3 91'1- 
o-a9 oza-o 16'1- 
8-19 618'0 hL'Z- 
11-19 eta-o 6~-Z- 
a-99 LI~-o EL-Z- 
hS1'Z --- L'OZE 6'601 ZOJ'L LOh'O 
L9Z'Z --- O'ELE 9'LLL h6S'L ZZh.3 






961'2 --- h'86Z 0'9LL 
ELE'Z --- Z'L6Z 5'811 
LEE-z --- ~'haz Z'LZL 
8hE'Z --- 9.112 L'CZL 
59E'Z --- 6.012 L'LZL 
Z8E'Z --- h'h9Z E'OEL 
a6~'~ --- 6'LSZ 9'EEL 
E-6s LOB-o OL-L 
h'LS 96L'O Eh'O 
E'SS 161.0 OZ'O- 
O'ES SBL'O 09'0- 




B'Lh ZLL'O LL'L- 
6'hf h9L.O OE'L- 
L'Lh 9SL'O 8f'L- 
8'211 SCh'O BL'E- 












9-CE €-ah1 ZQO-L 
h'LE 9'SiL LfO'L 
5-92 Z'LZL Lh0'1 
S'OZ S'L1L ZhO'L 
6'EL 5'LLL fhO'I 
1'9s 065'0 91.1 




I'L L'hll 9hO'L 
0'0 9'111 8fO-L 
6'ZSE O'LLI ZSO'L 
8'ShE 8'631 550.1 











Z-LEE z-a31 990.1 
L'EZE L'LDL ZLO'L 






















LZE'O h'OL- 8'162 E'93L OLL'L Eh'i 
OSE'O 6'1 Z'E8Z 0'931 EZI'L 51'1 
LES'O 9.81- 6'601 9'SOL LEL'L LS'iZ- 
ZEE'O 8'6s- L'ELZ 2'501 ESL'L Z8'h- 






Z'h3h E'SSZ LLL'L h8h'O L'3LL Z5B.O 80'0 
h'6LL 618.0 Ih"0- 
5'311 806'0 41'0- 
9'1ZL 6E6'O 66'0- 
9'ZZL 116'0 OZ'L- 
~zE'o E'8Z- 9'fSZ Z'EJL 112'1 ZS'L- 
SZE'O O'LZ- 6"6hZ Z.ZDL SEZ'L 62.1- 
LZE'O 0'9Z- Z'9hZ 6'001 092.1 hl'L- 
OEE'O h'SZ- 8'EhZ 2-66 LBZ'L 90'1- 
033dS 1330 V I Z ISd 2 A Z 1 LISd LA LI 
DEPARTURE PLANET= NPRS 
bRRIVAL PLANET= EPRTH 
CEPARTGRE PLANET= PARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTh 
I 


























ECCEN SPA PERIH APVEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R d CECL SPEEC 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEk SWA THETl  TI-ET2 PERIH bPhEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A CECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLAh 
ARRIVAL PLAC 
I E T =  PARS 
IET-  EPRTH 
SPEEC R A 
0.450 2 2 . 2  
CEPARTLRE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART A R R I V E  OECL T H E T l  T F E T 2  P E R I H  PPPEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R 1 CECL SPEEO 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL ECCEN SVA T H E T l  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  bPPEL R b OECL SPEED 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
CEPPRTLRE PLANET- PARS 
ARRIVAL FLANET- EARTH 










































OECL OEPART ARRIVE ECCEN SMA THETl THET2 PERIH PPHEL 














895'1 0111'0 LOE'O O'hh 5.56 
LOh'O 1-19 1.86 
SZ9.O Z'ZE- b'O0L 
LEh'O S'S 1-18 




L"E9 ZCL'L 56'1- 
8-09 6EL"L SE'Z- 
L'LS 9EL'L 00.1- 
h-bs EEL-L a~-I- 






E-as ~SL-o 0s-L 
E'9S ESL'O SL'O 
O'fS 9fL'O SZ'O 
S'LS 6EL'O k1-0- 






E'Lh LZL'L LS'L- 
S'Eh EZL'L SS'L- 
L'Sh ZZL'O $1.0- 
5-24 ZLL'O 10'1- 
826'0 h'8 E'EZ 
f96'0 h'ZZ f'SS 
bbL'O h'LZ 9-05 
h'bE bLL'L LS'L- 
8'Shl OEO'L Oh'h 
C'SEL ZEO'L ZO'E 
OBE'Z --- L'LEZ 9'OSI LEE'L 681.0 O'bE ZOL'O 8Z.L- 
z~a-I ELL-o t-QOS L-WL OEO-L 8~8.0 L-z* ZZS-o 01-E 




569.1 hbE'O f'hBh E'S9L hh0.L £19.0 
Sh9'1 b9h'O L'QLf 1'691 150'1 955.3 
119.1 LZS'O b'ZLh 6'ELL ZLO'L 605.0 
ELS'O 1'7.1 L'ZZ 
L8h"O 8'6 E'SL 
~'LLL LVO-I E9-L E'9IL ESO'I LS'L 5'68 LLS'O 68.0- 
h'hb 985'0 LL'O- 
L'SLL bSO'1 55'1 
E'hll 190.1 LS'L 
8'ELL 9LO'L S9'L 
--- 8E9.O L'09h 9'161 9El'L 8fh'O 
--- £99'0 L'LSh 8.161 S91'L IEP'O 
--- h89'0 9'ESh I'hOZ 661'1 OEh'O 
--- ZOL'O 1'0Sh h'OLZ OhZ'L hEh'O 
--- 811'0 L'9hf 9'9LZ 681'1 £$+I'D 
8-36 E09'0 hO'L- 
9'101 129-0 LE'L- 
L'70L 0-9'0 09'1- 
E'bOL 199'0 Zb'L- 
E'ZLL $89'0 LE'Z- 






E9h-0 9'L- Q'ZZE 
9Lh'O E'L- 9'hLE 
20s-0 1.2- L'SOE 
h'ELI 811'1 ZO'E 
9'ELI LhL'L LZ'h 
L'ELL 691.1 Z9'L 
--- ShL'O 9'6Ef 8.822 8Zh'L 8Lh'O L'LIL LEL'O L9'E- 
--- ' LSL'O 0'9Eh L'fEZ 8ZS'l hOS.0 Z'DZL 89L'O 00'5- 
--- 691'0 E'ZEf S'OfZ £99'1 8fS.O S'ZZL 208'0 8h.8- 





ShS'0 S'EE- S'b8Z 
£95'0 E'OE- b'LaZ 
685'0 6.82- b'$LZ 
8ZZ'O 6.11- 6'SEE 
9hL'O 2'8 b'EZ 
L'LL 3E9'0 
5-91 069'0 
B'ELL hhE'L 29.2- 
2-28 LSL'L 9h'L- 
Z'bh 180'1 9f'L- 
--- 9E8-0 L'tlh 8'L9Z Lf0'9 198'0 L'LEI 8EO'I 01'1 
253.1 f9b.O 1.069 E'OfZ 805.1 L9E.0 6.311 191.0 hl'l- 




ELZ'O 1.91- L'SEE 
828.0 1'9 8'LI 
060'2 Lfb'O 9'619 9'bEZ OLS'L h8E'O E'ZLL 891.0 Of'l- 
6h3'Z LZE'3 Z'EbS Z'ESL 881.1 SZL'O Z'Lh 099'0 Oh'L- 
Lhl'Z h88'0 9'899 S'8EZ ELS'L 9Ih'O h'hll 891.0 19.1- 
980-z 9sz-o 2-93s I-9s1 LLI'L LBL-D I-zh 1~9-o 19-I- 
OLZ'Z 028'0 8.959 8'9EZ SLS'L bSh'0 L'LLL 691'0 86.1- 
OEE'O h'91- O'hEE 
116'0 8's L'IL 
LOh'O 9'91- S'LEE 
hbb'O E'I 9'5 
Ebf'O 1'11- S'8ZE 
EL9-0 1.11- L'SZE 
058'0 9'01- S'OhE 

















186.0 6.21- 9'hEE 
Lh6-0 O'LZ 2.05 
LBL'O a-bl Z'S2 
SCL'O E'hZ L'O9 




685'0 E'hZ L'8S 
119'0 h'5L E'LE 
ZLf'O E'hZ f.95 
ZLS'O 5-11 h'EZ 






I-~ZL LZO-L ?a-L 
h'ZI1 18L'L 78'1 
L'LZL OEO'L 99'1 




b5S.O L'b Z'SL 
ZLE'O 0-52 Z'ES 
a-ozl hEO'L hS'L 
8'231 LLL'I hS'L 
9'hil BLO'L Lb'L 
O'Z'L ZfO'L Lh'L 
1-66 SLL'L Lh'L 
bZO'Z ZhE'O 5'528 O'LOZ S81.L ZLL'O S'LEL bE9'O 26'0- 
699'1 905'0 S'hE8 0'961 LBO'L SES'3 6'901 915.0 26.0- 
OSZ'Z hSb'0 0'26E 9'ELL 109'1 hOh'3 1'99 ZbL'O Zb'0- 
EZZ'Z 186.0 O'l8E h'ZLI 209.1 LBE'O Z'L9 261.0 11-1- 
9OZ'Z 666'0 S'OLE L'III 209'1 LLE'3 b'L9 ZbL'O Eh'L- 
961.2 900'1 9'09E S'LLL 109.1 ZLE'3 1'39 ZbL'O OL'L- 
812.0 S'SE 8-16 
051'0 L'9E 8-26 
88Z'O 9'6E S'Lb 
L'EEE L'ELL 16S'L 28E-3 S'L9 681.0 L8-Z- 
L'CZE Z'hLL S8S'L EbE'3 6'99 88L'O 29's- 
9'9LE L'SLL LLS'L LOh'O 0'79 981.0 Sb'h- 
8'80E h'LII L9S'L EZh'O 0'59 £81'0 LF-8- 






fhE.0 0'82 2'68 
081'0 L'SL h'081 
h'SL ESL'L LE'L 
O'EL LSL'L h6'aE 
- - 
L5f-0 Z'LL 8'hL 
LOS'O Z'SL 2-89 




hhE'Z --- 9.652 E'SEL bhh'L LL9'3 E'ZS bhL'O 51'0- 
8SE'Z --- I'ESZ S'BEL SZh'L 559'0 9'bh ZhL'O Lh'O- 
2LE.Z --- 9'9hZ 8'191 LOh'L £69'0 L'9h EEL'O 51'0- 
EBE'Z --- Z'OhZ Z'ShL SLE'L EEL'3 9'ih hZL'O 10'1- 






9LL'O O'hl 8'Lh 
911.0 E'ZL Z'SE 
bE8'0 Z'OI 9-82 
E'ZS hEL'L 09'1- 
L-ah LEL-I LE'L- 
O'Sh LZL'L 94.1- 
ZISd ZA 21 
OEPARTURE PLANE 
A R R I V A L  PLAN! 
I T =  HPRS 
i T =  EARTH 
CEPARTl  
ARRIVAL 
IRE PLANET= PARS 
. PLANET= EARTH 
R P OECL SPEEO OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL ECCEN SVA T H E T l  T V E T 2  P E R I H  PPPEL 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A DECL ECCEN SPA T H E T l  T H E T 2  P E R I H  APHEL R A CECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= M A R S  CEPARTURE PLANET= PARS 
A R H I V A L  PLANET= EARTH A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A DECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T I  THETZ P E R I H  PPI-EL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEED 
DEPARTURE PLANET= PARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EPRTH 
CEPARTURE PLANET: PARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET-  EARTH 

























































OECL DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A P E R I H  PPCEL R A CECL SPEED 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EPRTH 
CEPARTURE PLANET= CARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T l  THETZ P E R I H  ~ P H E L  1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R P OECL SPEEO 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SMA T H E T I  T P E T 2  P E R I H  API-EL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= VbRS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EPR7H 
CEPARTLRE PLANET= PARS 
A R R I V P L  PLANET= E M T H  
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEED R A OECL I 1 V 1 I ' S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T I  T l -ET2  P E R I H  b P b E L  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R P CECL SPEEC 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A DECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T I  TVETZ P E R I H  PPCEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R P CECL SPEEC 
OEPPRTURE PLANET= PARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EPRTP 
CEPARTLRE PLANET= WARS 
P R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTP 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL P S I  1  ECCEN SVA T H E T l  T h E T 2  I 2 v 2 P S I  2 DECL SPEEO 
IEPARTURE P L A N E T =  MPRS 
h R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  EARTH 
C E P A R T b R E  P L A N E T =  P A R S  
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  EARTH 
I E P A D T  A R R I V E  SPEEC R  A  DECL  I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SVA T H E T I  T H E T Z  P E R I h  A P b E L  1 2  V 2  P S I  2 R  A  O E C L  SPEED 
D E P A R T  A R R I V E  SPEED R  A  D E C L  I 1 V 1  P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T 1  T V E T 2  P E R I H  P P P E L  I 2 V 2  P S I  2  R  OECL  SPEED 
OEPARTURE P L A h  
A R R I V A L  P L A h  
I E T =  P P R S  
I E T =  EARTH 
CEPARTURE P L A N E T =  PARS 
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  EARTH 
I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL  SPEEO DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 E C C E h  SPA T H E T l  Ti-ETZ P E R I k  A P P E L  
D E P A R T  A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL ECCEN SPA T H E T l  T t4ET2  P E R I H  A P H E L  D E C L  SPEEO 
CEPARTCRE PLANET= CARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
IEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS 
l R R I V A L  PLANET= EPRTH 
I E P A R T  A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL I 1 V 1  P S I  1  ECCEN SPA T H E T l  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  P P t E L  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R P OECL SPEEO 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A  OECL I 1  V  1  P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T l  THETZ P E R I H  APhEL I 2 V 2  P S I  2  R  A  OECL SPEED 
DEPARTURE PLANl 
ARRIVAL PLANl 
i T =  PPRS 
i T =  EPRTH 
CEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET- EARTH 
















ECCEN SPA PERIH PPkEL R b  OECL SPEED 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A OECL I 1 V 1  P S I  1  ECCEN SEA THETI  TI-€12 PERIH PPbEL I 2 V 2  P S I  2 R A OECL SPEED 
DEPARTURE P L A N E T =  MARS 
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  E A R T H  
CEPARTURE P L A N E T =  MARS 
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  E A R T H  
QEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL  P S I  I ECCEN SPA T H E T l  T h E T 2  P E R I F  APFEL  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL  SPEEO 
D E P A R T  A R R I V E  S P E E C  R A O E C L  I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEk  SPA T H E T I  T F E T Z  P E R I H  A P B E L  1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL  SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLAN 
A R R I V A L  PLAN 
CEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
T H E T l  T H E T 2  P E R I H  bPHEL OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL ECCEN SPA I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R b OECL SPEEO 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL ECCEIr SVA T H E T I  T P E T 2  P E R I H  PPPEL R A DECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= E l R T H  
CEPARTURE PLANET- PARS 
ARRIVPL PLANET= EARTH 





















ECCEN SPA THETI  THE12 PERIH PPI'EL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R b OECL SPEED 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEh SPA THETI  TbET2 P E R I b  PPbEL R b DECL SPEEC 
DEPARTURE PLAh 
ARRIVAL PLAh 
CEPARTURE PLANET- PARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 



































































































































































PSI  1 
1 2 V 2 PSI  2 R P OECL SPEED 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A ECCEN SPA PERlH APHEL R A DECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= HbRS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
CEPARTURE PLANET- HARS 
ARRIVPL PLANET= EARTH 


























DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA THETl  THET2 PERIH PPHEL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EbRTH 
CEPARTURE PLANET= PARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 








































































ECCEN SPA THETl THETZ R P CECL SPEED 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A DECL I 1 V 1 PSI  1 ECCEN SPA THETI Ti-ET2 PERIH PPi-EL I 2 V 2 PSI  2 R b OECL SPEEC 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EPRTr 
CEPARTLRE PLANET= P A R S  
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 



























































































































OECL OEPART ARRIVE ECCEN SPA PERIH PPtEL R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPARTURE P L A N E T =  MPRS 
l R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  EARTH 
OEPARTURE P L A N E T =  MARS 
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  E A R T H  
D E P A R T  A R R I V E  SPEEG R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SMA T H E 1 1  T h E T 2  P E R I H  APHEL  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A D E C L  SPEEO 
U E P A R T  A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL  I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T I  T b E T 2  P E R I H  API-EL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL  SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
CEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL ECCEN SVA T H E T l  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  APHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
SPEEC R A OECL 1 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T l  T H E T 2  P E R I H  APPEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A CECL SPEEO OEPART A R R I V E  
DEPARTURE PLANET* HbRS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
CEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
































ECCEN SPA DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC THETl TPET2 PERIH IPHEL I 2 V 2 PSI 2 R P OECL SPEED 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EPRTH 
CEPARTCRE PLANET. CPRS 
4RRIVbL PLANET= EARTH 








































































OECL OEPART ARRIVE ECCEN SPA PERIH PPI-EL R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLAN1 
ARRIVAL PLAN1 
i T =  MARS 
IT=  EPRTH 
CEPARTERE PLANET- PARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CECL PSI 1 ECCEN SPA THETl THE12 PERIH PPFEL I 2 V 2 PSI 2 R A OECL SPEED 
0.420 1.647 112.8 389.9 0.956 2.339 1.66 1.185 98.7 66.3 29.3 0.259 
C.498 1.106 192.1 829.3 0.555 1.656 1.66 1.052 119.4 17.1 10.3 0.540 
ECCEN SVA THETl THET2 PERIH PPHEL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A DECL SPEED OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A OECL PSI 1 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MDRS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EPRTH 
CEPARTLRE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A CECL 1 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E 1 1  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  P P b E L  
0.330 2.154 
0.915 2.377 
I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEED 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  I ECCEN SPA T H E T I  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  APHEL v 2 P S I  2 DECL SPEED 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EPRTH 
CEPARTURE PLANET= CARS 
bRRIVAL PLANET- EARTH 
















































































































































THETl THETZ OEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A DECL ECCEN SPA PERIH PPHEL OECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EPRTH 
CEPARTCRE PLANET- PARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET- EARTH 































ECCEN SVA PERIH PPFEL I 2 V 2 PSI 2 R A CECL SPEEC 
THETl ThET2 PERIH APCEL R A OECL SPEED OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A OECL I 1 V 1 PSI 1 ECCEN SPA 
OEPARTURE PLANE 
A R R I V A L  PLANE 
I T =  MPRS 
i T =  EbRTH 
DEPARTURE PLANET= PARS 
A R R I V P L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A EECL P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T I  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  PPI-EL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL P S I  1 ECCEk SPA T H E T l  T b E T 2  PERIW P P t E L  R A OECL SPEEO 
IEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
LRRIVAL PLANET- EARTH 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
)EPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A  OECL ECCEN SVA P E R I H  APVEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R  A  OECL SPEEO 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T I  T P E T 2  P E R I H  P P b E L  I 2 V  2 P S I  2 R  A  OECL SPEEO 
4 3 5  
OEPARTURE P L A N E T =  MPRS 
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  EARTH 
OEPARTURE P L A N E T =  MARS 
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T -  EARTH 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL ECCEN SPA T H E T l  TWET2  P E R I H  APHEL  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R b OECL SPEEO 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A GECL  I I V 1 P S I  I ECCEN SVA T H E T I  T P E T 2  P E R I H  APHEL  R B O E C L  SPEEO 
CEPARTLRE PLANET= PARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET- EARTH 








































































PERIH PPkEL I 2 V 2 PS I  2 R b CECL SPEEO 





















PERIH &PI-EL OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A OECL THETl THE72 OECL SPEEO 
lEPdRTURE PLANET= MDRS 
,RRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
CEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVIL PLANET= EARTH 



















































P S I  2 DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A OECL ECCEN SFA PERIH APCEL OECL SPEEO 
Ohh 
033dS 1330 d 8 2 ISd 2 A 2 I 13Hdl HII3d Z13Hl 113Hl V.4S N3333 1 ISd 1 A I I 1330 V 8 033dS 3AIIYV lMVd30 
IZZ'O 6-67, C.811 O'L6 8LI'l L9'l 591-Z 656'0 S'SBE E'IZL 19s-I 98E'D 9'L9 OSL'O h9'0 L'OZ- 9'9hZ EOE'O OlZh-h Of9E-f 
061-0 6.02 9-$21 O-hb LLI-1 EL-L ~4l-z 6~6.0 6-WE 6.0~1 ~9s-I CLE-3 ~*a9 OSL-o ES-o s-iz- O-L~Z £62-o OOZQ-f OEPF-+I 
ELI'O I'IE 8'IEl 2-15 SLL'I 58'1 9El'Z 686'0 9'f9E L'OZL E9S'l L9E.O 8-39 OSL'O 00'0- E'ZZ- L'LhZ LOZ'O 06th-f OE9E-f 
OLI'O E-OE E-I~L 9-BE ELL-t 90-z IEL-z --- L-QSE L-ozt IPS-1 59s-o 6-a9 OSL-o OR-O- i-EZ- 6-9hz 981-o 081~-ti OEPF-h 


















































0 ' LZ 































































































































































f'8L 651'1 3L-9 
O'9L SSl'l L0'3Z 
Z'EL 151'1 Eb'LI- 
9'E9 EEL'O LO'L 
0'29 bZL-0 Lh'h 





















L'ES IOL'O L9'1 
1-15 169'0 hE-1 
I'Bh 289'0 SO'I 
b'hf LL9'O LL'O 






1-2s stl-i SL-i- 5.82 011-1 a9-I- 
L'hh $01'1 99'1- 
0'051 800'1 LO'S 
1'341 EIO'L 8E'i 
E'FE1 120'1 19'7. 
L-~ZL OEO-1 81-z 
9.511 OhO'l 26'1 
8'Zf OCh'O hS'S 






Z'ZL 292'0 28'2 
h'Z8 6Lh'O ZZ'Z 






















L-Sa ~~~~1 ib'l- 
6-57 E8O'l ib'l- 
9~a 6zt.1 08-1- 
2-19 LL0"I 38'1- 
E'I8 OEI'L hL-I- 
116'1 ZZS'O 1-29 919'0 16'0 
8-a01 $1~-o 29-o 
O'LS f09'0 29'0 
8'311 SIL'O EE'O 
L'IS C6S'O EE'O OOO'Z ESE'O 
L9E-0 b'L 
998'0 S'OZ 
E'EIL LLL'O 10'0 
Z'1f 18S'O 10'0 
9'911 81L'O SE'O- 
f'3C 695'0 SE'O- 




8.921 OZL'O Of'l- 
6'CEl IZL'O EE'Z- 
6'801 952.0 LO'h- 
Z'ZZ 9'Eb hSh'O OfEh-f 029s-f 
9'12 S'Lb 155'0 OFEf-h 0195-f 
S'8 1'551 EOS'O OZEf-f 029s-h 
0'5 E'h91 815'0 OZEf-f OZ9E-f 
E'S- 8'561 ZhS'O O8Zf-h OZ9F-h 
E'68 122'0 LO'*- 









5-E- s-961 a~e-o 0~zf-f 0~9s-e 
Z'Sl- O'bZZ L85.0 OLZf-f 029s-41 
2'0 hla81 8ZEE0 09Zh-f 029s-+I 
E'91- O'EEZ Sbh-0 O9Zf-h 029s-h 
E'9 9'hLI ZLZ'O OSZf-f 029s-h 
9.211 6Ll'l h9'Z 





9'511 081'1 ZZ'Z 
f'LZI 9E3'1 L6'L 
1'311 181'1 L6'1 
h'LEl 9LO'l 18'1 
L'BZL bfO'1 18'1 
L'LI- O'PEZ 6Zf-0 OSZh-f 0295-f 
3'hl 6'hSl LSZ'O OhZf-$ OZ9F-f 
aSLI- Z-~EZ Z~E-o OQZ~-~ 09s-f 
Z'EZ f'hll 18h.O OEZh-h OZ9F-f 
aeoz E-DEL ZLE*O OEZQ-v 0~9s-h 
9'i9 OSL'O LZ'I 
9'S9 LSL'O h6'0 
O'L9 LSL'O h9'0 
b'L9 ISL'D FE'O 
h'39 1SL-3 00'0- 
s-81- a-~EZ L~E'O OEZQ-VI 019s-+I 
2.61- O'IfZ ZZE'O OZZf-h 029s-f 
6'61- 8'1hZ SOE'O OlZf-f 029s-f 
L'OZ- E'ZfZ FbZ'O OOZf-f 0295-f 






S'ZZ- S'ZCZ E8Z-0 O8lf-f OZ9E-f 
9'EZ- 1'ZhZ E8Z'O OLlf-h OZ9E-f 
O'SZ- E'lfZ LBZ'O 09lC-$ 029s-h 
L'LZ- l'3hZ f6Z'O OSlh-f OZ9E-h 




5-29 ZEL'O 8E'S 
a-39 LZL-9 OL-E 
6-25 IZL'O 6L'Z 
L'OI- S'LEZ E9E'O 00th-h 0295-$ 
B'El- S'SEZ bLE'O ObOf-h 029s-f 
Z'Sl- Q'EEZ 00f.0 080h-h 019s-f 
DEPARTURE P L A N  
A R R I V A L  P L A N  
lET=  MARS 
lET= E I R T H  
CEPARTURE P L A N E T =  P A R S  
A R R l V A L  P L A N E T =  E A R T H  
I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E 1 1  T k E T 2  P E R I H  A P F E L  1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A O E C L  SPEEO OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL 
O E P A R T  A R R I V E  SPEEO R A DECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T l  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  P P P E L  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A O E C L  SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 


























OECL DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A I 1 V 1 PSI 1 ECCEN SNA THETl THE12 PERIH APHEL I 2 V 2 PSI  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET- M A R S  
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
I 1 V 1 PSI 1 ECCEN SMA THETI THET2 PERIH APHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO DEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A OECL 
0.23 0.725 77.5 0.319 1.167 149.8 640.4 0.795 1.539 1.69 1.078 73.5 218.8 -8.9 0.295 
I 1 V 1 PSI  1 ECCEN SCA THETl THE12 PERIH dPHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEED DEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A OECL 
L'LLZ 980'1 ZE'S S8E'L L96'0 
601.1 09'; OZS'l hLb'O 
£80'1 09'i L6E.l EE6"O 
BOL'L8L'Z 66f'LZ86'0 











h'ZE- h'S8Z ELI'O 
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£90'1 50'2 LOS'L 80L'O 
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t-OE- s'hez SLL-o 
1'9 E'hZ OLZ'O 
h'BZ- 6'181 L8L.D 
061'0 $'I- 6'OLZ 5-03 SOL'L LB'I ELS'L OZ6'O 9'1L9 S'ZEZ 9fZ'L 292.0 6'EOL £08'0 SL'O- 
922.0 E.1- 6'902 Z'BL EOL'L 16'1 609.1 688'0 8.299 9'EEZ bfZ'L 881'0 9'SOL SOB'O 61'0 
ELZ'O 8'0- L'ZOZ E'SL ZOI'L 80.Z 9S9.1 8h8.0 S'E59 h'hEZ ZSZ'L EZE'O 6'LOL 908'0 LS'O 
C'hZ- 8'9LZ LZZ'O 
E'EZ- 8'hLZ SfZ'O 
h'ZZ- Z'iLZ 9LZ'O 
LLZ'O 5.62- 6'862 S'EOL 960.1 21.2- ZZL'L 168'0 6'0Zh Z'QLL 9OE'L 81E'O L'IL 9Z8-0 $9-L- 
LZZ'O B'OF- E'L6Z S'03L L60'L h6-L- 189'1 fE6'0 h'OLh Z'LLL BOE'L 982-0 L'EL LZB'O 92.1- 
281'0 E'ZE- Z'LbZ 1-06 860'1 £2'1- ES9'L 596.0 E'ODf 9.911 60E'L €92'0 L'SL LZB'O £6'0- 
ESL'O B'EE- 5'662 6-56 001'L 6L'L- hE9-I 986'0 f'ObE E'9LL OLE'L LhZ'O 0'9L LZB'O 29'0- 
ZEL'O O'SE- O'SOE 6'F6 101'1 6L'L- LZ9'l OOO'L L'08E Z'9LL OLE'L LEZ'O 9'PL LZB'O ZE'O- 
L'ZL L'Eh 18Z.0 
9.21 9'Zh 252'0 
Z'EL 6'Lh ZEZ.0 
OZI'O E'SE- 9'FIE 1-26 EOI'L 58.1- hl9-L 900'1 Z'LLE E'9LL OLE'I ZEZ'O O'LL LZB'O 10'0- 
ELL-0 Z'hE- E'EZE E'06 SOL'I 96.1- 019'1 800'1 L'L9E S'91L 60E'L OEZ'O L'LL LZB'O EE'O 
9ZL'O S'ZE- E'IEE 9'88 LOL.1 91.1- OL9'1 --- h'25E 6'911 L0E.L ZEZ'O O'LL 9Z8'0 EL'O 
Zb1'0 E'LE- h'9EE 8'98 BOL'L 6h'Z- 219.1 --- Z'EhE 9'LLL EOE'L LEZ'D L'9L SZ8.D 51-1 
f9L-0 9'LE- L'BEE O'ER OLL'L hO'E- LL9-L --- Z'fEE $'ELL 86Z.L 521.0 E'9L EZB'O L6'L 
~.ii i-bE hoi-o 5-01 S'8E 90Z.O. 





















0'91 6'hE OEZ'O 
S'ZE Z'IE LSZ'O 
0'1 O'DSE 891'0 
S'hl 0'61 OEf'O 
LBZ'O 5.12- O'6ZE 
911'0 Z'hE- Z'LOZ 
LOL'O O'Of- S'EOZ 
SOL'O 0'6h- 0'00Z 
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9'EE- L'ZfZ E8L'O 
6'EI- 9'9SE h81-0 
S'OE- 6'9hZ C9L'O 
Z'L- E'BSE SLZ'O 
6'LZ- S'6hZ SS1.0 
EOE-o z-~L- 1-LSZ' *-EL SLO-L' SE-z zos.1 EEL-o ~-8~9 Z'LWL Z*I-I SLEV 6.9~ tn~'o EO-I- 
EOL-o 8.9~ L-ELL L-ea +ILL-L LO-z PSS-L se6-0 6.~1~ Z-ZEZ ILZ-I SZZ-D 9.10~ LOB-o 5s-0- 
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f9Z'O 1.11 L'ZLL 6'5L ZOL'I hO'Z 169'1 898'0 8'959 6'SEZ OBZ'L LZE'O 0'801 SOB'O OS'I 
EZE'O 8'21 0'691 f'ZL OOI'L 8Z'Z LSL'L £18'0 L'9h9 9'SEZ 181'1 99E'O 8'OLL 908'0 h6'L 
E6Z-0 E'LE- E'h9Z 1'501 901'1 61.2- 86L'L 698'0 h'EZf 6'LLL $££'I BhE'O 8'69 $28.0 9L'O- 
9'LL- I'fhZ 60Z'O 
9'91- E'ZhZ BEZ'O 
6.51- 6'0hZ LLZ.0 
E'S h'9L LfE'O 
BEZ'O E'ZE- E'Z9Z L'IOL 801.L 86.1- ZSL'L 8L6'O h'ZLh S'9LL SEE'L ZIE'O O'ZL 518'0 9E'O- 
561'0 L'EK- 8.191 0'66 OL1.L SB'L- OZL'L ZS6'0 6'LOh 9'SLL 9EE'L L8Z.0 S'EL SZ8.O LO'O- 
$91'0 9'SE- L'E9Z 9'96 ZLL'L 6L'L- 669'1 9L6'0 L'16E O'SlL LEE'L OLZ'O S'hL SZB'O OE'O 
OhL'O 8'LE- 8'891 f'h6 SLL'L BL'L- 589'1 066'0 L'IBE 8'hLl LEE'I 091.0 Z'SL SZB'O 09'0 
LZ1'0 9'6E- S'LLZ h'Z6 LLL'L 28.1- 9L9'1 866'0 6'LLE L'hll LEE'L 452.0 S'SL SZB'O 26'0 
~2.1'0 Z'Oh- 1.881 5-06 611'1 i6'1- ZL9-L 666'0 Z'Z9E 6'hil 9EE'I 252.0 L'SL SZB'O SZ'L 
ZEL-0 L'6E- E'L6Z SS8a IZL.1 1L.Z- ZL9'L --- L-ZSE E'SIL EEE'L hSZ'O 9'SL hZ8"D 59-1 
821'0 L'6E- O'EOE 9'98 EZL'L Lf'Z- SL9'1 --- $'E$E 0'911 OEE'I 652.0 E'SL EZB'O hL'Z 
LLL'O 9'6E- E'SOE L-ha ZZL'L 26.2- 089-L --- E"fEE 6'911 SZE'l 892'0 8'hL LZ8'0 E8-2 
LOZ'O L'Zh- h'SOE L'Z8 SZL'L 98'E- L89'L --- h'SZE 0'81L 6LE'L 6LZ'O Z'hL 618'0 h6-E 
h'O1 1"fl 8SZ"O 
h'L1 S'EL 092.0 
9-21 L'ZL 591.0 
EhZ'O L'Bh- h'S0E 9-00 hZL'1 L6'S- 969 -- L'9LE h'6LL LLE'L f6Z'D £'EL 918'0 IZ"9 
LZL'O 6'hL- L'BLL 9-55 96O'L €9'1- 89h-L 096'0 L'ESL L'L91 fLZeL 6OZ'O Z'S8 LhL'O EE'Z 
fLl'O 9.81- f'SLL Z'h6 860'1 26.1- 292.1 OL6-0 9'ShL P'E9L 9LZ'L ZOZ'O 6-50 8CL'O 9L'Z 
901'0 5.52- 6'ZLL 6-26 OOL'L hf'Z- 8Sh'l LL6.O 9'LEL 8.591 LLZ'C L6I.O 9'98 6fL'O Of'E 
6OL'O S'LE- 8.691 S'L6 LOL'L 6f'i- SSh'L 286'0 L'6ZL h'L9L 6lZ'I h6L'O O'L8 6hL'O LS'h 
1-01 8'9 COE'O 
S'E- 8'hZE OLl'O 
a-I- z-ZZE EPL-o 
0'1 S'6LE 6SL.O 
6'5 Z'9LE 091'0 
9-1-0 9'95- 1.851 0'06 ZOL'L Lh'9- hSh-L E86.0 8'6IL E'89L 
I~Z-o +ITS S-LLI +I-LOI *EL-I LZ-a VLL-I zo6-o 8.09~ 8-LEZ 
1181-0 L-of 6.9~~ E-9a OOL.L LZ-8 LS~-1 ~~6.0 2.~69 E-991 
502'0 L'bh 1'011 6"L6 811.1 Z6'E OOL'L Zh6'0 h'9SL 9'SEZ 
s.~DL L~L-0 IL.~- 
9'98 LfL'O LL'9- 
8'SOL 16L'O LE'Z- 






L'EOL 98L'O 96'0- 
L'EB ObL'O 96'0- 
h'Z0L EBL'O hZ'O- 
6'08 EEL'O hZeO- 
8'lOL LBL'O EZ"0 
L'OZ- S"91Z BRI'O 
081'0 h'0- 8'fZZ 0'18 7.60'1 E9'Z 6Lh-I LL6'O 6'899 Z.8SL 
9ZL-0 9'8E h'EZL 1-26 OZL'L €0'2 519-L 586.0 O'LEL h'OEZ 
LEZ'O 5.9- E'ZZZ S"LL 580'1 £0'2 h05'1 f98"O O'hS9 h'ESL 
1.91- Z'LEE 881'0 
0'81- B'LZZ ZEL'O 
E'ZI- O'EEE LZZ'O 
VWS N3333 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS 
ARRIVAL PLANET* EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= CARS 
ARRIVlL PLANET- EARTH 















- -- 2.628 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5-50 QbO'L LE'Z- 
S-~a ~60.1 98.1- 
























z*z-0 S'O- L'BL 180'1 6E'L- 
8'5L 180'1 32.1- 
9'ZL hL0.L ZZ'L- 
L'b9 $90'1 OZ'L- 
1-51 150-1 LZ'L- 
5'09 VEO'L LZ'L- 




















O'L6 161'1 6h'O 
8'LOI 150'1 8h.3 
P'E6 bBL'I 8h'O 
8'9OL ESO'L Bh'O 




80E'O L'IL- 9'9ZE E'90L h5O'L bh'0 
LOZ'O Z'EZ 1'85 L'LI SQL'L 6h'O 
80E.0 h'hl- 6'LLE h'90L LSO'L 25'0 
SLZ-o z-nz s'h9 O-sa EBL-L 2s-o 











S'ZB ZBL'L LS'D 
0'08 08L'L h9'3 

























6SL'O h'E- 9'ZhE h'9b 980'1 hS'0 
6fL'O L'Z- L'LhE 6'h6 LBO'L 09'3 
ZZL'O L'O- 9'ZfE h'E6 LEO-L OL'3 























































EEE'O 1.21- E'hEE 
652-0 8'h 9.91 
LbZ-0 L'fl- S'LZE 
ZZZ'O O'L 9'ZZ 






8hZ-0 h'61- O'ELE 
EOZ'O h'ZL 6'LE 
ZEZ'O S'LZ- Z'SOE 













LZZ'O E'EZ- 6'962 8'101 ESO'L 90.3- 
6EZ'O Z'SL B'9h L'EB h8L"L 9h-3- 
SLZ'O 8'hZ- 1.882 S'LOL 950'1 OS'D- 
69Z'O S'SL f'Lh 9'08 h8L-L OS.3- 
9LZ'O 0'92- E'BLZ L'IOL 090'1 LS'3- 
OEL-o 2s.~- $06'0 ZS'L- 
SEL'O Ih'L- 
EEZ'O 5.92- 8'992 L'Z01 L90-I 69'3- 
662'0 S'SL- E'SLE Z'hL f90-L Zh'D 






ELZ'O L'BI- E'LOE L'5L 9~0'1 Zh'O 
EZS'O 6'hl- L'61E 6'09 SEO'L Zh'3 
b8Z'O S'OZ- 0.162 8'hL L8O'L Zh'D 
OZE'O S'LZ- 0.282 6'ZL f8O"L SC'O 












LLE'O Z"L- Z'LhE b'SOL 060'1 Lf'3- 
992'0 6'8- h'EhE b'ZOL 680'1 hh.3- 
OEPARTURE PLANET= PARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 



















































ECCEN SPA PERIH PPhEL V 2 PSI  2 R A DECL SPEED 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A OECL 1 1 V 1 PSI 1 ECCEN SMA THETl THET2 PERIH APHEL DECL SPEED 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
































































































































































































































































































































THETl THETZ DEPART ARRIVE ECCEN SWA OECL SPEED 
IEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
LRRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 





























































































PSI  2 ECCEN SMA THETl THE12 PERIH APHEL R A OECL SPEEO DEPART ARRIVE SPEED R A 
DEPARTURE P L A N E T =  C b R S  
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T -  EARTH 
O E P d R T U R E  P L A N E T -  P A R S  
A R R I V P L  P L A N E T -  E A R T H  
DEPART P R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL  
0 . 1 3 1  9 6 . 8  18.2 
P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T l  T k E T 2  P E R I H  A P P E L  O E C L  SPEEO 
D E P A R T  A R R I V E  SPEEO R A O E C L  I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T I  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  API-EL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R P D E C L  SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EdRTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= PARS 
ARRIVPL PLANET= EARTH 
I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
1.98 1.080 115.8 56.0 23.9 0.483 
2.18 1.078 119.3 63.6 25.1 0.541 
2.5C 1.075 123.9 70.8 25.9 0.618 
2 -05  1.073 130.2 77.3 26.4 0.723 
4.07 1.071 139.0 82.6 26.6 0.868 
--4.50 0.935 26.0 10.4 2.6 1.046 
-4.50 0.985 34.2 5.1 -0.7 0.947 
-1.84 1.138 43.0 57.0 18.3 0.873 
-1.88 1.141 46.7 64.0 19.3 0.811 
-1.98 1.144 5C.2 71.0 20.0 0.751 
-2.16 1.147 53.6 77.9 20.1 0.692 
-2.45 1.150 56.8 84.7 19.6 0.636 
-2.92 1.153 59.9 91.3 18.4 0 - 5 8 3  
-3.73 1.156 62.9 97.6 16.0 0.533 
-5.38 1.159 65.8 103.3 11.1 0.488 
-10.12 1.162 68.5 108.5 -1.8 0.468 
11.77 1.168 74.0 134.5 53.4 0.403 
5.77 1.172 76.5 128.9 40.4 0.319 
3.88 1.175 79.1 128.8 35.8 0.274 
2.99 1.178 81.7 127.7 34.2 0.238 





















ECCEN SPA THETl TkET2 PERIH PPt-EL 
4-4250 4-4610 0.432 185.3 1.C 2.94 C.563 52.8 C.714 1.122 159.3 488.1 0.321 1.923 3.57 1.069 135.1 85.0 26.7 0.803 
4-4250 4-4620 0.562 184.9 1.1 4.70 0.560 35.6 0.829 1.119 162.1 5C1.0 0.191 2.047 5.15 1.068 145.7 89.4 26.6 0.974 
4-4250 4-4660 0.538 143.0 12.8 -5.29 0.214 73.9 0.930 0.861' 178.8 558.4 0.060 1.661 -5.50 0.927 21.8 12.4 3.5 1.100 
4-4250 4-4660 0.537 107.2 20.2 -5.29 0.382 131.7 0.874 0.942 187.9 567.5 0.119 1.765 -5.5C 0.979 2 9 - 2  7.5 0.4 1.021 
4-4250 4-4730 0.596 197.4 -7.7 -0.15 0.714 35.8 '2.774 1.434 147.5 236.2 --- 2.545 -1.85 1.134 41.5 58.3 18.7 0.897 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CELL I 1 V I P S I  1 ECCEN SPA THETl TbE12 PERIH APbEL I 2 V 2 PSI  2 R P DECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
























































ECCEN SVA THETl TI-€12 PERIH API-EL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEED 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A OECL ECCEN SPA PERIH API-EL OECL SPEED 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET- EARTH 
CEPARTLRE PLANET= WARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET- EARTH 
P E R I H  Apt-EL OFPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL ECCEN SPA T H E T l  T h E T 2  
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T l  T I -€12  P E R I H  bPt-EL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEED 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTI4 
CEPARTLRE PLANET= WARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 



















































ECCEH SPA THETl TbET2 I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R P OECL SPEEO 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A OECL I 1 V 1 PS I  1 ECCEN SFA THETI TFET2 PERIH APHEL 1 2 V 2 PS I  2 R b DECL SPEED 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MbRS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTLRE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R P OECL SPEED DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL ECCEN SPA T H E T l  T e E T 2  
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEED R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E T I  T C E T 2  P E R l H  PPHEL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A D E L L  SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTLRE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
























































ECCEN SPA PERIH API-EL OECL SPEED 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A OECL I 1 V 1 PSI  1 ECCEk SPA THETI TCET2 PERIH PPCEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R L OECL SPEED 
DEPARTURE PLANET= CPRS 
ARRIVAL PLANET- EARTH 
OEPARTLRE PLANET= MARS 
ARHIVAL PLANET= EARTH 






























































17.2 16.7 0.439 
25.5 17.6 0.435 
33.6 19.2 0.434 
41.9 20.9 0.437 
50.3 22.7 0.443 





DEPARTLRE PLANET= MARS 

























































































OEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A ECCEh SPA THETl TCETZ PERIH APbEL OECL SPEEO 
OEPARTURE PLANET= WPRS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTLRE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL ECCEN SMA T H E T l  T h E T 2  P E R I H  APfiEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
SPEED R A CECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEh SPA T H E T l  T k E T 2  P E R I H  4 P k E L  1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO DEPART A R R I V E  
DEPARTURE PLAN1 
A R R I V A L  PLAN1 
iT5 :  MbRS 
i T *  EARTH 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A CECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SPA T H E 1 1  T H E 1 2  P E R I H  b P H E L  I 2 U 2 P S I  2 ' R  A OECL SPEEO 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEh SVA T H E T I  T k E T Z  P E R I C  APCEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R b OECL SPEEO 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MbRS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET- EARTH 
DEPARTURE PLANET= WARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A CECL ECCEN SPA T H E T l  T k E T 2  P E R I H  b P h E L  1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEED 






























6e . i  
68.1 


























































P S I  1 
ECCEN SPA THETl TkET2 PERIH PPI-EL OECL SPEED 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A DECL THETl TI -El2 PERIH PPt'EL OECL SPEED 
IEPARTURE PLANET= MPRS 
LRRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
DEPARTLRE PLANETz MARS 
BRRIVAL PLANET- EARTH 































DEPART ARRIVE SPEEC R A DECL I 1 V 1 PSI  1 ECCEN SPA THETl TkET2 PERIH APkEL 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPARTURE PLANl  
A R R l V A L  PLANl 
I T =  MARS 
ET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SMA T H E T I  THETZ P E R I H  APHEL I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 ECCEN SMA M E T 1  T H E T 2  P E R I H  APHEL I 2 V 2 -  P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 

iPARiURE PLANET= VENUS 
<RIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
MIOCOURSE PLANE CHANGE 
DEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
.PART ARRIVE SPEEO R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 MIOV K I C K V  DATE T H E T l  THET2 I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
- 8 0 0  4 -  9 3 0  0.181 269.3 9.7 0.20 1.263 96.9 1 .241 0.004 4- 8 5 4  315.3 504.8 2.02 0.932 97.7 35.4 26.2 0.164 
- ROO 4- 9 4 0  0 .170 769.7 10.5 -0.15 1.257 96.5 1.236 -0.003 4- 8 5 4  315.6 515.3 2.03 0.925 9 5 - 2  32.4 27.9 0.135 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEED R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 MIDV K I C K Y  DATE T H E T l  THET2 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 

M I  DCOURSE PLANE CHANGE 
!PARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
% R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
DEPARTURE P t A N E T -  VENUS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 




































MIDV K I C K V  OATE T H E T l  r H E T 2  1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A DECL SPEED 
DEPART ARKIVE SPEEO R A DELL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 MIOV K I C K V  OATE T H E T l  THETZ I 2 V 2 P S I  2 K A DECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 





















































DEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 















































































































































DATE DEPART ARRIVE SPEED K A PSI  1 KICKV THETl THET2 DECL SPEEO 
EPARTUKE PLANET= VENUS 
RRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 



































































DEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 


































































MIOV KICKV THETl THET2 I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A DECL SPEEO 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A OECL I 1 V 1 PSI  1 MIOV KICKV DATE THETl THET2 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 

OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
MIOCOURSt  PLANE CHANGE 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  EARTH 
I 1 V 1 P S I  1 MIOV K I C K V  OATE 1 I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 M l O V  K I C K V  OATE T H E T l  T H E i 2  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLAN 
A R R I V A L  PLAN 
ET= VENUS 
ET= EARTH 
MIOCOURSE PLANE CHANGE 
OEPARl 
ARR l V l  
lURE PLANET= VENUS 
\L PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A OECL 
6 . 7  
9.2 
1 1 . 7  
1 3 . 6  
1 . 8  
MIOV K I C K V  K A OECL SPEEO 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEED R A MIOV K I C K V  DATE T H E T l  THETZ R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VEWUS 
ARRIVPL PLANET= EA*TH 
OEPART ARRIVt  SPEED K A 
SE PLANE CHANGE 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
OECL PSI  1 MIOV KICKV DATE P S I  2 R A DELL SPEEO 
4-2760 4-2970 0.526 16.0 -3.9 3.70 1.297 66.0 0.648 0.042 4-2881 
4-2760 4-2980 0.486 19.2 -3.8 3.54 1.305 68.1 0.661 0.041 4-2880 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 MIOV KICKV DATE 
65.4 138.6 17.5 0.409 
P S I  2 K A OECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
MIOCOURSE PLANE CHANGE 
DEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO k A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 H I O V  K I C K V  OATE T H E T l  THET2 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPCEO R A CFCL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 M I O V  K I C K V  OATE T H E T l  THETZ I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 






































SE PLANE CHANGE 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 




































KICKV DATE R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A DECL 1 1 V 1 PSI  1 MIDV KICKV DATE THE11 THETZ 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A DECL SPEEO 
OEPARTURE P L A N E T =  VENUS 
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  EARTH 
M lOCOURSE P L A N E  CHANGE 
OEPARTURE P L A N E T =  VENUS 
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  E A R T H  





















M I O V  K I C K V  R A OECL  SPEEO 
D E P A R T  A R R I V E  S P E E O  R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 M I O V  K I C K V  D A T E  T H E T l  T H E T 2  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 

O E P A K l U K E  PLAN1 
A K K I V 4 L  PLANE 
i T =  VENUS 
i T =  EA1TH 
MIOCOURSE PLANE CHANGE 
DEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART A R d I V E  CECL MIOV K I C K V  OATE T H E T l  T H E T 2  I 2 V 2 Y S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
4 - 3 8 7 0  4 - 4  LOO 
4 - 3 8 7 0  4 - 4  1 1 0  
4 - 3 5 7 0  4 -4  1 2 0  
4 - 3 d 8 0  4 - 4 0 6 0  
4 - 3 8 8 0  4 - $ 0 7 0  
60.7 248 .0  
53.8 2 5 1 . 1  
T H E T l  T H E T 2  OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL H I O V  K l C K V  OATE R A DECL SPEED 
MIOCOURSE PLANE CHANGE 
DEPART( 
ARRIVAL 
JRE PLANET= VENUS 
. PLANET= EARTH 
R A OECL SPEEO 
EPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
EPDRT A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL M I D V  K I C K V  
I 1 V 1 P S I  1 H I D V  K I C K V  D A T E  T H E T l  T H E 1 2  1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL 
DEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
MIOCOUKSE P L A N E  CHANGE 
DEPARTURE P L A N E T =  VENUS 
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T -  EARTH 
DEPART L R R I V E  SPEED K A OECL I 1 V 1 P S l  1 M I O V  K I C K V  OATE T H E T l  T H E 1 2  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEED R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 M I O V  K I C K V  OATE T H E T l  T H E 1 2  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A DECL SPEED 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 


























































SE PLANE CHANGE 
OEPAQTURE PLANCT= VENUS 
AR&IVAL PLANET= EARTH 
























































DEPART ARRlVE SPEEO R A OECL MIDV KICKV DATE THETl THET2 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEED 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
MIOCOURSE PLANE CHANGE 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL M I O V  K I C K V  OATE T H E T l  T H E T 2  OECL SPEED 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 MIOV K I C K V  OATE T H E T l  THETZ 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
MIDCOURSE PLANE CHANGE 
DEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
DEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 MIOV K I C K V  D A T E  T H E T l  T H E 1 2  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL 1 1 V 1 P S I  1 MIOV K I C K V  D A T E  T H E T l  THETZ R A OECL SPEEO 
MIDCOURSE P L A N E  CHANGE 
DEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
DEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEED R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 MIOV K I C K V  DATE T H E T l  T H G T ~  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEED 
4 - 5 5 6 0  4 - 5 7 7 0  0 .122  247.9 -1.9 -3.89 1 . 2 8 1  87.8 1.004 -0 .067  4 - 5 6 3 3  1 3 - 4  230.5 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEED R A D E L L  I 1 V 1 P S I  1 MIOV K I C K V  DATE T H E T l  T H E T 2  R A OECL SPEED 
DEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
\SE PLANE CHANGE 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 















































































DEPART ARRIVE SPEED R A OECL KICKV DATE THETl THETZ R A OECL SPEED 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET- EARTH 
SE P L A N E  CHANGE 
OEPARTURE P L A N E T =  VENUS 
ARR I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL K I C K V  OATE T H E T l  T H E T 2  P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R t3 OECL 1 1 V 1 P S I  1 H I D V  K I C K V  OATE T H E T l  T H E T 2  1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
487 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
MIOCOURSE PLANE CHANGE 
OEPARTURE PLANET= VENUS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 M I D V  K I C K V  OATE 7 H f T l  T H E T 2  
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEED R A OECL I 1 V 1 PSI 1 M I D V  K I C K V  OATE T H E T l  T H E T 2  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEED 
OOOZ = 9961 
H1UV3 01 SUVW 
SU3dSNV813NV7d - N3W0a8 
MIDCOURSE PLANE CHANGE 
OEPARTL 
ARRIVAL 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
I R E  PLANET= MARS 
. PLANET= EARTH 
R A OECL SPEEO DEPART A R R I V E  SPEED R A OECL H I O V  K I C K V  OATE 
3.8 1.1 0.349  
10.2 3.3 0.352 
R A OECL SPEED DEPART A R R I V E  SPEED DECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 MIOV K I C K V  OATE T H E 1 1  T H E 1 2  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 
OEPARTURE P L A N E T =  MARS 
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  EARTH 
MIOCOURSE P L A N E  CHANGE 
DEPARTURE P L A N E T =  MARS 
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  E A R T H  
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL  I 1 V 1 P S I  1 M I O V  K I C K V  OATE T H E T l  T H E 1 2  1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
0.114 1n.7 
0 . 1 6 4  97.9 
S P E E O  R A OEPART A R R I V E  OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 M I O V  K I C K V  OATE T H E T l  T H E T 2  1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL  SPEEO 
MIOCOURSE PLANE CHANGE 
OEPARTUF 
A R R I V A L  
LE PLANET= MARS 
P L A N E T =  EARTH 
I E P A R T U R E  PLANET= MARS 
b R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OECL '' DEPART A R R I V E  SPEED R A I 1 V 1 P S I  1 M I O V  K I C K V  DATE R A OECL SPEED 
R A OECL SPEED 1 1 V 1 P S I  1 M I O V  K I C K V  DATE 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
MIDCOURSE PLANE CHANGE 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 MIDV KICKV DATE THETl THE12 I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEED 
4- 280 4- 520 0.094 175.0 9.1 0.74 0.693 98.9 0.987 0.012 4- 414 205.9 394.4 0.63 1.118 97.1 63.0 25.0 0.187 
4- 280 4-  530 0.091 183.7 5.6 0.62 0.686 9 7 - 8  0.976 0.010 4- 416  201-8  400.3 0.66 1.116 98.4 68.2 25.6 0.202 
4- 290 4- 490 0.122 155.0 14.9 1 -09  0.723 103.1 1.032 0.019 4- 417  221.7 375.8 0.90 1.126 93.4 54.9 26.3 0.153 
4- 290 4-  500 0.115 159.7 13.9 0.91 0.716 102.3 1.024 0-016 4- 418 2 1 8 - 4  382.3 0.78 1.124 94.8 56.1 25 -2  0.164 
4- 290 4-  510 0.109 165.5 12.3 0.77 0.709 101.4 1.016 0.013 4- 419 214-6  388.4 0 - 7 1  1.122 96.0 58.9 25.0 0.176 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 MIOV KICKV DATE THETl THET2 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEED 
MIDCOURSE PLANE CHANGE 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R b MIOV KICKV DATE 
4- 4 2 1  
4- 422 
4- 4 2 4  
4- 423  
4- 424  
4- 425 
4- 427  
4- 428  
4- 430  
4- 4 3 1  
4- 432  
4- 433  
4- 434  
4- 436  
4- 438 
4- 437  
4- 438 
4- 439 
4- 4 4 1  
4- 442  































OEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A OECL I 1 V 1 PSI 1 MIOV KICKV DATE THETl THET2 1 2 V 2 PSI  2 R A OECL SPEED 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
MIDCOURSE P L A N E  CHANGE 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  EARTH 
I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEED DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 M I O V  K f C K V  3 OATE T H E T l  T H E 1 2  
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEC K A D E L L  I 1 V 1 P S I  1 M I O V  K I C K V  OATE T H E T l  T H E T 2  OECL SPEEO 
iPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
k R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
SE PLANE CHANGE 
DEPARTURE PLP 
A R R I V A L  PLL  
\ N E T =  MARS 
\NET= EARTH 
!PART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A DECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 MIOV K I C K V  OATE T H E T l  T H E T 2  OECL SPEEO 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 M I O V  K I C K V  OATE T H E T l  T H E T 2  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPARTURE PLANET- MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
MIOCOURSE PLANE CHANGE 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 









































KICKV DATE THETl THET2 OECL SPEED 
4-1910 4-2100 0.175 299.4 -22.2 -1.75 0.791 98.9 1.035 -0.031 4-2022 220.7 384.9 -0.40 1.097 94.1 200.6 -13.1 0,106 
4-1910 4-2110 0,170 302.4 -22.6 -1.66 0.787 98.3 1.029 -0.029 4-2023 217.3 391.5 -0.20 1.092 95.1 203.2 -11.7 0.115 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEED R A OECL I 1 V 1 PSI 1 MIOV KICKV DATE THETl THETZ I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEED 
MIDCOURSE PLANE CHANGE 
EPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
R R I V A L  PLANET-  EARTH 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO EPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL M I O V  K I C K V  OATE T H E T l  T H E T 2  
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 MIOV K I C K V  OATE T H E T l  T H E 1 2  1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL 
-7.6 









MIDCOURSE P L A N E  
M I O V  K I C K V  
CHANGE 
DATE 
4 - 2 1 2 6  
4 - 2 1 2 9  
4 - 2 1 3 1  
4 - 2 1 3 3  
4 - 2 1 2 9  
4 - 2 1 3 1  
4 - 2 1 3 3  
4 - 2 1 3 5  
4 - 2 1 3 7  
4 - 2 1 4 0  
OEPARTURE P L A N E T =  MARS 
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  EARTH 
T H E T l  T H E T 2  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A DECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 M I O V  K I C K V  DATE T H E T l  T H E T 2  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
I E P A R T U R E  P L A N E T =  MARS 
i R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  E A R T H  
MIDCOUR SE P L A N E  CHANGE 
DEPARTURE P L A N E T =  MARS 
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  E A R T H  
I E P A R T  A R R I V E  S P E E D  R A OECL M I O V  K I C K V  OATE T H E T l  T H E T 2  
1 9 7 . 1  3 9 1 . 2  
1 9 3 . 9  3 9 7 . 7  
I 2  V 2  P S I 2  R A  O E C L S P E E O  
DEPART A K R l V E  S P E E D  R A OECL I 1 V 1 PSI 1 M I O V  K I C K V  O A T E  T H E T l  T H E 1 2  R A D E C L  SPEED 
OEPARTURE P L A N  
A R R I V A L  PLAN 
IET=  HARS 
IET=  E A R T H  
:SE P L A N E  .CHANGE 
OEPARTURE P L A N E T =  HARS 
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T S  E A R T H  
I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A O E C L  SPEEO OEPART A R R I V E  S P E E O  R A OECL H I O V  K I C K V  OATE T H E T l  T H E T 2  
0 . 1 9 6  14 .5  
0.188 16.5 
SPEEO R A O E P A R T  A R R I V E  OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 M I O V  K I C K V  OATE T H E T l  T t l E T 2  1 2 Y 2 P S I  2 R A OECL  ( P E E 0  
MIOCOURSE PLANE CHANGE 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
b R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTURE P L A N E T =  MARS 
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  EARTH 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL M I O V  K I C K V  OATE 
0.972 0 . 0 2 1  4 - 3 5 7 2  
0 :961  0.026 4 - 3 5 7 4  
1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPART A R R I V E  OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 MIOV K I C K V  OATE T H E T l  T H E 1 2  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A DECL SPEEO 
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lEPARTUKE PLANET= NARS 
R R I V A L  PLPNET= EARTH 
MIDCOURSE PLANE CHAYGE 
OEPARTUKE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
I E P A R r  4 R X I V E  S P E t O  R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 MIOV K I C K V  OATE T H E T l  T h E T 2  I 2 V 2 P S 1  2 2 A DECL SPEED 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R B DECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 MIOV K I C K V  OATE T H E T l  T H E T 2  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A DECL SPEED 
DEPARTURE PLAN 
A R R I V A L  PLAN 
E T =  MARS 
IET= EARTH 
SPEEO K A 
MIDCOURSE PLANE CHANGE 
OEPARTUKE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART A R K I V E  DECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 MIOV K I C K V  DATE T H E T l  T H E 1 2  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEED 
1.18 0.723 112 .7  1 .161  0.023 4 - 5 1 7 1  228.2 421.6 0.13 1.143 106.7 35.8 14.7 0 .358  
I 1 V 1 P S I  1 MIOV K I C K V  DATE T H E T l  T H E 1 2  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A DECL 
MIDCOURSE PLANE CHANGE 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEED R A OECL 
OEPARTURE P L A N E T =  MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
I 2  V 2  P S I 2  R A  O E C L S P E E O  I 1 V I P S I  I M I D V  K I C K V  OATE 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEED R A DECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 M I D V  K I C K V  OATE I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEED 
OEPARTURE PLAN1 
ARRIVBL PL&NI  
i T =  MARS 
i T =  EA&TH 
SE PLANE CHANGE 
OEPARTURE P L I  
ARRIVAL P L l  
\NET= MARS 
\NET= EARTH 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A 
0 .096 127.5 
0.089 137.5 
OECL MIOV K I C K V  OATE 
4 - 5 8 5 3  
4 - 5 8 5 4  
4-5857 
4-5858 
4 - 5 8 5 9  
4 - 5 8 6 1  
4 - 5 8 6 2  
4 - 5 8 6 4  
4 - 5 8 6 5  
4-5867 
4 - 5 8 6 8  
4 - 5 8 7 0  
4 - 5 8 7 1  
4 - 5 8 7 1  
4-5873 
4 - 5 8 7 5  
4 - 5 8 7 6  
4 - 5 8 7 8  
4 - 5 8 8 0  
4-588 1 
4 - 5 8 8 2  
4-5884 
4 - 5 9 8 6  
4 - 5 8 8 7  
4 - 5 8 8 8  
4 - 5 8 9 0  




4 - 5 8 9 6  
4 - 5 8 9 8  
4 - 5 8 9 8  
4 - 5 8 9 9  
4 - 5 9 0 1  
4 - 5 9 0 2  
4 - 5 9 0 4  
4-5905 
4 - 5 9 0 4  
4 - 5 9 0 5  
4 - 5 9 0 7  
4 - 5 9 0 8  
4 - 5 9 1 0  
4 - 5 9 1  1 
4 - 5 9 1 2  
4 - 5 9 1 3  
4 - 5 9 1 4  
4 - 5 9 1 6  
4 - 5 9 1 7  
4 - 5 9 1 9  
T H E T l  THET2 OECL SPEEO 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEED R A DECL MIOV K I C K V  OATE T H E T l  THETZ OECL SPEEO 
MIDCOURSE PLANE CHANGE 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET: EARTH 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEED R A M I D V  K I C K V  DATE I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A DECL SPEED 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEED R A DECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 M I D V  K I C K V  DATE T H E T l  THET2 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEED 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
MIOCOURSE PLANE CHANGE 
DEPARTURE P L A N E T =  MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL P S I  1 M I O V  K I C K V  DATE T H E T l  T H E T 2  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 M I O V  K I C K V  DATE T H E T l  T H E T 2  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEED 
E P I R T U R E  PLANET= MARS 
R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
MIDCOURSE PLANE CHANGE 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
IEPART A R R I V E  SPEED R 4 DELL  MIOV K I C K V  OATE T H E T l  T H E T 2  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEED R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 MIOV K I C K V  OATE T H E T l  T H E T 2  R A DECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
OEPARTUKE PLANET= MARS 
ARKIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
1 2 V 2 PSI  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
1.22 1.095 9 5 - 0  168.8 17.0 W.119 
0 - 2 5  1.099 89.3 178.7 4.2 0.084 
0.36 1.099 90.8 173.0 8.1 0.085 
0.51 1.099 92.1 169.5 11.2 0.091 
0.72 1.097 93.4 168.8 13.4 0.101 
1 - 0 1  1.094 94.6 170.4 14.8 0.113 
1.42 1.091 95.8 174.0 15.9 0.127 
0.13 1.099 89.1 181.4 1.2 0.083 
0.23 1.099 90.5 175.4 5.3 0.083 
0.38 1.098 91.9 171.6 8.7 0.089 
0.57 1.096 93.1 170.5 11.1 0.097 
0 . 8 1 1 - 0 9 4  94.3 171.8 12.50.108 
1.15 1.091 95.5 174.9 13.5 0.121 
0.08 1.099 90.3 177.2 2.4 0.083 
0.23 1.098 91.7 173.2 6.1 0.087 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEED R A OECL MIOV OATE THETl THET2 
1.188 
MIOV THETl THET2 DEPART ARRIVE SPEED R A OECL OATE DECL SPEED 
HIDCOURSE PLANE CHANGE 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
DEPARTURE P L A N E T =  MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL MIOV K I C K V  OATE T H E T l  T H E 1 2  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEED R A DECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 H I O V  K I C K V  OATE T H E T l  T H E 1 2  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
MIOCOURSE PLANE CHANGE 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEED R A OECL K I C K V  OATE T H E T l  T H E T Z  R A OECL SPEED 
DEPART A R R I V E  S P E E D  R A DELL M I D V  K I C K V  OATE T H E T l  T H E T 2  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEED 
MIOCOURSE PLANE CHAYGE 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R K I V A L  P L A N E T =  EARTH 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO K A OECL 1 1 V 1 P S I  1 MIOV K I C K V  OATE T H E T l  T H E 1 2  I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
0 .269  
SPEED I 1 V 1 P S I  1 M I O V  K I C K V  OATE T H E T l  T H E 1 2  1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO DEPART A R R I V E  
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
MIDCOURSE PLANE CHANGE 
DEPARTURE PLAYET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 














































R A DECL MIOV OATE R A OECL SPEED 
DEPART ARRIVE SPEEO R A DECL I 1 V 1 PSI  1 MIDV KICKY OATE THETl THET2 1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A DECL SPEEO 
i PLANE CH.ANGE 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
DEPARTURE PLANET= HARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 









































MIOV KICKV DATE THETl THETZ I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
20.9 
OECL I 1 V 1 PSI 1 MlOV KICKV DATE THETl THETZ I 2 V 2 PSI  2 R A OECL SPEEO OEPART ARRIVE SPEEO 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
HIDCOURSE PLANE 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 


















































































MIDV KICKV DATE THETl THET2 ' R A OECL SPEED 
OEPART ARRIVE SPEED R A MIDV KICKV DATE THETl THETZ R A DECL SPEED 
)EPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
iRRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 
MIDCOURSE PLANE CHANGE 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARRIVAL PLANET= EARTH 



































































































K I CKV DEPART ARRIVE SPEED R A OECL MIOV DATE THETl THET2 DECL SPEED 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
MIDCOURSE P L A N E  CHANGE 
DEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
ARR I VAL PLANET= EARTH 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL MIOV K I C K V  OATE T H E T l  T H E 1 2  1 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
OEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 MIOV K I C K V  OATE T H E T l  THETZ I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A DECL SPEEO 
OEPARTURE PLANET= MARS 
A R R I V A L  PLANET= EARTH 
MIOCOUR SE PLANE CHANGE 
OEPARTURE P L A N E T =  MARS 
A R R I V A L  P L A N E T =  EARTH 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEEO R A OECL M I D V  K I C K V  DATE 
0 .018  5 - 1 3 7 5  
0.029 5 - 1 3 7 3  
I 2 V 2 P S I  2 R A OECL SPEEO 
DEPART A R R I V E  SPEED R A OECL I 1 V 1 P S I  1 M I D V  K I C K V  D A T E  T H E T I  T H E T 2  R A OECL SPEED 
5 2 0  
Q U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE : 1965 0 - '780-087 
